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MESSAGE FROM MIGUEL ALEMÁN VELASCO

Message from Miguel Alemán Velasco
President of the México Business Summit

For twelve years we have celebrated the Mexico Business Summit, an 
event that has achieved national and international recognition thanks to the 
effort of the Organising Committee and the trust of our sponsors.
  
As Chairman of this forum and in representation of all its members, I thank 
you for participating in this Mexico Business Summit edition: “Tapping into 
Mexico’s new sources of growth”.

Mexico Business Summit twelfth edition will be celebrated in the city of 
Querétaro from October 26 to October 28, 2014.
 
The slogan we chose for this year corresponds with our objective of tackling 
relevant issues for the future of our country and, as always, contribute 
through dialogue, exchange of ideas, and proposals of our distinguished 
guests, to create a better Mexico. 

We are witnessing fundamental facts for the future of the nation, such as 
the response from the main political groups in Mexico to the initiatives of 
structural reforms from the President Enrique Peña Nieto, that will have a 
great significance to our country.
 
These reforms will represent a milestone in the modernization of our nation; 
they will consolidate opportunities to improve our economy, they will foster 
Mexican competitiveness in the global markets, they will create more spaces 
for investment attraction, and will strengthen the internal market.
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All this with the final consequence of improving the Mexican standard of 
living.

This coincides with the main purpose of the Mexican Business Summit, 
that is, to contribute in generating a more inclusive country, in which every 
Mexican can have access to health, education, adequate housing, and well-
payed salaries. 

An entrepreneurial vision needs to go hand by hand with a social vision. A 
political vision needs to have as a priority the social welfare. The productive 
and commercial competitiveness needs to be in benefit of everyone.

Our country has now new foundations to make this happen. That is why the 
Mexico Business Summit will work specifically on “Tapping into Mexico’s 
new sources of growth”. 

At a global level, we will focus on the competitive advantages that emerge 
from the reassessment of the Asia-Pacific relations, the commercial links 
with North, Central and South America, and with the European Union. 

I thank the State Government, its entrepeneurial community and specially 
to the beautiful city of Querétaro, its valuable support for making this event 
possible.

This edition of the Business Summit will no doubt be successful thanks to 
the commitment and enthousiasm of all its participants. 

¡Welcome!

Miguel Alemán Velasco
President
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OPENING SESSION

Speakers
Miguel Alemán Velasco
Chairman, Mexico Business Summit, Mexico
José Calzada Rovirosa
Governor, State of Querétaro, Mexico
Oscar Peralta Casares
Representative, Querétaro Business Community, Mexico 

Chaired by
Alfonso García Cacho 
Executive Director Mexico Business Summit, Mexico The spirit of this Summit is to 

promote action by taking advantage 
from the national and international 
experiences of the people present 
in this event, in order to create a 
horizon of better social policies and 
a better future for the young and 
future generations.

In order to face Mexico’s challenges, it is necessary for the private sector 
and the government to collaborate and agree. It is crucial to make a wise 
use of the resources Mexico has. The agenda of the twelfth edition of the 
Mexico Business Summit is built around these elements, seeking to promote 
the exchange views to improve the population’s quality of life.

The Mexico Business Summit represents a space for dialogue, for sharing 
talent and experience, for bringing up ideas that could benefit Mexico. 
Participants and speakers are the ones that have made this encounter a 
high level yearly gathering.
 
Whereas in the past the Summit was focused on what to do to achieve growth, 
now the meeting will deal with what has been achieved. The approved 
reforms constitute a tool to make of Mexico a better, more prosperous and 
more equal country. The reforms have strengthened the Mexican State and 
this is a right moment to show support to the institutions.

  
Alfonso García Cacho
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At the same time, society demands justice, and this is a fundamental reason 
to address a social strategy to improve the standard of living, respecting 
others and promoting a social order based on justice and freedom.
 
In the last thirty years Mexico’s growth has been lagging. Now, it is imperative 
to change the pattern. Other countries’ examples show that an economic 
transition is possible if there is will and dare to change. After the important 
reforms that led Mexico into NAFTA, the country became lethargic. Instead, 
Mexicans should have been active stimulating agreements to benefit the local 
economy. Today, it is crucial to act and guarantee a prosperous outcome for 
the country, and that is a collective effort that concerns everyone. In order 
to generate a real change, entrepreneurs, politicians and workers must be 
united to generate agreements that bring Mexico a better future.
     
Querétaro represents a national example in the implementation of 
economic and social policies  that have been possible thanks to an open door 
government close to the people. At the same time, the state has been able to 
collaborate closely with the productive sector and has positioned itself as a 
leader in enterprise quality.

The Summit gathers for the third time in Querétaro, a state that can share 
its experiences of collective work that have proved economically successful, 
and a place that constitutes an example for the subject of the twelfth edition 
of Mexico Business Summit “Tapping into Mexico’s new sources of growth”. 

Miguel Alemán Velasco
José Calzada Rovirosa
Oscar Peralta Casares
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Plenary Luncheon

Special Address
Enrique Peña Nieto
President of the United States of Mexico

Welcoming Remarks
Miguel Alemán Velasco
Chairman, Mexico Business Summit, Mexico
José Calzada Rovirosa
Governor of Querétaro, Mexico

This twelfth edition of Mexico Business Summit is being held for the third 
time in Queretaro, demonstrating that this state has contributed greatly to 
the development of the region and the country overall.
 
As a whole, the Summit has highlighted the spirit of trust that its participants 
have in Mexico’s federal government and future. Today Mexico is breaking 
paradigms and overcoming obstacles. Furthermore, the business community 
feels greatly optimistic that the national economy will grow exponentially 
and fill a more important role in the international arena.
 
For transformation, countries need strong leaders like President Enrique 
Peña Nieto who are willing to make necessary reforms regardless of any 
possible backlash. Mexico is undoubtedly undergoing a revolutionary 
transformation that lies in taking full advantage of its potential and resources 
to attain sustainable development. Joint participation and exchange of 
ideas among business leaders, members of government and civil society is 
imperative for the success of this transformation. The country has taken the 
significant step of establishing much needed reforms. Now we must work 
together to implement and support their success. Only through teamwork 
will Mexico break barriers, overcome historic obstacles and create a stronger 
and improved society.
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To reach this goal, President Peña Nieto’s administration is already 
contributing in three significant ways. First, it has developed eleven structural 
reforms, six of which promote economic growth and competition, creating 
jobs and new businesses. Likewise, these economic reforms will create 
greater competitiveness and investment, both national and international, 
which will in turn translate to higher incomes and improved wellbeing 
for the entire population. This environment for progress will be further 
supported by the additional reforms, which specifically aim to strengthen 
Mexico’s institutional regime, rule of law and education.
 
The second great effort of the current administration is pursuing a national 
transformation in terms of infrastructure development, taking advantage of 
Mexico’s strategic location and resources. This effort includes building 46 
new highways to connect the distinct regions of the country. Furthermore, 
the administration is undergoing 24 railway projects to transport both 
passengers and merchandise more quickly and safely. Two infrastructure 
projects stand out for its innovation and size; one is the construction of the 
first express train of its kind on the American continent, which involves 
an investment of approximately 43 billion Mexican pesos and will connect 
Mexico City and Queretaro with 210 km of railroad. The second one is the 
largest infrastructure project of the whole government: Mexico City’s new 
airport. At its highest stage the new airport is expected to transport 120 
million passengers, four times more than the current airport.

Finally, the Peña Nieto administration’s third project is the transformation 
of the country’s public policies. Some examples are the new national 
tourism policy, the national housing policy and the new social policy. 
National tourism policy is bringing record numbers of foreign tourists into 
the country, as well as significantly boosting the economy. The innovative 
housing policy works to create ordered, sustainable and intelligent urban 
development. The administration’s social policy seeks to incorporate social 
program’s beneficiaries in productive activities. In addition, the fiscal reform 
integrates workers into formal employment to strengthen the economy and 
improve quality of life. These transformation policies are establishing a firm 
foundation for sustainable and inclusive growth to strengthen the domestic 
market and improve the quality of life of Mexicans.

In order to attain the Mexico we all want and to help all of these 
transformations reflect in benefits for the people requires a great synergy 
of our efforts to join Peña Nieto’s administration in fostering economic 
advancement, social development and justice. It is necessary that all levels of 
government powers intensify its efforts to ensure full respect of the rule of 
law throughout the country. At the same time, government authorities must 
act effectively and responsibly throughout the nation, because Mexicans 
demand and deserve results, justice, legality and respect for human rights. 
For a solid nation, all parties must work together in the name of their 
country.

José Calzada Rovirosa
Miguel Alemán Velasco

Enrique Peña Nieto and Miguel Alemán
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Mexico and the Southern hemisphere: 
Creating a zone of co-prosperity 

Speakers
Juan Orlando Hernández
President of the Republic of Honduras
Salvador Arriola
Secretary for Cooperation, Iberoamerican General Secretariat (SEGIB), Spain 

Moderator
Arturo Valenzuela
Senior advisor for Latin America, Covington & Burling, LLP; Professor of Government, 
Georgetown University; Former Assistant Secretary of State for Western Hemisphere Affairs 
in the first Obama Administration, USA Mexico, Colombia, and the 

Caribbean are essential players in 
order to compete with the Asian 
giant.The existing economic blocks, which give way to free trade, should have 

clear rules and regulations set forth for attracting investment and generating 
new industries and employment. The new free trade agreement between 
Mexico and Central America, the foreign exchange of goods and services 
within the region has experienced a significant increase and fostered the 
development of a number of different sectors. 

Mesoamerica is a fundamental region for political, economic, and social 
growth. Central American presidents have concluded that for it to function 
as a successful economic bloc, it is necessary to create a strong foundation 
and structure to act as the meeting point of both the Atlantic and Pacific 
trade routes. Acting as a unified economic block will allow Central America 
to reap the benefits of its potential and reach the levels of success desired by 
many actors in the region. 

The characteristics that the region experiences today constitute an area 
of opportunity for all. Narcotrafficking, food security and migration, are 
topics in which all players in the region must act since they are all greatly 
affected by their existence. Before an area of true co-prosperity can be 
reached, the region’s major challenges must be recognized and discussed. 
For Mexico, it is important to resolve the issues present at its borders. By 
acting as the passage between the United States and Central America, the 
country becomes a territory of transit. Unfortunately, this has caused a 
number of serious problems the country needs to address to generate a 
safer environment.
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The security problem in Central America is an opportunity for capacity 
building, collaboration, and above all, a matter of justice. The opportunities 
for investment and growth will come as long as security issues are tackled. 

Society must be linked to each of the processes carried out by the government 
with the intention of promoting transparency and thus show the world that 
we are a reliable region, with clear rules. This will provide the necessary 
security to investors. Honduras has created a new model consisting of 
economic zones in which the rule of law is insured through the creation of 
an effective dispute resolution panel for any country.  

The harmonization created by free trade is essential in order to link access to 
markets and thus promote and spread the American experience worldwide. 
The different investment methods make it so that competition cannot be 
egalitarian. If we wish to present ourselves as a strong force to the world, 
the rules should apply equally to everyone. In addition, care must be taken 
in financing infrastructure in order to generate a much stronger block vis-
à-vis other countries.  

Therefore, it takes a joint effort with the Inter-American Development 
Bank and the World Bank to advance these projects. In April 2015, the 
Summit of the Americas is celebrated – the summit should demonstrate 
clear and precise ideas for advancement in the development plans. Now is 
not the time to get together just to try to reach new agreements – now is the 
time to lay the groundwork for new treaties and exchanges to strengthen 
the region.

Finally, education is a topic of great importance in the creation and 
implementation of the previously mentioned economic blocks. The 
intercultural exchange of ideas and knowledge will permit the region to 
have success as a whole. In 1950, the academic exchange united the region 
in a way never seen previously, yet with time the countries have began to 
lose touch. With the intention of generating a strong economic region in 
order to participate at the global level, it is absolutely essential to revive the 
previous ties between Central American actors to assure regional growth. 

The presence as a block can only be achieved if efforts are united and 
experiences are shared. Now is not the time to act alone. In the new world 
order, it is better for the region to act as a single force - as in this way the 
benefits are received by most people, regardless of nationality.

Juan Orlando Hernández Alvarado
Salvador Arriola

Arturo Valenzuela
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Lessons to help a country change

Speakers:
Tony Blair
Former Prime Minister of the United Kingdom

Chaired by:
Andrés Rozental
Chairman President, Rozental & Associates, Mexico

Mexico is going places… have 
faith in what you are doing, because 
you’re going to get thereThe world is in a time of change, but how do you change in a changing 

world? There are lessons from countries that have changed and benefited 
from it, however, implementing change into your own country can be the 
most difficult part.

Change is the most difficult task a government is entitled to do. The good 
exercice of politics is important, and is becoming increasingly relevant with 
the speed at which changes occur in the world.

China represents an example of good policy implementation: in the last 30 
years it has taken more people out of poverty than any other world power 
in history. 

Contrariwise, Mexico has fallen short over the last 30 years, with an 
economy that grew by 2.2%, while countries such as South Korea and 
China have grown 900% and 2000%, respectively. Mexico’s economic and 
political structure require change in order to launch forward and compete 
internationally.

A list of seven points to help a country change

 To have an open market with free trade, creating jobs and  
 prosperity, supported by transparent mechanisms and institutions.
 To develop a competitive private sector that gives enterprises space  
 to flourish. This will help increasing competitiveness in the private  
 sector, and will also attract greater foreign investment.

1.

2.
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 Change and reform. Governments must change on the grounds of  
 efficiency and justice, without excluding their poor population  
 from social benefits. This is why structural reforms and support  
 programs are crucial in improving the citizens’ quality of life. 
 Education, the most important long-term reform. Educational  
 reforms are the most difficult. However, Mexico cannot afford  
 having large amounts of its people with poor education; if there is  
 no education, there is no future for the people nor the nation. 
 Security, the most important short-term reform. Rule of law must  
 be respected and crime on the street must be controlled; this is why  
 Mexico must be supported by a transparent government. 
 To recognize that the world is more interdependent than ever. The  
 current international system faces an innumerable amount of  
 challenges that should be taken on together. Today, no country can  
 afford to be independent. 
 Reforms must be made not by taking political sides, but with a clear- 
 headed vision of what is best for the citizen.

Change is always revolutionizing the world. Each country’s circumstances 
are distinct, but the nature of the change is always the same. In certain 
situations, it is necessary to do what it takes for changes to happen. An 
example of change, or a political revolution, is the Pacto por México, one of 
the most ambitious reform programs in the world. 

In this Pacto, reforms go beyond the ideology of the political right or left, 
dealing with practical solutions that require a pragmatic vision, in order to 
focus on improving the people’s lives. Furthermore, the reforms back up 
Mexico’s image in the international arena.

To help guide change such as this, it is necessary to understand the 
importance and responsibility of leadership. The importance of a leader, 
whether of a country or a business, is to make decisions and do what he or 
she thinks is correct.

A leader can go through rough times, and be criticized, but he or she must 
take those critiques with intelligence and learn from them. In summary, 
a good leader stands out for his or her preparation and determination to 
move forward when others pull back.

The seven points mentioned above, accompanied by a correct leadership 
and a reforming political context could help Mexico finding its balance in 
the national and international arena. Mexico is predicted to be one of the 
greatest nations in the global decision-making process, not only because 
of its economy, but also because of its values and leadership. “Mexico is 
going places… have faith in what you are doing, because you’re going to get 
there”, concluded Tony Blair.

Tony Blair
Andrés Rozental
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Strengthening the fundamentals for growth in a 
volatile monetary environment

Speaker:
Agustín Carstens
President, Central Bank of Mexico, Mexico

Chaired by:
Pedro Velasco
Partner, Santamarina y Steta, Mexico

The world is going through a difficult economic phase since the crisis 
outbreak in 2007-2008. The global economy faces several challenges: 
volatile markets, currencies under pressure, drops in stock markets all 
around the world, all this marked by setbacks in intents for a post-crisis 
recuperation. This is further accentuated by the complicated situation in 
Europe that seems unable to generate growth, troubles arising to pursue 
the Japanese economic plan, and a dicrease on growth rates in emerging 
economies. These are all determinant factors in the behavior of the global 
economy.

While Europe seems to have run out of rescue policies, the United States has 
recently showed improvement in its economy, thanks to an ultra-expansive 
monetary policy resulting in a small dicrease in the unemployment rate. 

Mexico appears to be heading toward a promising stage, if the 
implementation of the structural reforms are carried out properly. The 
challenge is how to grow in an environment in which the global economy 
grows under its potential, with financial instability -which primarily affects 
emerging economies- created by the reversion of flows, product of the 
expansive policy.
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With the objective of promoting the economic strengthening of Mexico, 
the Banco de México has successfully directed its efforts on stabilizing the 
inflation rate, keeping it at an average of 3%, with a tolerance range of +/- 
1%. Even considering prices fixed by the government, this rate is respected. 
For instance, it is expected that in 2015 the adjustment to the price of 
gasoline goes from 10% to 3%.

To grow with financial stability, it is necessary to focus on three essential 
aspects:

 A solid macroeconomic basis. It is necessary to establish fiscal  
 discipline that helps put public finances in order, together with  
 monetary policies focusing on price stabilization. 

 Strengthening the external sector to counteract the reversion  
 of capital flow. When fiscal discipline is respected, the GDP  
 maintains a sustained rate regarding external debt. Also, this  
 stability helps the financial system to be adequately capitalized and  
 ultimately contributes to economic growth. 

 Sources of growth in the global economy. Putting together the  
 necessary requirements to approve strict international regulations  
 gives Mexico the opportunity to access large credits without having  
 negative consequences within the banking system.

The Mexican government has recently focused on generating sufficient 
growth conditions to become less dependent on external growth. The 
different structural reforms constitute a result of these government 
initiatives. In fact, the reforms have already begun to contribute to the 
economic growth through high employment rates and investments. The 
latter will also help to improve the distribution of wealth.

Entrepreneurs must take advantage of the opportunities arising from the 
reforms, if they do, they will promote further investment. The Mexican 
private sector needs to participate in the construction of a solid economic 
future for the country’s different regions, such as  it did in the development 
of the aircraft industry in Querétaro. This will generate an environment of 
greater competitiveness and productivity, which will result in more income 
for the citizens.

Nevertheless, it is important to remain vigilant on the economic effects that 
could result from Mexico’s security crisis, particularly in Guerrero. The 
government must take adequate actions so that these problems do not affect 
the expected growth.

Agustín Carstens
Pedro Velasco
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In general, Mexico seems to have a promising future, stimulated, above all, 
by the energy reform. The reduction in fuel prices and the establishment of 
a competitive price in electrical energy will make of Mexico and the entire 
North American region, a major competitor in the sector. 
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Drawing the lessons of a lifelong fight
for democracy

Special Keynote Address:
Lech Walesa

Former President of Poland, Poland

Chaired by:
Miguel Alemán Velasco

Chairman, Mexico Business Summit, Mexico

Moderator:
Claude Smadja

Presidente y Fundador, Smadja & Smadja, Suiza

The world is a changing place. Many Mexicans, as many people around 
the world, hope to see a unified world. How can this be achieved? By 
remembering our past and taking advantage of what we have learned. We 
must find what unites us and adjust it to our contexts.
 
Poland is a great example of how a nation that is united can overcome all 
obstacles. Historically, this country, located between Germany and Russia, 
has been a territory in the middle of disputes. For almost 120 years, Poland 
disappeared from the map, due to being divided on various occasions 
between its neighboring countries. With the end of World War II, it came 
under soviet control. All these drastic experiences have made the Polish 
people sensitive to identifying threats and opportunities, and has made 
them alert about future events. Nobody thought that the Polish population 
could destroy and expel communism from the country, unless it was done 
through a nuclear war.

However, today, history tells us otherwise. To this day, people still say that 
integrating the European continent is not a viable solution, but cases such as 
Poland’s prove that it is possible to revolutionize the world.
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Globalization is the goal of many in this modern age, but with so many 
cultural, religious and political differences, how do we integrate with one 
another? The European Union has virtually eliminated its borders and 
open its doors to many agreements, but how can this model unite the entire 
world? For instance, during the communist occupation, the Polish people 
continued to pray, harder than ever. When the communist party noticed 
this, it tried to reform the system to control this disobedience; however, 
the system ended up toppling. When John Paul II was elected Pope, he 
showcased the strong beliefs of Poland to the world—the beliefs that had 
kept it unified through the hardest of times.
 
Democracy is viewed by many as the perfect platform for the global political 
future, but is there a formula for the perfect democracy? The Walesa Formula 
consists of three aspects that describe what is essential for a democracy to 
thrive. First, the political system requires regulations. A constitution is 
needed to establish standards for the democracy to follow. Second, the 
people need to take part in legal regulations and take an interest in politics. 

People need to be encouraged to vote and be part of the decisions for their 
country. Last, the amount of money that citizens have is essential. Citizens 
without resources will not feel a duty to struggle for their government. 
People need proof that their system is working and encouragement to work 
for that system. With these three rules, governments can become stronger 
and make more connections internationally.

It is impressive the way that Mexico has changed over the last decade. The 
current reforms, although controversial, are increasing opportunities to 
construct a positive future. This is the best time for Mexicans to participate 
more actively in the construction of their own country. However, to do this, 
it is necessary to have one key value in mind: solidarity. Only with solidarity 
can the entire population generate true commitment to its future and be 
willing to work for the changes it wants to see.

Finding common ground, strengthening democracy and collaborating with 
other countries are the three aspects required to create a unified world. All 
nations need to play on the same field in order to construct a globalized, 
harmonious world. Citizens are able to change the world; it is just a question 
of commitment and solidarity.

Lech Walesa
Miguel Alemán Velasco
Claude Smadja
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Initiatives to boost Mexico’s growth NOW

Speaker:
Carlos Slim Helú

Honorary Life Chairman, Grupo Carso, Mexico

Chaired by:
Miguel Alemán Velasco

President, Mexico Business Summit, Mexico

After a moderate rebound in 2014, Mexico’s GDP growth is expected to 
do better in 2015. What government policies would ensure this acceleration 
of growth next year? What should corporate Mexico do more or better to 
contribute to higher growth? How would an acceleration of growth ensure 
that Mexico does not fall into the “middle-income trap”?

Mexico is currently experiencing its fifth big stage of economic growth, 
which brings with it significant change and opportunity. This change is 
similar to that of the early twentieth century, which converted the country 
from an agricultural, self-consumption society to an urban, industrial one. 
The second economic stage came as the Great Depression began to fade and 
Mexico pursued a nationalistic campaign that focused on fostering national 
development.

As a result, between 1933 and 1982, the third economic period, Mexico 
experienced an average annual growth rate of 6.2 percent. This growth 
endured despite several wars and economic challenges. Though the 
country has sustained very moderate growth since 1983, the fourth period, 
the current societal shift offers the opportunity of a growth spurt similar to 
that of before. 
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Mexico is now leaving its industrial stage and becoming a technology 
and service society. Just as it was during that first shift from agriculture 
to industry, education is the key to supporting today’s transformation to a 
service society.

As jobs now require extensive training and competencies, the current 
administration and private investors need to focus hard on improving the 
education system; in particular by working intensively with teachers, as 
they will be the catalysts for overall change in the system. Furthermore, 
investment is required to extend technology coverage to meet the needs of 
schools and ensure nationwide access. 

Indeed, the country faces an urgent need for increased investment. Private 
investment will foster both increased and improved education, as well as 
employment opportunities. Together, these factors will work to augment 
the middle class so that it becomes more extensive, with better education, 
higher incomes, greater purchasing capacity and an overall improved way 
of life. 

In agricultural and industrial societies, people work excessively and consume 
very little. In our new service society, the system works very differently. 
People must be well educated to attain better incomes. This will allow for 
more consumption, thereby strengthening the economy and supporting the 
country’s overall performance. Similarly, it is essential to invest in increasing 
the formality of Mexican enterprises, along with increasing the quality of 
products and services.

Mexico has a huge opportunity to become a developed country, with 5% 
annual GDP growth; however, the government must have a sense of urgency 
to accelerate these ambitious investment and infrastructural projects.

The energy reform is key to creating better conditions for competition, 
with rates and services for low-cost electricity, without blackouts, and the 
development of the petrochemical industry.

One of the most important issues that President Peña Nieto’s administration 
has addressed is energy reform. This reform will make Mexico more 
competitive internationally, allow for greater growth and create more and 
better jobs. For the reform to reach its full potential, however, there is an 
urgent need for additional private investment in the energy sector.

By doing so, Mexico can take key actions, such as connecting its gas pipelines 
with the United States. Furthermore, by opening PEMEX to private 
investment, gasoline prices will come down and become more competitive. 
As a result, energy costs will lower for Mexican manufacturing companies. 
These reduced costs, together with Mexico’s supply of trained (yet cheaper) 
workforce, will make the country much more productive and give it an 
advantage over the United States. 

Carlos Slim Helú
Miguel Alemán Velasco
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Indeed, there is no doubt that at this moment Mexico has an enormous 
opportunity for accelerated and sustained growth. Mexico is a developed 
country that deserves first-world health, education, technology 
development, research and entertainment. The business community must 
act immediately to invest in important projects related to areas such as 
energy and infrastructure to make this possibility a reality.
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The trends Mexico needs to care about

Speakers:
Juan Enríquez Cabot
Co-founder, Synthetic Genomics Inc. Managing Director, Excel Venture Management
Claude Smadja
President and Founder, Smadja & Smadja, Switzerland

Provocateur:
Sheel Tyle
President and Founder, Smadja & Smadja, Switzerland

Moderator:
Nik Gowing
Anchor, BBC, United Kingdom

Mexican policies are more 
stable, predictable, and in favour 
of foreign investors than before.

A key mission of the Mexico Business Summit is to contribute thinking 
about the future of Mexico in the global context. In that respect, many of the 
structural reforms initiated by the Peña Nieto administration are aiming at 
a greater and more efficient integration of Mexico into the global economy. 
But what are the trends reshaping the global economic and business 
landscape that will have an impact on Mexico’s corporate and national 
strategies in the coming years? What are the technological developments 
that will offer new opportunities for Mexican corporations or to which 
Mexican entrepreneurs will need to adjust rapidly to be able to continue 
to thrive in a fast changing, volatile, environment? What are the global 
trends and how will they affect Mexico? Mexico must pay attention to the 
technological advances happening outside its borders. If it does not prepare 
for these new trends, these changes could put the Mexican economy at risk.

The economic potential of start-ups is unparalleled. These companies 
generate the majority of jobs in the United States. They create economic 
stability and increase competitiveness within the country. The structure of 
start-ups is related to the structure of human relations and does not follow 
a hierarchical organization. These companies have the advantage of being 
connected with a vast number of people from different sectors. Diverse 
connections allow start-ups to know where the market trends are heading. 

It is vital that Mexico keeps an eye on the rising global trends: where and 
how technological innovations are being produced. For instance, robots 
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and 3D printers are changing the production system by designing and 
constructing products in a much faster and less expensive way. These trends 
will put the maquiladora economies at risk, such as in Mexico, if it does not 
take preventive measures. This is why Mexico should follow the start-up 
model, by being part of the network, fostering change and understanding 
innovation. This shift will contribute to a healthy economy.

There are trends popping up all around the world, but how will they affect 
Mexico? The country should keep an eye on six:

Restructuring of the global supply chain: there is a new dimension of 
political risks that companies need to think about. The United States is 
now choosing to build its new factories in its own territory instead of in 
Mexico. This should make Mexico think of where it wants to be in five 
years and what types of restructuring and legal framework are needed 
to get countries interested in investing in Mexico.
Fragmented globalization: the spirit of globalization has changed. There 
is no longer a unified global vision, but a multifaceted one. The future 
of globalization is broken down through regional agreements, not global 
ones. This is why Mexico now needs to look beyond the United States 
as a commercial partner and connect with more partners through trade 
agreements.
The great middle class divide: the middle class in the United States, 
Europe and Japan is pessimistic of the future. On the other hand, 
emerging market economies such as China have a blossoming middle 
class, with a standard of living equal to that of Spain before the crisis. 
The Mexican government should pay attention to the dissatisfaction 
among the middle class and formulate a solution to their demands. 
The global demographic shift: Mexico has a young, active population, 
but it is aging faster than the United States. If Mexico does not act fast, 
their active population could be surpassed by other countries. 
Technology convergence and innovation from everywhere: most of the 
Western world has already lost its monopoly in technological innovation. 
In this aspect, Mexico has been lacking, it needs to create skills in order 
to boost the economy into the 21st century.
In a volatile world, where the United States have not been replaced as the 
hegemonic power, but multilateralism is still struggling to get through, 
Mexico is in a very good geographical location and strategic position to 
mediate in the current context. 

One last element so that Mexico not only faces these global trends, but leads 
them, is a culture of success. Mexican society must recognize and celebrate 
the success of its people. Doing this will create role-models who will 
encourage the rest to dare to dream and develop innovative ideas. This will 
not cost the country anything; in fact, it will help it strengthen its resources 
to achieve significant change. 

Without a doubt, the fundamental tools to face these trends are education 
and knowledge. However, it is not enough for Mexico to just ride on this 
wave of trends; it needs to work in networks, take advantage of its national 
demographics, use the benefits of multi-facetted globalization, and finally, 
celebrate the success of the Mexican people as an incentive to continue 
progress in the country.

Juan Enríquez Cabot
Sheel Tyle

Nik Gowing
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Innovation => Productivity = Growth.
How to?

Speakers
Matt Levatitch
President and Chief Operating Officer, Harley Davidson-Motor Company, USA  
Alec Ross
Former Senior Advisor for Innovation, Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, USA
Marcelo López Sánchez
Secretary of Sustainable Development, Government of the State of Querétaro, Mexico

Moderator
Yaël Smadja
President, Smadja & Smadja, USA; Chief Executive Officer, The Women Speakers Bureau, 
USA; Executive Director, Máxico Cumbre de Negocios

Mexico is consolidating the necessary foundations for transiting into 
the future of industrial innovation and achieving a competitive position. 
Nonetheless, cultural and industrial changes are still needed to guarantee 
this transformation is achieved. Young entrepreneurs need to be recognized 
as legitimate owners of fresh ideas, current industries must continue to 
innovate, and companies must learn how to remain strong through these 
changes.

Mexico’s youth is a tremendous asset. In México, people under 35 
are growing in a sophisticate culture, no different than that of Seoul or 
Shanghai. Mexico is no longer a developing economy; it is a strong emerging 
economy. However, the tendency in Mexico is to have older, powerful men 
and women running businesses, creating an unwelcoming environment 
for young innovators. One recommendation would be for powerful people 
to meet with one new entrepreneur once a week and listen to his or her 
projects, without paying attention to age, sex, or family ties. 

This new generation needs opportunities. In Mexico, starting up a business 
requires a lot of time, and it is not very likely that it will survive for three 
years. However, despite these difficulties, entrepreneurs must stop waiting 
for the government to solve their problems, and that they are capable 
enough to achieve great changes. Additionally, experienced businessmen 
and women can mentor this emerging generation of entrepreneurs and 
help them break through barriers so they can revolutionize the industry 
and generate a substantial change in the world. 
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In the midst of these cultural and industrial changes, industries must 
understand how to stay strong through transition periods. There are three 
critical areas that industries should pay attention in time of change:

Keep focused on the brand. Understand the relationship that customers 
have with the brand and try to remain loyal to it.

Align employees and stakeholders. Reward distributors and dealers for 
their dedication, and reward customers for choosing your brand.

Commitment to do the necessary work. Be committed to make the necessary 
changes to turn the brand into what you want it to be. 

Companies must stay true to who they are and what they represent, without 
fearing innovation. Belief and courage are the most crucial factors in staying 
strong through transitions in your industry.

How is Mexico changing? Querétaro is one of the best examples to illustrate 
Mexico’s innovation path. The state joined the “innovation wave” by 
implementing new information technology and aeronautics clusters. Today, 
Querétaro has more than 150 businesses generating more than 15,ooo 
jobs in these sectors. Querétaro’s success is due to its focus on developing 
young talent, and at the same time, incorporating SME’s as a key part of 
the region’s development. However, there is still a long way to go. SME’s, 
along with entrepreneurs, must bet on added value. Another key action 
in Querétaro is the creation of spaces for young entrepreneurs, such as 
Fábrica de Ideas, where they can share ideas and find venture capital to 
turn these ideas into real projects.

Thanks to these long-term strategies, Querétaro has become the third most 
competitive state in the country, and hopes to spread this optimism for 
change and innovation into companies at a national level. 

Mexico is a country with great potential that must encourage new ideas, 
continue innovating and promote know how to remain strong and stable 
during transition periods. Innovation is vital for the social and economic 
development of the country, as it not only increases productivity, but 
also helps establish a culture that is open to new ideas, where being an 
entrepreneur is respected and pursued. 

Matthew Levatich
Alec Ross

Marcelo López Sánchez
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Making social media a real business in Mexico

Speakers
Lino Cattaruzzi
General Manager, Google Mexico, Mexico 
Alec Ross
Innovator, Former Senior Advisor for Innovation to Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, USA 
Jorge Ruiz Escamilla
Chief Executive Officer, Facebook Mexico, Mexico 

Moderator
Rossana Fuentes Berain
Founder and Director, Media Lab, Mexico Failure is a natural part of the 

process which leads to evolution and 
growth.

In recent years, thanks to technological advances and fast information 
exchange, social media has played an important role in developing new areas 
of business for both entrepreneurs and large corporations. E-commerce has 
become the primary source of income for many companies. Thanks to the 
growth and scope of social media, entrepeneurs have found a quick and 
easy way of doing business that generates results in the short term.
In Mexico, social media has become a way for people to connect with family, 
friends, merchants, and others. However, the development of social media 
is not yet fully translating into new full-scale business opportunities. There 
are 1.3 billion users on Facebook, of which 53 million are Mexican; this are 
potential clients that could represent great business opportunities. 

Digitalization is an essential process for achieving competitiveness in any 
country. Mexico already has the necessary infrastructure to be at the same 
level as the most technologically advanced countries. However, driving 
entrepreneurship and innovation in Mexico is fundamental, as it is still a 
consumer of digital media and not a producer. 

In Mexico, people between the age of 25 and 65 prefer investing their 
money in tangible things (like property), rather than investing in an 
intangible business, such as an e-business. This is a matter of fear—people 
think that failure is punishable and that the lack of resources prevents them 
from being able to access technologies and opportunities to succeed. 
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Other countries, such as the United States, China and Israel have figured 
out the secrets to succeed in digital business. Individuals do not expect the 
government to solve all their problems and instead take responsibility of 
their own affairs. The government’s role is not to create entrepreneurship, 
but to set conditions that are favorable for entrepreneurship and to create 
tax policies to incentivize risk capital. So, how can Mexico face international 
competition? By “reverse mentorship”, which means receiving feedback 
from young people, as they are always in constant search for innovation and 
renovation and accepting at the same time that it is not always necessary to 
be young in order to innovate. 

The most important global digital platforms were created because there 
were people who had spaces to pitch their ideas to powerful investors who 
had the financial resources required to make these ideas a reality, thus 
generating a significant economic benefit for all parties. In this context, it is 
understood and assumed that failure is a natural part of the process which 
leads to evolution and growth. The possibilities are infinite, the only thing 
we need to do is take risks. 

In order to make social media a real business, the speakers offered valuable 
advice: 

•Understand social media (scope, frequency and segmentation)
•Define your added value to the consumer
•Constantly innovate
•Dare. Take risks. 
•Focus on the person
•Be 100% mobile
•Set metrics to measure ROI. 

In conclusion, digitalization is a constantly evolving process worldwide, 
in which everyone should be at the forefront to achieve competitiveness. 
Mexicans can find endless opportunities for both information and business, 
we only need to believe that we can all foster change. 

Lino Cattaruzzi
Alec Ross

Jorge Ruiz Escamilla
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Managing competition AND cooperation with Asia 

Speakers:
Kishore Mahbubani
Dean, The Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy, Singapore 
Tadayuki Nagashima
Executive Vice President, Japan External Trade Organization (JETRO), Japan
Enrique Rodríguez
Director General de Relaciones Publicas y Comunicaciones, Huawei, Mexico

Moderator:
Claude Smadja 
President and Founder, Smadja & Smadja, Switzerland 

Mexico’s main commercial relationship is with the United States. However, 
as the global economy diversifies and the dynamism of Asia is confirmed, 
the region has become a necessary commercial partner if Mexico wants to 
attain its growth potential. The fulfillment of this alliance will stimulate the 
emergence of an era of cooperation not only with China, but also with other 
Asian countries, such as Japan and Singapore.
 
The countries of Asia are today some of the biggest economies in the 
world. One of the reasons for this global shift is the cooperation between 
South East Asian countries, and even cooperation of different cultures 
within a country, such as in Singapore, where different civilizations can 
coexist harmonically. Another reason is that Asian countries promote the 
internationalization of their professionals, sending them to study abroad. 
After their training, students come back with knowledge and expertise in 
the use of technologies, as well as best practices that are then adopted in 
their specific national contexts. This is possible thanks to the Asian ability of 
implementing useful measures without caring about their origin.

The lack of quality education is partially responsible for the challenges that 
Mexicans have on moving freely and fluently in foreign markets. 

Kishore Mahbubani
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In Japan, during the 1960’s and 1970’s, before its economy became truly 
global, an effort was made to improve basic education, which became a driver 
for innovation. Later on, this made it possible for Japan to compete on an 
international level, raise salaries and finally expand national consumption. 
This is the virtuous cycle that Mexico should adopt.

Japan has experience competing in markets not only in Asia, but also 
globally. For instance, Nissan opened its doors to the Mexican public in 
1966, while in China the company has been operating for only about 
15 years. This is a clear sign of the confidence that the Japanese private 
sector has in the Mexican market and workforce. Nevertheless, Mexico’s 
participation in Japan has been very limited during the same period of time. 
A lack of education is partly the reason why Mexican companies have so 
many difficulties on starting operations abroad.

China is also a clear example of the enormous growth that can be achieved 
with good leadership in a matter of decades. According to the IMF, in 1980 
the global share in purchase parity terms (PPP) of China was 2.2%, while 
the United Sates’ was 25%. By the end of 2014 though, China’s share will be 
greater than the one of the United States. For the first time in 200 years, a 
non-Western power will have the biggest economy in the world.
 
The important thing is to understand how China manage to achieve this. 
The answer consists in seven characteristics:

 •Free market economy
 •Mastering science and technology. The largest research &  
 development budgets used to be in the West, but today they are  
 mostly located in East Asia.
 •A Culture of Pragmatism. As Deng Xiaoping said, “It doesn’t  
 matter whether a cat is white or black. If it catches mice, it is a  
 good cat”. This is, of course, related to the “Great Silent Asian  
 Learning Journey”, the name given to the thousands of Asian  
 officials that leave their continent to learn best practices and new  
 techniques around the world, only to come back and help improve  
 their countries implementing what they were taught.
 •Meritocracy. While Asia has always had the world’s biggest  
 concentration of “brains”, it has also traditionally had the largest  
 pool of “unused brains”. Nowadays, that is changing. The best and  
 the brightest get rewarded for their good work, and there are  
 opportunities and incentives for the ones that want to improve their  
 condition.
 •Culture of peace
 •Rule of law
 •Quality education

While many perceive China as a threat to Mexico, and Mexicans worry about 
competing with such a big economy on the global market, it is important to 
understand that the story of Asia is not the story of China. Mexico needs to 
absorb and comprehend the diversity of the region. For instance, an often 
missed fact is that the Mexican silver dollar was used as a currency in South 
East Asia from the 16th to the 19th centuries.  The buy of Singapore was 
paid in Mexican dollars in 1819. Instead of looking for competition, Mexico 
should look beyond that, and focus on the ways it can cooperate with Asia.

Tadayuki Nagashima
Enrique Rodríguez
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If the best example of cooperation in the world is the European Union, 
then South East Asia is definitely number two. Right now, Asia is a melting 
pot, a great laboratory that is testing multi-civilization cooperation. It is a 
living, breathing modern miracle that Mexico should consider for future 
commercial relations.

Singapore is a great example of the ways in which civilizations can combine 
efforts to build something better. In the 19th century, London was a the 
capital of the world. In the 20th century it was New York. When the Asian 
century unfolds in full blossom, the natural economic, commercial, cultural 
and intellectual capital of the 21st century will be Singapore. 

For Mexico to be able to use this as a trampoline and an opportunity, it 
has to embrace the fact that being the United States’ neighbor is a great 
advantage. On one hand, Mexico’s location makes it the perfect spot to 
settle manufacturing centers, but it also opens the door for investors to an 
emerging market in electronics, technology and services. To fully become a 
developed country, -considering that Mexico’s per capita GDP stands quite 
high at around $10,000 USD- structural reforms must be made.

These reforms must affect the lower-mid and lower classes in a positive way. 
China’s situation is somewhat similar. In addition to focusing efforts to shrink 
the gap between the lower and middle classes, they are also transforming 
their exploitation and public spending economy into one based on internal 
consumption. It is hard to achieve, but it also represents a step on the way 
to development.

Claude Smadja
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Vanessa Rubio
Ildefonso Guajardo

Leveraging the prospects the Pacific Alliance
opens for Latin America

Speakers
Luis Miguel Castilla

Former Minister of Economy and Finance, Peru
Idelfonso Guajardo

Secretary of Economy, Mexico
Felipe Larrain Bascuñán

Former Minister of Finance, Chile; Director, Clapes UC- Latin American Center for Eco-
nomic and Social Policy, Chile

Vanessa Rubio
Undersecretary for Latin America and the Caribbean, Mexico

Moderator
Arturo Valenzuela

Senior advisor for Latin America, Covington & Burling LLP; Former Assistant Secretary of 
State for Western Hemisphere Affairs, USA; Professor, Center for Latin American studies, 

Georgetown University, USA

The integration of Latin America is key to better face global economic 
challenges. Since the 1980’s, Latin American countries have implemented 
many models, such as the Southern Common Market (MERCOSUR), but the 
ultimate goal of integration has still not been reached. However, the Pacific 
Alliance (PA) is emerging as the youngest and most promising integration 
agreement in Latin America due to its pragmatism and efficiency.

The history of economic integration in Latin America began with little 
success. The origins of the first Latin American alliance were customs 
unions and the import substitution model of the eighties, which played an 
important role in the industrialization of the Americas.

This mechanism worked quite well for the large countries in the region; 
however, the small countries, representing the majority of Latin America, 
did not have much success. Because of this asymmetric results, the import 
substitution model ended. Nevertheless, some projects, such as customs 
associations, still subsist.
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What is the best integration model for Latin America? For now, the 
PA is considered the most successful system for various reasons:

The Alliance unites Chile, Mexico, Peru and Colombia; who, when 
joined together represent 40% of Latin America’s GDP. Furthermore, 
if the PA continues at its current rate of growth, it could end up 
surpassing the Brazilian economy. 
This agreement currently allows 92% of goods and services from 
the member countries to circulate freely without tariffs, while the 
remaining 8% is still in discussion. 
The Alliance is sustainable, despite changes in government of the 
member countries, since the private sector is the engineer of this 
integration model and is committed on driving it forward. 
Despite the fact that the PA includes heterogeneous economies, it 
helps increase diversity of exports from the four countries, seeking 
to integrate SME’s in the process.

What is the dynamic of the PA with other integration models in Latin 
America? Although it is certain the PA does not compete with the Trans-
Pacific Partnership (TTP) for its size, it is also true that the PA has a more 
successful mechanism, and does not exclude the possibility of being part of 
and working together with both agreements. MERCOSUR, despite including 
a large number of countries compared to the Alliance, is predominantly 
ideological, which ends up being less efficient for integrating Latin America. 
In fact, there is no other agreement with as much dynamism as the PA. 

Once the PA solidifies its bases with transparent institutions, the leaders of 
this project must discuss its expansion process, and how other countries can 
become part of the agreement despite a diversity of political ideology.

The PA is evolving into an agreement that goes beyond trade, it is 
implementing an innovative process in regional integration, combining trade 
and social aspects. The PA includes diplomatic representations, issuance 
of future visas for youth to work and study within these four countries, 
and even seeks cooperation to face climate change. This pragmatism is a 
virtue of the PA, changing regional integration from ideological to practical. 
From Mexico’s perspective, this agreement responds to the philosophy of 
being part of different regions in the world. The country is looking to Latin 
America as a strategic partner.

There is still work to be done for the integration of Latin America. However, 
without a doubt the Pacific Alliance seems to be a promising and aspirational 
model for the unification of the region, since it is taking actions with tangible 
and efficient results to achieve economic and social integration. 

Felipe Larraín Bascuñán
Luis Miguel Castilla
Arturo Valenzuela
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Using the crisis as an opportunity to strengthen
the economic ties between Europe and Mexico

Speakers
Tom Enders

Chief Executive Officer, Airbus Group, France
Jean-Paul Herteman

Chief Executive Officer, SAFRAN, France 
José Antonio Meade Kuribreña

Secretary of Foreign Affairs, Mexico 
Paulo Portas

Deputy Prime Minister, Portugal 

Interpellator
Sebastian Vos

Partner and Head of European Public Policy & Government Affairs, Covington & Burling, 
Belgium

There are currently more tan 
15,000 EU companies that have 
transformed Mexico into a popular 
and strategic destination.

Throughout the past decade we have witnessed a number of crisis around 
the world, each one bearing its own lesson to prevent future downturns. On 
of them is to create, strong economic infrastructures and legal frameworks. 
The recent economic crisis in Europe should not only be seen as a recent 
downturn for the region, but as an opportunity it had to grow. 

The crisis challenged not only Europe’s integrity, but also the idea of the 
European Union as a whole. Now, the region has ties around the globe. It 
is now made up of a robust structure with well-coordinated mechanisms 
to combat regional economic crises. The structural modifications have had 
great impacts. Political dialogue has been quite positive and in recent times 
has shown the integration of Mexican interests through key cooperation on 
behalf of regional actors. 

The EU has become the second biggest export market to Mexico just 
behind the United States. Such trade has been significantly improved by 
recent trade agreements, such as the one implemented in October 2000 
(Free Trade Agreement between Mexico and the EU). However, updates 
and review of the agreement are necessary and as of 2013 the Mexican and 
EU governments have decided to do just that.
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Europe is reinventing itself and meanwhile has found an attractive partner 
in Mexico, a country that plays a great role in the new economic order. 
Sustainable development, strategic position, and Mexico’s role in the Pacific 
Alliance are all characteristics which make it one of Europe’s key interests. 

There are currently more tan 15,000 EU companies that have transformed 
Mexico into a popular and strategic destination – this openness and 
structural change has resulted in the positive shift of doing business here, as 
well as having increased the number of overall opportunities. In sectors such 
as tourism or a place to develop international trade Mexico has transformed 
into a popular destination for European partners.
 
Furthermore, Europe can build upon the already existing trade agreement 
with Mexico, especially now that Mexico has become one of the new raising 
stars in the global economy. In addition, as a key country in the region, 
countries within the American continent are also interested to further 
develop trade agreements with Mexico.
 
The main focus for future relations is the ever-growing relationship between 
nations in times of globalization. The future of Europe has to focus on its 
interest and necessity to invest outside of the region – if it only does business 
within the region, it will face little growth and possible decay. Ireland, 
Spain, and Portugal for instance, have demonstrated impressive growth 
due to their ability to adapt to new markets and trends, as well as a new 
international framework.
 
However, in Europe there is still much work to be done. Work regulations 
should be adapted to present market conditions in order to attract investors. 
Bureaucracy needs to be reduced in order that investment processes can be 
decided efficiently. The administration needs to fight against over regulation 
and be coherent with the answers provided to fulfill investors’ needs.
  
Mexico’s success is due to its solid business environment, with clear policies 
for all participants, a great incentive for investors. An area for improvement 
remains on education. To sustain and increase current growth rates and 
be able to reach its full potential, Mexico will need to fill the numerous 
technical positions that will become available with specialized and skilled 
workers.
 
The evolution of the aerospace industry in Mexico has been impressive. 
During the first phase of NAFTA (North Atlantic Free Trade Agreement) 
its development was promising, but after, this industry has witnessed one 
success after another. Suppliers have become best in class and accordingly, 
final products exported are of good quality.

This is key in a competitive market, as quality products draw investment.  It 
is estimated that Mexico will not only double, but triple the number of its 
exports in aerospace engineering goods and services in the years to come.

José Antonio Meade Kuribreña
Paulo Portas
Jean-Paul Herteman
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Tom Enders
Sebastian Vos

According to the EU, Mexico ranks as third best country to do business with. 
Europeans have slowly but steadily put aside China as the most popular 
destination for investment. It is time for Mexico to go further. It is time for 
Mexico to become a world-class leader not only on aerospace but the rest 
of its industries and services. The structural reforms are the first step to 
achieve the next level.
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Roberta Jacobson
Luis de la Calle

John D. Negroponte

20 years after: Rebooting NAFTA beyond manufacturing

Speakers
Luis de la Calle
Managing Director and Founding Partner, de la Calle, Madrazo, Mancera, S. C. (CCM), 
Mexico
Carl Meacham
Director, Americas Program, Center of Strategic and International Studies, USA
John D. Negroponte
Vice Chairman, McLarty Associates, USA
Roberta Jacobson
Under-secretary, Assistant Secretary of State for Western Hemisphere Affairs, USA

Moderator
Julio Millán Bojalil
President, Grupo Coraza Corporación Azteca, Mexico

Ten years ago the acronym NAFTA (North American Free Trade 
Agreement) was seen in a negative light, with its members wondering what 
would become of the treaty. However, 20 years after the implementation 
of this agreement, we can now see materialized the advantages it has given 
for growth in Mexico, the United States and Canada. NAFTA has helped 
Mexico on the national and local level, providing places like Querétaro the 
chance to experience incredible growth, while also giving the three countries 
involved the opportunity to increase exports to a level never experienced 
before. The North American region has benefited form NAFTA, but what is 
out there right now to help  the continuity of the treaty?

The success of NAFTA has been at such a magnitude that it has converted 
North America into one of the most dynamic regions in the world. The 
agreement continues being a reference point for future multilateral treaties 
and has positively impacted Mexico. After twenty years of this agreements 
implementation, Mexico’s exports have increased by 700%. Local economies, 
such as Querétaro, are experiencing growth rates equal to those in Asia. 
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Additionally, NAFTA has been useful a a platform to create strategies 
together to face global challenges. In summary, NAFTA has resulted in 
being more than a successful trade treaty; it is now a way to live and work 
together.

There are various opportunities for the three countries involved in NAFTA 
to come together and boost success as a whole. Energy is one of the main 
opportunities we have at this moment. There must be a trilateral discussion 
and agreement to take advantage of this energy revolution. An example of 
subjects to be brought into discussion is the Keystone Pipeline. The export 
of oil could become a bright new industry that could unite the three NAFTA 
nations. 

To strengthen NAFTA’s benefits, its members must recognize and come 
to terms with the barriers that exist between them. One of these barriers 
is the lack of political willingness from the governments, especially from 
the United States, in order to debate and reach agreements on sensible 
topics, such as a fair immigration reform for all. Another challenge is how 
to guarantee follow-up on NAFTA with the same vigor and focus within the 
domestic policy of each country despite a change in government, since with 
elections and shifts of power, NAFTA acquires a different take according 
to the vision of each governing party. Overcoming these obstacles will help 
North America propose more ambitious goals such as becoming a voice for 
democracy and human rights throughout the world.

What is the future of NAFTA? The answer should focus on contributing to 
development of poor states, investing in education and encouraging the 
tourism sector. Additionally, these three 

countries must look for more ways to work together, keeping in mind the 
global context to propose new and realistic strategies. The future of this 
treaty is linked to the responsible and sustainable use of  energy.

Mexico is in a great position to open ties with other regions and it has the 
tools to take this multilateral trade treaty to a more beneficial level. Creating 
a stronger North America and continuing to negotiate new agreements 
around the world will boost Mexico into the international trading stage.

Carl Meacham
Julio Millán Bojalil
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Make it Mexico’s Moment

Speakers:
Claudio X. González
Chairman, Kimberly-Clark Mexico, Mexico
Gerardo Gutiérrez Candiani
President Consejo Coordinador Empresarial (CCE), Mexico
Sergio Argüelles González
President and General Director, Finsa,Mexico

Moderator:
Ana María Salazar
Vice President and Executive Director, Mexico Weekly, Mexico

There needs to be another 
“Pacto por México” that focuses 
specifically on security, which is tied 
to corruption and impunity.

The impressive array of 11 structural reforms launched in twenty months 
by the Peña Nieto administration as well as the macroeconomic stability of 
the country are generating the interest of foreign investors. This comes 
at a time when re-shoring activities back to North America is gathering 
momentum and China’s attractiveness is declining.

Mexico is today at the forefront of the countries improving their reputation, 
identified as an attractive destination for businesses. So is it at last Mexico’s 
moment? Many inside and outside of Mexico are ready to bet on that, despite 
the fact that the economic performance has disappointed in its sluggishness, 
with GDP growth for 2014 being forecasted between 2.5-2.7%. Though this 
numbers represent an increase from 2013, the forecast is well below the 
country’s potential.

Whereas the growth of the emerging world has slowed, major developing 
economies such as Mexico continue to shape a solid foundation for future 
growth and social progress. Proof of that is its quick recovery from the global 
crisis that erupted in 2007 and 2008. The business community is optimistic 
about Mexico’s future. While there are serious challenges to be faced and 
negative characteristics about the state of Mexican society, they are far 
outnumbered by the positive elements, changes achieved and opportunities 
at hand.
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The idea of “Mexico’s Moment” was created by international media, but has 
been whole-heartedly embraced by the Mexican community. The question 
becomes how to advance from here to achieve the Mexico that we all want. 
Structural reforms were motivated by the head of the Federal Executive 
in 2013; they were aimed to generate economic growth that all Mexicans 
demand, which could mean that over 20 million Mexicans leave the ranks 
of poverty the next decade. 

Structural reforms will allow Mexico to raise the level of national 
competitiveness and penetrate international markets more successfully and 
thereby achieve the desired economic development. Under recent reforms 
in energy, finance, labor matters, education, telecommunications and tax, 
Mexico could turn into an economic powerhouse by 2020.  It is projected, 
in the short term, that Mexico could enter into the big leagues of world 
trade.

The structural reforms created by the current administration over the 
last two years have catalyzed change and offer significant opportunities to 
continue on this path. Mexico needs to focus on three priorities to truly 
seize its “Moment”. First, it needs to implement the structural reforms 
passed by the current government. Second, the Mexican State needs 
strengthening. This will involve advancing in five key areas: security, justice, 
rule of law, governability, and the fight against corruption. Finally, Mexico 
needs to promote public policies that foster growth in areas such as regional 
development, transparency, energy and infrastructure.

Nevertheless, the issue of security still presents a tremendous problem 
for Mexico and has been the primary element preventing the success of 
Mexico’s Moment. There needs to be another “Pacto por México” that 
focuses specifically on security, which is tied to corruption and impunity. 
It will undoubtedly take time to address this issue given that it is intimately 
connected to the problem of drugs, which is not going to disappear. 
However, if Mexico devotes as much effort to the problem of security as it 
did to create the energy reform, for example, success can be attained.

The business world and society at large must provide support for the 
institutionalization process required to attain this much needed change. 
That said, new dialogue is needed for opportunities between the federal 
government, the private sector and civil society.

A topic of hot debate likewise connected to Mexico’s ability to claim its 
Moment is that of the role -positive or negative- of the North American 
Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). Two decades after its creation, opinions 
on whether NAFTA has had a positive or negative influence on Mexico 
continue to differ greatly. However, NAFTA has undoubtedly yielded 
significantly more benefits for Mexico than drawbacks.

Mexico would be in a completely different situation without NAFTA, as 
thanks to this treaty Mexican exports have grown from 60,000 to 380,000 
millions of U.S. dollars.

Claudio X. González
Gerardo Gutiérrez Candiani
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The North American region has favorable characteristics for development 
as any other region in the world: demography, geopolitics, capital markets, 
strong political institutions, technological capabilities, water, food resources, 
natural resources, open markets and a total lack of religious and territorial 
problems.

When polled, 89.1% of the audience agreed that this is Mexico’s Moment. 
This reflects the confidence that people have in the country and its future, 
as well as the optimistic spirit of businesspeople in general. Together, 
NAFTA and the recent structural reforms allow for all of Mexico’s current 
aspirations and, with proper implementation, provide the path to success. 
Thus, despite all the challenges, we must not forget the great and privileged 
opportunity that is available, and strive to fully realize this country’s vast 
potential.

Sergio Argüelles González
Ana María Salazar
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Leveraging the energy revolution for new growth creation

Speakers:
Ildelfonso Aguilar

Head for Planning and Business Development, Grupo Diavaz, Mexico
Mark W. Albers

Member of the Board of Directors, Exxon Mobil Corporation, USA 
Mario Beauregard

Chief Financial Officer, PEMEX, México
Pedro Joaquín Coldwell

Minister, Ministry of Energy, Mexico

Moderator:
Ernesto Marcos Giacoman

Minister, Ministry of Energy, Mexico
The energy reform is the most 
important reform in Mexican history, 
not only because of its scope, but also 
because of its comprehensiveness.

 What policies need to be implemented in order to guarantee that  
 reforms promote a 5 to 6 % growth in Mexico? 
 It is expected that a quarter of all contracts and resources will be  
 allocated to and produced by Mexican companies by 2025. Are  
 national enterprises competitive enough to achieve this? 
 What areas of growth could be explored with the energy reform?  
 What are the implications for the Mexican industrial structure?
 
The economical, social and political impact of the energy reform might 
be enormous. It has already surpassed expectations and the actual 
implementation with the participation of private companies is still under 
way. 

If anyone has been affected by the ban on foreign investment in the energy 
sector, it’s PEMEX and its national supply chain. The energy reform opens 
the door of possible international collaboration to Mexican companies, 
particularly on the extraction and refining fields. The reform will enhance, 
among other issues, further integration of Mexico’s national industry with 
that of the United States.

•

•

•
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Nonetheless, as it usually happens with the implementation of change, the 
reform has a series of challenges. Still at the beginning of this presidential 
term there was a lot of skepticism about the possibility of changes on energy 
issues. At the same time, the economic security and competitiveness of 
Mexico’s companies were at risk. 

On one hand, there was a clear decrease in oil production (of around a 
million barrels a day in a nine year period). On the other, electrical bills were 
skyrocketing. Mexico is currently the third most expensive country of Latin 
America in terms of electrical energy, and the gap between Mexican prices 
and those of the United States keeps growing. Even with subsidies, Mexican 
tariffs are 25% more expensive than in the United States. Without subsidies, 
the difference goes as high as 73%. Finally, it is also important to admit that 
the period of easy oil extraction has almost come to an end in Mexico. 75% 
of national reserves are now in deep water and non-conventional sources.

The needs of the country are huge and the old model limited PEMEX to do 
everything by itself. The places that PEMEX couldn’t reach were simply left 
alone. The energy reform is a paradigm change. It has marked a before and 
an after in terms of Mexico’s history.

The package of changes represents a comprehensive strategy not only on 
oil, but also electricity, the latter being often overlooked. The idea is to 
promote competition between public and private enterprises, in order to 
attract capital and new technologies. While the State will keep the ownership 
of natural resources and will exercise authority over related matters, the 
reform widens the scope to free participation and competition of the private 
sector in energy generation (excepting nuclear), oil extraction and refining, 
and limits it for distribution and transmission lines.

The changes to the way energy is handled also required a shift on the 
government management structure: the Ministry of Energy will generate 
new energy policies and will select the oil fields open to private participation. 
The Ministry of Finance will be in charge of the economical content and the 
new contracts’ fiscal regime. The Ministry of Economy will fix the minimal 
national content required and will help develop Mexican suppliers for this 
industry. The Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources will regulate 
the environmental issues related to the projects. 

PEMEX and CFE, the State-owned enterprises that control energy in the 
country, will mutate to allow participation of independent consultants. Both 
companies will also have a new fiscal regime that will allow them to have 
more resources to invest in their own development. 

Finally, two new organisms will be created. SENAGAS will manage the 
thousands of miles of PEMEX pipelines, while SENASE will do the same 
for electricity distibution. This will also ensure equal access to the grid for 
all suppliers.

The importance of energy in all spheres of human life reflects the relevance 
of the subject in the development of the country. It is necessary to guarantee 
that  tenders and contracts will stick to the law and that transparency will be 
respected in all bidding processes. 

Pedro Joaquín Coldwell
Mario Beauregard
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In many ways, the reform is a great salvation. Instead of perceiving it as a 
threat, PEMEX considers it as a tool that will help improving the company 
in the next coming years. Nowadays, PEMEX generates losses and survives 
under a very difficult fiscal regime with tight bugetary restrictions. 

The reform opens up the sector for private investment, which provides 
PEMEX with an opportunity to diversify its risks. PEMEX will start receiving 
30 billion dollars a year. This amount will be almost entirely dedicated to 
exploration and production efforts. PEMEX also refines, produces gas, 
provides storage and transportation. All these activities require capital, and 
will now be outsourced to international companies with adequate technology  
and expertise.

An important characteristic of the new legislation, is the fact that it allows a 
renegotiation of the pensions’ scheme with PEMEX workers’ union, which 
has remain unchanged since the 1940’s. Work is being done within PEMEX 
to reach a cultural and organizational shift, to “change the chip” of PEMEX 
workers in order to generate incentives and be able to orient the staff toward 
added value activities. 

There are two crucial issues that the government should adopt and adapt in 
order to foster investment and collaboration of companies such as Exxon: 
transparency in the selection of suppliers and operators (including the 
prequalification phase), and adherence to international industry standards, 
such as ISO-9000, to ensure that all goods, services and equipment provided 
have the same quality for all North America, and can compete around the 
world.

Ildefonso Aguilar
Mark W. Albers

Ernesto Marcos Giacoman
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Raymond Bachant
Manuel Ángel Núñez Soto

Antonio Arranz Lara

Mexico as an infrastructure hub: how to ensure that the plan works

Speakers
Jorge Arduh
Chief Executive Officer, INDRA Mexico, Mexico 
Antonio Arranz
Chief Executive Officer, DHL Express Mexico, Mexico 
Raymond Bachant
President Americas, Bombardier Transportation, Canada
Alberto Pérez-Jácome
Director General, Grupo Hermes Infraestructura, Mexico 
Manuel Angel Nuñez Soto
Director General Grupo Aeroportuario de la Ciudad de México, SA de CV, México

Moderator
Mario González
Anchor, CNN, Mexico

Mexico has great challenges. There are important new projects where 
the private sector can participate, the rules of the game are being changed 
under the current reforms, and the country seeks to generate trust so that 
investors will be willing to participate in the new big Mexican ventures.
  
Free trade agreements have provided investors legal certainty. They know 
that  negotiated conditions and scenarios will be respected and enforced, 
and this promoted the country. The administration of President Peña Nieto 
has put forth new, effective reforms that are necessary for the continued 
growth and prosperity of the Mexican economy. Most specifically, it has 
adressed the subject of planning and implementing infrastructure, essential 
in every society. 

The new Mexico City airport is one of the most ambitious projects of the 
present government. The new airport has been on the agenda for the 
past 50 years, but only recently its viability and regional impact have been 
vigorously studied. Projects of such great size normally take long periods to 
plan before being implemented, but at some point, they need to go a step 
further and become real. 
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After a year and a half of studies, it was concluded that the project would 
be a great investment, not only for Mexico City, but also for the country as 
a whole. The new development would solve many current existing issues in 
the region through the creation of new jobs and new businesses.

There are critical points in the planning of the new airport, all of which 
need to be solved to achieve a successful outcome. It is crucial that the 
airport project is not politicized. The experience of the construction of the 
metro line 12 in Mexico city, evidences clearly that such projects cannot 
be rushed to get aligned with political timeframes. The execution of the 
project timely and in due form is of great importance, especially in Mexico, 
where the country’s past shows a lack of such commitment. Furthermore, it 
is important to properly assign the projects to responsible actors to prevent 
such political influences. 

Since resources are limited, a clear project that includes the involvement 
of the private sector is advisable to assure its continuity. In the case of the 
airport, the private sector will participate with 37 %, and as the project 
proceeds, it is expected this share will increase. 

It is essential to have a clear view on the origins of the resources at every stage 
of the project. Transparency has a critical role on infrastructure projects. 
The presence of a “social witness” is very important since it represents 
society as a whole in the project reviews, and can further assure everything 
will be done in a proper manner. That way, all eventual problems that could 
arise can be discussed and reviewed by citizens, generating confidence 
both in the project and the government. When a project is transparent, it 
incentivates investment. 

Finally, the involvement of the people living in the area is very important. 
Those who are affected by the development and implementation of the 
project should be included in its creation to prevent any undesired outcomes 
in the future. In the case of the airport, it is crucial to plan wisely the access 
points in order to prevent problems of mobility in the future. This is perhaps 
one of the first issues to be solved before starting construction. 

The area in which the airport is to be built is highly saturated. One of the 
recent solutions was the diversion of flights to the airport of Toluca. Other 
countries have built airports in different parts of the same city to diffuse 
concentration of flights and passengers, but in Mexico there has been much 
insistence to develop a new airport adjacent to the existing one. For these 
reasons, proper project planning is critical to achieve a successful outcome. 
The infrastructure generated today will be the infrastructure for the next 
50 years, therefore, no decision can be taken lightly.

Alberto Pérez-Jácome
Jorge Arduh

Mario González
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Margarita Luna Ramos
Franscisco Funtanet Mange

Reform is good,
implementation is better

Speakers
Alberto Bello
News and Business Editorial Director, Grupo Expansión, Mexico
Francisco Funtanet Mange
President, CONCAMIN, Mexico
Margarita Luna Ramos
Minister, Supreme Court of Justice, Mexico
Ernesto Marcos Giacoman
Director, Marcos y Asociados, Infraestructura y Energía S.C., Mexico

Moderator
Alejandro Carrillo
General Director, Miguel Alemán Foundation, Mexico

During President Salinas’ six-year presidential term, a number of reforms 
were proposed with the purpose of developing Mexico. However, they could 
never be implemented due to a weak and unstructured judicial framework. 
In order for current reforms to reach their highest potential, it is necessary 
to focus on the already existing laws and regulations in order to better 
prepare for their implementation.  Without this focus, present day plans for 
reform will be nothing more than words on paper and lost promises. This is 
exactly what people Mexicans want to prevent.

Since he took office in 2012, President Enrique Peña Nieto has put forth 
a number of controversial reforms. The ones that have got more attention 
both inside and outside the country are the fiscal reform, and the ones on 
energy and telecommunications. However, as is often the case, political 
consensus has been difficult for the approval of current reforms, which 
is why the Supreme Court has made a great effort in complimenting the 
reforms by assuring that they are constitutionally sound, and therefore 
making them easier to implement in an effective manner. 

In order for civil society to play its role, it is necessary for information 
concerning the new laws and reforms to be easily accessible. This will help 
to educate the public and prevent backlash due to a lack of knowledge. 
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It is necessary that society as a whole participates and gets informed about 
the reforms. This way, people’s rejection to the unknown will also diminish. 
All population needs to know how the law will be applied, as we are usually 
critics of what we do not fully comprehend. 

The country does not need to wait for the rest of the world to act, in order 
to move forward with its policies. This is the moment in which Mexico needs 
to come together and recognize the existing potential in new industries and 
development within its borders in order to create a strong, competitive, and 
promising future for it’s people.

Mexico is at a pivotal point for future growth. Its ability to act and 
impress its foreign counterparts has imposed great expectations for its 
continued success and development.  However, the industrial policies of 
past and present are often forgotten. The current reforms should take into 
consideration the re-industrialization of the country in order to strengthen 
the market as a whole. As Mexicans are well aware, we should appreciate the 
interconnectedness that these reforms put forth. In certain cases, growth 
can be experienced rather quickly, such as the energy reform, which will 
create a greater availability to natural gas at the national level, creating an 
industry boom. It is for reasons such as this that entrepreneurs should be 
the main promoters of the reforms, allowing them to reach their highest 
potential. 

Though the designs of the reforms have some faults, now is the prime moment 
to review weak points in order to make the necessary adjustments. The fiscal 
reform has yet to reach its expected goals. It was originally implemented to 
act as a base for the passing and implementation of other future reforms. As 
can be seen in the past, new policies may be implemented, but without the 
proper laws, legal, and financial framework, they are doomed to fail. Due 
to its errors, necessary changes are needed in order for sustainable reform 
to occur. The new regulatory bodies need to be formed by the appropriate 
number of individuals, all whom are equipped with the proper knowledge 
to successfully guide the implementation process. 

Part of the implementation process will include putting more emphasis on 
the importance of technical careers; in order to recruit the young and hard 
working population needed to create the desired growth in certain sectors. 
With this, the concept of “success” must be altered: it no longer means 
graduating with a four year degree, becoming an Engineer or doctor, but 
also includes all the technical expertise and jobs filled by Mexico’s new, 
young work population.

Ernesto Marcos Giacoman
Alberto Bello

Alejandro Carrillo
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Eruviel Ávila Villegas
José Calzada Rovirosa

Governors’ Roundtable

Speakers
Eruviel Ávila Villegas
Governor of the State of México, Mexico
José Calzada Rovirosa
Governor of the State of Querétaro, Mexico
Graco Ramírez Garrido
Governor of the State of Morelos, Mexico
Aristóteles Sandoval Díaz
Governor of the State of Jalisco, Mexico
Iñigo Urkullu
Lehendakari de Euskadi, President of the Basque Country, Spain

Moderador
Manuel Rivera Raba
Director General, Grupo Expansión, México

Before Enrique Peña Nieto became president, Mexico was considered by 
some as a country stuck in “feuderalism”; a systemic aberration in which 
the governments of some states enjoyed almost unlimited powers. With the 
series of reforms pushed forward by the new presidential administration, 
the federation has been strengthened, which has led governors to finally 
assume their responsibilities as state leaders.
 
If before, being a governor meant having all economic and human resources 
of the state in one’s grip without any real limit, with the approval of recent 
national reforms, the duties and rights of public servants have been 
drastically clarified. Accordingly, the current fiscal control mechanisms and 
the access to information laws, allow citizens to keep government employees 
under constant scrutiny.
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The new balance between the federal administration and the states, together 
with the supervision of media and society, represents a series of benefits for 
local administrations. The new transparency and accountability mechanisms 
are efficient methods to keep public servants honest.

In this sense, social networks have become fundamental both for society 
and governments. While the first can follow up governement’s actions, the 
latter can have a direct access to the voters’opinions. However, one of the 
negative aspects of this new technology is its abuse. Citizens have the right 
to signal the governants’ failures, but sometimes, these are pointed out 
without sufficient information. For instance, low debt is seen as many as a 
sign of economic wellbeing, but debt can actually be a valuable tool in the 
seek of progress and development. 

Under the current re-centralization process, coordination among all federal 
and local instances has become necessary to ensure an efficient functioning 
of the government. According to recent studies, citizens are tired of eternal 
conflicts between different public instances. “We need to propose, not only 
oppose ourselves”. 

The creation of the National Conference of Governors  (CONAGO), 
represents a first step toward the conciliation of different public agencies 
and political parties, as it reunites governors in an intent to facilitate dialog 
and political agreement. Mexico must work to find harmony, peace and a 
way toward conflict resolution. 

Given the recent tragedies of Iguala and Tlatlaya, the creation of a unified 
federal police as well as state polices with full jurisdiction over their respective 
territories have become a national priority, as have the consolidation of new 
organizations to fight against corruption. Two instruments are required to 
guarantee security in Mexico: 

1) Resources, an instrument that by itself avoids crime by fostering progress 
through the creation of jobs and wealth. 

2) Command and a direct fight against crime and mpunity. With the creation 
of the unified central police, the army can withdraw from the streets and be 
replaced by a new, better-paid and technology-based police. 

Aristóteles Sandoval Díaz
Graco Ramírez Garrido
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However, investing in security corporations is only a small part of the 
proposal for solving some of the country’s security issues. Instead, education 
must be addressed to ensure a regeneration of society in the long term. 
Governors consider that one of the benefits of the latest reforms is that 
federal entities no longer are entitled to cover the costs of basic education 
with financial deficit.
 
The past decentralization process in Mexico produced this fiscal deficit that 
became a serious problem for the states’ public finances. Now, with the fiscal 
reform, the fiscal burden of financing elementary schools with deficit, has 
been eliminated. This responsibility falls now on the federal governement, 
alleviating the states so they can focus on infrastructure projects, essential to 
foster growth and promote development at a local level. 

Iñigo Urkullu
Manuel Rivera Raba
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How Mexico Needs to Win on its Image

Speakers:
Carlos Espinosa de los Monteros
High Commissioner of “La Marca España”, Spain
Luiz Carlos Ferezin
Managing Director, Accenture Mexico, Mexico
Alan VanderMolen
Vice President, DJE Holdings, U.S.A.

Moderator:
Manuel Rivera Raba
Managing Director, Grupo Expansión, México

Over the last decade, Mexico’s image has deteriorated significantly, to 
the point that the Pentagon considered categorizing the country as a failed 
state. With the 76 ever-growing problem of narco-trafficking and the war 
on drugs, the world heard little else about Mexico.
 
Nowadays, Mexico is becoming increasingly assertive with its foreign 
policy agenda and continues to diversify its economy through multi-sector 
development. The fruits of these significant labors can already be seen 
in a number of areas—like the creation of a highly-developed aerospace 
industry—as well as the establishment of several important trade agreements. 
Upon the change of administration and the recent approval of structural 
reforms, Mexico faces a new opportunity to change its image, both 
domestically and internationally. To successfully do so, however, the country 
needs to take multiple steps to change its reality and strategically market its 
achievements.
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The country’s brand image (CBI) has two definitions, one as a State Policy 
and  one as a marketing tool. Seen from the State perspective, CBI is the 
use of features from one country (geography, history, politics, etc.) in order 
to position it in the international arena, increasing and diversifying tourism, 
exports, investments, while spreading culture and sport. 

Brand image is nothing more than the association of ideas about a country 
that immediately arise in a person’s mind, whether local or foreign. As 
mentioned above, the image of Mexico has crashed due to insecurity, 
corruption, and impunity, which have all increased in recent years.

In order to improve the CBI, rather than focus purely on perception, 
Mexico will benefit from fostering strong relationships among government, 
business and non-governmental organizations (NGOs). 

Domestically, Mexicans rate NGOs as the most trustworthy organizations 
and business as second, whereas government places third in trustworthiness. 
On the contrary, in the international sphere, Mexican business places last. 
By fostering a relationship among the three parties that focus on aspects 
such as quality leadership, innovation, integrity and transparency, Mexico 
can create trust in its own citizens which will spread beyond the country’s 
borders. 

Mexico can also spur an improved image from within by focusing on 
increasing its productivity. Over the last 20 years, Mexico’s productivity has 
performed poorly as compared to countries such as Chile, South Korea and 
Malaysia. Indeed, Mexico is underperforming; for example, in agriculture 
and cattle raising, the United States is 13.1 times more productive than 
its neighbor to the South. Mexico must choose key sectors to focus on, 
and work to bring them to their full potential of productivity. Once such 
internal improvement is achieved, this success can be exploited to improve 
the country’s international image.

Indeed, Mexico must “take the bull by the horns” to create real change 
domestically in order to promote an improved image worldwide. In terms 
of its “warm attributes,” Mexico is well-regarded. Such characteristics are 
those associated with soft culture such as food, climate, friendly population, 
and pleasant beaches. Its “cold attributes,” however, are viewed in a much 
more negative light.

These characteristics, which include trustworthiness and safety, are the most 
important when it comes to making decisions such as whether to invest in 
Mexico. By implementing its new reforms and advertising their successes, 
Mexico can effectively improve the world’s opinion of its cold attributes. The 
absolute key is to gain a reputation as a reliable country that keeps its word, 
both in the eyes of its citizens internally and the international community.

Carlos Espinosa de los Monteros
Alan VanderMolen
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Today, Mexico is much more than the “warm attributes” which everyone 
knows; it is a nation with a remarkable potential in various areas, mostly 
ignored, not only abroad, but also from the collective consciousness of the 
Mexican people. Mexico is a regional leader with an expanding economy, a 
cultural and natural heritage of the first level, but primarily it has the ability 
to reinvent itself to participate fully in the opportunities that are presented 
in this new phase.

Mexico has the opportunity to capitalize on this time of reform and 
change to foster trust among its citizens and, in so doing, change how the 
world perceives it. However, Mexicans must discard their individualistic 
tendencies and both improve and promote the country as a whole. In 
particular, businesspeople will play an important role in highlighting the 
country’s achievements and promoting an environment of trust.

Luiz Carlos Ferezin
Manuel Rivera Raba
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Alberto Raich
Nicolás Mariscal Servitje

Integrating the missing pieces
to boost the internal market

Speakers
Luis Miguel González

Editorial Director, El Economista, Mexico
Nicolás Mariscal Servitje

General Director, Marhnos Group, Mexico
Alberto Raich

President, Kellogg Mexico, Mexico
Leo Schlesinger

General Director, MASISA, Mexico

Moderator
Hans-Joachim Kohlsdorf

Managing Partner of Efficient Ideas and Honorable Member of CEEG, Mexico

Boosting the internal Mexican market is a priority for both the public and 
private sectors. It is this stimulus that will allow better handling of external 
economic threats. However, to achieve it, middle class must grow and social 
mobility of the lower class must be promoted.
 
25% of Latin America’s total exports are Mexican. The country has highly 
competitive industries growing at 6% every year Nonetheless, this group 
of companies only generate 20% of the country’s jobs. In contrast, the 
SME’s employ the remaining 80%, and face constant challenges in their 
development. Society requires quality jobs that create added value. The 
country needs to increase its investments and stop depending exclusively 
on foreign capital to sustain its growth rate.

Poverty is expensive. The lower class does not only live with a minimum 
wage that is constantly losing purchasing power, but must also find a way to 
cover the needs that the government does not satisfy: security, infrastructure, 
education, social security. In addition, people living in porverty are trapped 
in a reality determined by their level of education, which does not allow 
them to make more than five thousand pesos per month. Today, the country 
is facing two parallel realities. It is necessary to develop the middle class 
without forgetting the lower class. Sixty percent of final consumers are in 
the lower class.
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The government’s position must be clear about internal market growth; 
It can’t promoted internal growth and at the same prioritize maintaining 
a stable and low inflation. It is necessary to transmit a message that allows 
both to propose and to implement actions to boost the internal market.

Currently, there is no consensus on how to increase the internal market. 
There is no public policy to encourage this, and the government only reacts 
in order to respond to some requests of the private sector. The Mexican 
market has not changed greatly in the last three decades; the growth it has 
experienced is due to a raise in its exports, but the population has increased 
by 40% since then. It is necessary to establish a closer collaboration between 
the private and public sectors to boost the internal market.
 
To propose incentives to the consuming middle class, it is necessary to focus 
on the next five fundamental aspects: 

Macroeconomic factors: Lower inflation and support transparency 
and accountability at all government levels.
Education: At basic education levels, people need to be taught to 
discern and defend ideas. Also, technical education needs to be 
further developed in order for young people to be able to easily join 
the labor market.
Financing, infrastructure and energy: Having competitive prices 
in energy is key for creating more businesses, and thus, more 
employment. The lack of infrastructure must also be tackled, for the 
country’s competitiveness to grow.
Real estate ownership: Integral and planned use of the land will 
make of Mexico the logistic center of the world. This should be 
accompanied by a good housing plan including good services and 
places to work.  
Fair and equal competition: This will foster further investment.

The big challenge for SME’s is to be on the formal economy. All government 
levels need to come together to create a regulatory framework that promotes 
development.

Finally, the consumer must be educated. Short term bad decisions do not 
only harm the consumer, but they also represent loses for the whole market. 
As long as the private initiative takes an active role in consumer education, 
the internal market will become stronger.

Leo Schlesinger
Luis Miguel González
Hans-Joachim Kohlsdorf

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Adjusting the Financial Services Sector to Mexico’s Growth Needs

Speakers:
Daniel Becker Feldman

CEO, Grupo Financiero Mifel, Mexico 
Enrique de la Madrid Cordero

Managing Director, Banco Nacional de Comercio Exterior (Bancomext), Mexico
Juan Pedro Moreno

Senior Managing Director & Global Industry Lead for Financial Services, Accenture, Spain 
Jacques Rogozinski

Chairman, Nacional Financiera, Mexico
Carlos Rojo Macedo

CEO, Grupo Financiero Interacciones, Mexico

Moderator:
Manuel López San Martín

Columnist, La Razón; Anchor, Canal40, Mexico

Widening the access to savings, 
credit and investment would 
provide an additional boost to 
the Mexican economy as it would 
support consumption and creation of 
companies. 

Mexico’s economy is growing, but needs collaboration from the 
government, the business sector, and the civil society to improve its financial 
system. Currently, only 27% of the country’s population has access to 
financial services. Credit penetration is only at 29%, whereas in Colombia it 
represents 50% and in Brazil it reaches 70%. 

Widening the access to savings, credit and investment would definitely 
provide an additional boost to the Mexican economy as it would support 
consumption of its citizens and would promote the creation of new 
companies. Today, this expansion is possible since the country’s financial 
services sector is one of the most stable and best-regulated in the region, 
due to a series of reforms implemented over the last 20 years. 

The financial sector is essential for all countries; it is key for economic 
growth and constitutes an important tool for economic development. An 
economy with a competent financial system, i.e. one that effectively serves 
economic agents’ savings and financing needs, is more likely to generate 
growth and sustainable development.

Mexico’s macroeconomic levels demonstrate solid and healthy performance, 
however, its microeconomic levels are below expectations. This situation is a 
result of an overwhelmingly large informal economy and an inappropriate 
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regulatory framework that discourages credit lending. Commercial lending 
remains very low in Mexico, discouraging entrepreneurship. Other factors 
influencing the low penetration of credit in Mexico are: little economic 
growth, an unequal income distribution, and an overpopulated credit 
bureau.
 
The financial industry today is completely globalized, which requires 
a radical redefinition of the role of banking. To achieve this, there are 
various challenges that must be addressed: income imbalance; lack of bank 
capitalization; the fallen image of the financial system and low profitability 
and competition. 

Mexico has an interesting opportunity for overcoming these issues given its 
strong macroeconomic tendencies, its attractive market for credit lending 
with lots of room to grow and the many new business opportunities its 
market offers, as well as its large population and access to technology.

To successfully seize this opportunity there are several ways that the 
government and financial sectors can work together to increase both the 
supply and demand of credits:

 Citizens should be provided more information on the sectors with  
 the strongest competitive advantage – for example: tourism and  
 industrial parks- in order to foster profitable companies with low  
 risk rates. 
 Companies, in particular small and medium ones, require better  
 management. For this purpose, they need more and improved  
 training and technical assistance. 
 The majority of companies in Mexico are family business, and will  
 need to make an effort to become more transparent in order to be  
 able to obtain more loans.
 An improved relationship among the commercial banks,  
 development banks and the business sector will promote growth  
 and increase formality.
 Technology will allow extended financial coverage around the  
 country, and a lowering of the costs of credits. Approximately 1,200  
 municipalities do not have any type of financial institutions. 
 It is necessary to change the regulation which does not allow the  
 financial sector to recover the credit, however, thanks to the new  
 financial reform this is currently underway.
 The relative weakness of Mexico’s stock market needs to be  
 corrected for the financial sector to play a more robust role in  
 accelerating growth.
 Mexico needs to improve its rule of law and security in order to  
 lower the risk of credit lending. 
 At a global level, the banking world needs greater autonomy in  
 to offer solutions that meet client needs. This will require a better  
 balance among international regulations, internal controls, and the  
 sector’s desire for growth. Greater product flexibility, specialization,  
 and trained personnel will further facilitate the financial system’s  
 capacity for giving more credits. 

Jacques Rogozinski
Enrique de la Madrid Cordero
Daniel Becker Feldman
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Overall, a stable, efficient, competitive and innovative financial system 
contributes to an increase of sustainable economic growth and welfare of 
the population. To achieve these objectives, it is essential to have a solid 
institutional framework, financial regulation and supervision to safeguard 
both, the integrity of the system and the public interest.

Mexico is well positioned to improve its financial system, granted that it 
finds a way to include its entire population. Such inclusion will require 
more infrastructure, technology, training, and credit penetration. Financial 
reform implementation is a gradual process, as accelerated changes can 
cause unwanted complications.

In Mexico, entrepreneurs should focus on the country’s most profitable 
sectors, such as tourism, logistics, renewable energy, services and 
telecommunications to attract credits and provoke economic growth.

Carlos Rojo Macedo
Juan Pedro Moreno

Manuel López San Martín
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Laurent Bresson
Francisco González Díaz

Making Mexico a destination of choice for investment

Speakers
Laurent Bresson
President and Chief Operating Officer, Netxteer Automotive, USA 
Francisco González
General Director, ProMéxico, Mexico 
Erik Oswald
Vice President for the Americas, ExxonMobil Exploration Company, USA 
Eduardo Solís Sánchez
President, Asociación Mexicana de la Industria Automotriz, Mexico

Moderator
José Enrique Arrioja
Editor General para Latinoamérica, Bloomberg, EUA

To continue growing, it is crucial 
that Mexico stresses the importance 
of its suplly chain integration, as it 
is the only way Mexico will regain 
the same type of growth it witnessed 
after its entry into NAFTA.

Mexico is a great investment lander. The International Monetary Fund 
considers Mexico as a strong country with limitless opportunities for growth. 
On specialization in manufacturing, Mexico ranks third after Germany and 
South Korea, in the group of the G20 countries. To continue growing, it is 
crucial that Mexico stresses the importance of its suplly chain integration, 
as it is the only way Mexico will regain the same type of growth it witnessed 
after its entry into the North America Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). 

Additionally, Latin America is a great competitor, so it is time for Mexico 
to update its free trade agreements within the region in order to continue 
attracting foreign investment. 

The recent approval of the energy reform will bring Mexico several 
advantages: PEMEX will become competitive, and diversification and 
competition will develop the sector. Diversity creates opportunity. If the oil 
industry is divided into five main areas -oil, deep-water, gas, refining and 
distribution- the skills and the profit will be better distributed to create a 
stronger and developed sector. 
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Mexico also has challenges: due to substantial growth, the world will demand 
an energy increase of around 30% by 204o that will need to be satisfied. On the 
other hand, even if the reforms have impressed international stakeholders, 
the key to success in on implementation as in the capital attraction and 
human development. This will be a great challenge for Mexico. The 
energy reform has impressed many on a global scale, however, the key for 
the country’s success will be the implementation of change, together with 
effectively attracting foreign investment and developing human capital.
 
The automotive sector in Mexico has experienced growth. While car 
manufacturing represented 7% from total exports in 1994, today they the 
share constitutes 19%. With this evolution, the country has been able to 
attract the attention of a number of international investors. Today, Mexico is 
the seventh largest automotive producer in the world and the first in Latin 
America. If it continues to experience similar growth, the country will be 
able to convert itself into a global player, competing with countries such as 
Germany. New investments should focus on first and second tiers, as today 
only 40% of parts are produced in Mexico. Consequently, the balance of 
trade is negative for the sector.

The service industry, telecommunications, electronics and information 
technology are usually ignored sectors. However, it is important to recognize 
their potential and the existing opportunities that could help launch Mexico 
into the global industry. 

As for education, Mexico has a large number of engineers, yet the need 
for trained technicians is still crucial to achieve continued development, 
especially since specialists are required to improve production. The 
country needs to promote technical careers that are equally important 
than engineering ones. Skilled technicians are an essential part in the 
development of any manufacturing process. It is essential to boost technical 
education to generate a much more robust and competitive supply chain.
Both private and public sectors must pay attention not only to the amount 
of investments but on which type of companies decide to settle in Mexico. 

It is crucial for Mexican institutions to be transparent and accountable, so 
that companies can trust to invest in the country. Proper implementation of 
regulatory frameworks and tax policies will take Mexico to the next level, 
making it a major recipient of foreign investment. Everything is connected, 
and there will be no true reform if it does not comply with the necessary 
regulatory framework. The country is in a time of great change and it’s 
time to get things done the right way for Mexico to resume its role in the 
international order. Eduardo Solís Sánchez

Erik Oswald
José Enrique Arrioja
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Education: Creating effective synergies between government
and the private sector

Speakers
Javier Elguea Solís
Dean, Instituto Tecnológico de Teléfonos de México (Inttelmex), Mexico 
Raúl Gallegos
Chief Executive Officer and President, General Electric, Mexico
Jaime Reyes
Secretary of Innovation, State of Jalisco, Mexico

Moderator
Jude Webber
Bureau Chief, Financial Times, Mexico

In Mexico, discussing education is very important at this moment. Students 
require an education that prepares them for employment, teachers need 
better training, and the private sector needs to get involved in expanding 
education coverage, implementing new technologies, atnd helping Mexico 
to become more competitive in Latin America, and other parts of the world.

The responsibility of education is not only in the hands of the federal 
government, it also lies in the private sector. In Jalisco, the state government 
is implementing a dual education program, working with various companies 
to give students the opportunity to study 35% of their education in the 
classroom, while the other 65% is on-the-job training in the actual company. 

The Coparmex is one of the biggest partners in this initiative: it launched a 
first program in September 2014, bringing together 16 companies and nine 
universities.
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This project could increase participants’ employability rate from 40% to 80%. 
GE México is also contacting universities such as the Instituto Tecnológico 
de Querétaro, Tecnológico de Monterrey, and Instituto Politécnico Nacional 
to create seven masters programs and two doctorates, designed specifically 
to fill the company’s needs. Achieving that students develop the appropriate 
employment skills during education is key for Mexico’s industrial future.

This educational process starts before entering higher education. Values 
need to be taught from the early stages. Companies such as GE have 
created programs to teach elementary students  values such as integrity and 
respecting the law, as well as to promote skills such as reading, writing and 
mathematics. 

According to the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development 
(OECD), Mexico is not very different from other countries regarding 
the gap between education and skills needed for employment; however, 
students who graduate from private universities still require around two 
to three years of training before they are fully qualified for their industrial 
positions. Futher, the quality index gap of school education resources in 
Mexico is the highest in the OECD, so it is imperative to improve both the 
quality and the educational coverage. 

In the XXIst century, new methods such as online education must work 
alongside traditional education. Digital platforms are a potential tool to 
bring together content from different universities around the world and 
make it available to everyone. An example of these tools being put into 
practice, is the Carlos Slim Innovation Center, where quality training, 
previously inaccesible, is provided.
 
The problems on education that Mexico currently faces concern everyone. 
Teachers have a great responsibility in forging future generations, that’s 
why they need to have access to continued training, and fully acknowledge 
the available educational tools and resources. That way, they will have better 
students. These trainings should be executed through the use of innovative 
methodologies to amplify educational coverage. 

Jaime Reyes
Raúl Gallegos
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In parallel, it is necessary to dignify the teaching profession, so it can be 
widely recognized by society. Special attention must also be placed on values, 
and this work should start from the households. Society can’t turn its back 
on its educational role of its citizens.

Education must be a priority in Mexico. It is necessary to involve the 
the private sector, to develop basic skills and raise the employability rate. 
Society as a whole, including parents, teachers, the private sector and the 
government need to take part in Mexico’s education, designing programs 
in order to fulfill industrial requirements.

Javier Elguea Solís
Jude Webber
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John Negroponte
Alfonso Zárate Flores

A new look at Mexico’s national
security challenges

Speakers
Alfonso Zárate Flores

Chief Executive Officer, Grupo Consultor Interdisciplinario, Mexico
Juan José Torres Landa

Secretary, México Unido Contra la Delincuencia, A.C., Mexico
John Negroponte

Vice President, McLarty Associates, USA
Hans-Joachim Kohlsdorf

Managing Partner, Efficient Ideas S.A de C.V., Mexico Honorable Member of CEEG, 
Mexico

Moderator
Rossana Fuentes Berain

General Director and Founder, Media Lab, México

The permissiveness and tolerance of criminal acts, as well as the negligence 
and complicity of the Mexican state, have brought a profound and serious 
crisis of national security. In Mexico, violating the law is allowed without 
any consequence. According to data provided by the INEGI, 98% to 99% 
of kidnapping cases are never solved and perpetrators are never punished. 
This number is similar for crimes such as theft and extortion. 

One of the problems that Mexico has in relation to security is the fact that 
conflict resolution does not fall under the jurisdiction of any constitutionally 
established organism. This is due to a lack of coordination, as well as 
widespread complicity between government structures and criminal 
organizations. Organized crime is capable of operating successfully thanks 
to its economic strength, according to different sources, 50-80% of their 
financial assets come from drug money. 

Since drug trafficking is one of the greatest security issues in Mexico, it is also 
the one that should be most urgently addressed. This will only be achieved 
if Mexico cooperates with law enforcement agencies from the United States.  
The failure to control the cash and weapons’ flow in the Mexico-United 
States border is one of the most important factors contributing to insecurity. 
Legalization of drugs would be an option for addressing organized crime; 
as it would consitute an option to decrease the drug traffickers’ source of 
income.
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Another proposal is to foster institutional coordination. To do so, it is 
necessary to train all stakeholders involved in the procurement of justice, 
from the policemen, to the prosecutors, to the judges. During Felipe 
Calderón’s presidential term, the security crisis was addressed by creating a 
new federal police; however, the measure was insufficient. The high level of 
impunity and corruption hindered its success. 

It’s necessary to focus on improving the organization of all crime-related 
areas, from the policemen to the prison directors. Mexico must recuperate 
the respect to the rule of law. To achieve this, not only all three constitutional 
powers must participate, but also the three government orders (municipal, 
state and federal), together with society and media. In the current context 
of new reforms approved to transform the country, “the judicial reform is 
the only one pending”.

Institutional coordination must reach all spheres and stretch through time. 
For example, shifting policies every three years for municipal powers and 
every six years for state and federal agencies, -every time there are elections- 
harms the country as there is no continuity in solving long time problems. 

Another suggestion is to unify emergency phone numbers at a national 
level. Instead of making the population learn a set of emergency numbers, 
there should be one centralized authority on the matter.
 
Private companies need to start collaborating with each other, as well as with 
the public sector, to guarantee the flow of vital information. Different actors 
that relate directly to security must also have the ability to access the existent 
infrastructure whenever it is needed.  
 
Mexico could follow the institutional model of the United States by creating 
instances with strong leadership and a good reputation such as the FBI and 
the CIA to generate confidence among the population. Part of the success of 
the abovementioned bodies is in the good wages employees receive, unlike 
Mexicans, with these salaries agents can afford a good quality of life and are 
less tempted to be corrupt.
 
Citizens need to become participants, not only receptors, of public policies. 
Mexico must demand accountability. Authorities need to feel watched by 
citizens. Bogotá, the capital city of Colombia, is an example where non-
aggressive, non-military empowerment of the civil society was possible. 
There, an unconventional new form of leadership was established by 
fostering anonymous reporting, which helped decrease the amount of 
kidnappings, and generally improved the security in the city.Juan José Torres Landa

Hans-Joachim Kohlsdorf
Rossana Fuentes Berain
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Where do we go from here?

Speakers
Miguel Alemán Velasco

Chairman, Mexico Business Summit, Mexico
Adolfo Franco

Social Entrepreneur and award winning filmmaker, Mexico
Angélica Fuentes Téllez

Chief Executive Officer, Grupo Omnilife, Mexico
Ximena Puente de la Mora

President, IFAI, Mexico
Ricardo Salinas Pliego 

President & Chief Executive Officer, Grupo Salinas, Mexico

Moderator
Nik Gowing

Anchor, BBC, United Kingdom

Mexico has gone through various transitions over the last decade and 
many innovations have placed Mexico on the international map. However, 
this nation still has a long way to go. In what direction is Mexico heading? 
There are three major issues for deciding the country’s future are: the role 
of women, the opportunities for the youth, and the war on drugs.
 
Mexico overflows with female talent—it is urgent that women be in 
positions to make decisions, whether in politics or in the private sector. 
Despite the fact that 51% of the Mexican population is female, only 15% of 
executive positions in companies are occupied by women. Implementing 
gender equality is a priority; this should be done, however, with a talent 
quota rather than a gender quota. It is important that women have access 
to credit, technology and information because they will make good use of 
these resources.

And by being the base of their families and community, women have the 
power to multiply the benefits of these tools. In conclusion, Mexico must 
open its doors to the participation of women. The country’s hope relies on 
invoving women in the country’s decisions.
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Youth is hungry for change, for new and attractive degrees, and for 
opportunities in the job sector. The current generations are mobilizing to 
show their frustration, and their power to take down regimes and construct 
new societies in their place has been proven. We must not forget the 
influence that social networks have had in these changes, since they have 
a huge impact on empowering society, while challenging the status quo. In 
Mexico, we must recognize the potential talent of youth and motivate them 
to take risks and to respect the rule of law through quality education. We 
must not waste the youth factor. Everybody can agree on this—now we just 
need everyone’s support.

In order for Mexico to move forward, the issues of security and respect to the 
rule of law must be tackled. One of its major challenges is the war on drugs. 
Prohibition is a lost cause in this country, forcing the government to use 
resources and funding it does not have. Treating addicts instead of sending 
them to prison, educating youth of the risks of drug use and changing the 
discussion from a legality issue to a debate on public health, will all decrease 
the time and money used fighting a war that cannot be winned. In turn, 
this will free space to take advantage of this potential source of income that 
could be used to fight crime and reduce violence. Taking control of this 
issue by eliminating prohibition and changing the politics is essential for 
taking power away from the drug trafficking groups and returning it to the 
authorities. 

New challenges are arising for the reforms to work, everybody is convinced 
that changes are needed to face these challenges, and we must not forget 
that we must all assume the responsibility or positively contribute to this 
change. For example, an action that all Mexicans could take is making use 
of the existing transparency mechanisms, such as The Federal Institute for 
Information Access and Data Protection (IFAI), to urge an evaluation of 
their government, and thus have greater interaction in the planning of the 
use of public funds.

Mexico’s future will be shaped by how this next generation is educated 
and what opportunities it is provided. The role of women in the public 
and private sectors will have a great impact on all aspects of life. The drug 
and violence issue is still holding the nation back. New initiatives need to 
be faced regarding these three categories in order for Mexico’s growth to 
continue forward and provide a brighter future for future generations

Ximena Puente de la Mora
Adolfo Franco
Nik Gowing
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Women: Breaking the barriers to boost the economy

Speakers
Rossana Fuentes Berain

Founder and Managing Director, Media Lab, Mexico
Angélica Fuentes Téllez

Chief Executive Officer, Grupo Omnilife-Angelissima, Mexico
Amalia García Medina

Congresswoman, President of the Immigration Committee, Mexico
María Novales-Flamarique

Partner, McKinsey & Company, Inc., Mexico
Alejandra Palacios Prieto

President, Federal Competition Commission (COFECE), Mexico

Moderator
Yäel Smadja

President, Smadja & Smadja, USA; Chief Executive Officer, The Women Speakers Bureau, 
USA; Executive Director, México Cumbre de Negocios

It has been proven throughout 
the world that companies with at 
least one woman in their executive 
committee perform significantly 
better than those integrated 
exclusively by men.

It is now recognized that there is a correlation between the economic 
dynamism of a country and the level of integration of women in the economic 
and social life of that country. While gender inequality has been steadily 
reduced in Mexico, it remains a problem with significant economic, social 
and political implications. Women in Mexico are still less likely than men 
to participate in the labor market. Mexico ranked 89 out of 135 countries 
surveyed in to the Global Gender Gap Index of the World Economic Forum.
 
While government policies such as guaranteeing wage equality have a major 
role to play in closing the gender gap, there is no underestimating the 
role that the private sector can play in that domain. Mentoring programs, 
ensuring higher participation of women on corporate boards, and creating 
more flexibility in the workplace, are among the measures that can have a 
direct measurable impact. 

In Mexico, the participation of women in productive activities is still far from 
being accomplished. In particular, there is a lack of women’s representation 
in top management positions, as well as public policies that would support 
Mexico in closing this gender gap. 
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It has been proven throughout the world that companies with at least one 
woman in their executive committee perform significantly better than those 
integrated exclusively by men. This is in part due to the fact that women 
possess distinct, diverse characteristics that complement male leadership 
styles and facilitate a company’s success. Unfortunately, only 27% of 
Mexico’s companies have at least one woman executive, compared to 67% 
in Colombia, for example. 

There are many barriers that contribute to Mexico’s lagging in the area of 
women’s equality. One of the most startling statistics is that Mexican women 
on average work 2.6 times as many hours as their male counterparts, as 
compared to the Scandinavian countries, where the difference is only two 
hours. Additionally, in today’s world of technology, successful businesspeople 
are compelled to work anywhere and anytime, which creates an even more 
demanding culture for working women.

Furthermore, Mexico lacks sufficient public policies that provide for family 
support to facilitate the ability for women to carry out their careers. Finally, 
and most importantly, Mexican culture and mindsets are actively hindering 
women’s empowerment and advancement. As a result, women do not 
promote themselves sufficiently, further slowing their development. 

Consequently, Mexican women workers are often socially discriminated. 
Despite the notorious female labor force participation, men have priority 
to obtain managerial positions. When both genders come with the same 
knowledge and curriculum, the male takes precedence. Some companies 
consider counterproductive to hire women because they can absent for 
family obligations; moreover, there are places that require a “not pregnancy” 
test. Added to this, there are those who blame women for the high levels of 
violence and the increasing divorce rates. 

In order to overcome these barriers, government, businesses and women 
themselves need to take immediate action. First, the government needs to 
allocate resources with the aim of “maternalizing” society, for example by 
increasing public daycare centers or modifying work day hours to allow 
women more flexibility. Society and its policies must recognize all that 
women do, in both the public and private realms. 

Companies, meanwhile, likewise have a significant role to play in closing 
the gender gap. By establishing results-oriented systems for promoting 
employees, companies will effectively make the market more flexible and 
thereby facilitate women’s ascension to positions of power.

Thus, women would be rewarded for their achievements, rather than the 
number of hours they spend behind a desk. At the same time, companies 
should ensure that they give their women employees the chance to prove 
themselves on important projects. Increased market competition in itself 
will likewise contribute to closing the gender gap, as it will demand a more 
talented candidate pool, which will necessarily include women. Companies 
would have to hire based on abilities, rather than gender. 

Amalia García
Angélica Fuentes Téllez
Alejandra Palacios Prieto
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Additionally, women need to be in decision-making positions where they 
can effectively bring about change. In its history, Mexico has only had five 
female presidential candidates, twenty seven female presidential cabinet 
members, and six female governors. 

The inclusion of women in the workplace and gender equity is an issue 
that Mexico has made little progress. The concentration of women in 
certain economic sectors and their exclusion in others responds largely to 
entrenched cultural factors, but also to the lack of attention of  a problem that 
sometimes we considered solved: men should be included and participate in 
the discussion of gender equality in order for all opinions to be incorporated 
into the debate, as it concerns the society as a whole. 

Finally, women themselves need to find their voice and make it heard, 
demanding equal treatment. Regardless of any advancement in public 
policies, company actions and gender equality discussion panels are useless 
if women do not demand that their rights be respected and that those 
policies be executed. Women must not wait and expect the doors to be 
opened for them; rather, they must actively create and seize opportunities 
for themselves.

María Novales-Flamarique
Rossana Fuentes Berain

Yaël Smadja
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A more inclusive growth for Mexico

Speaker
Paul Collier
Co-Director, Centre for the Study of African Economies; Professor of Economics and Public 
Policy at the Blavatnik School of Government, The University of Oxford, United Kingdom

Chaired by
Alberto Bello
Business Editorial Director, Grupo Expansión, Mexico

If you want to reduce poverty you need growth. Those who live in 
poverty depend on growth, which is the current reality in Mexico. The 
country is mostly a middle-income society, putting it in a great position for 
development. However, it is important to understand that growth alone 
is not enough, as can be seen in recent developments in the United States 
economy over the past few decades.

The United States has seen substantial growth over the past 20 years; 
however, this has not been reflected in a rise in medium incomes. In fact, 
some are going down instead of rising. This is strong evidence that growth 
is an essential factor in a nation’s long-term success and sustainability—but 
it is not everything. It does little to counter concentrations of wealth, which 
is one of main focuses of public administrations because inequality matters 
both politically and economically.

If a nation cannot reach political consensus on issues facing society, it can 
do very little to move forward. Economically, missed opportunities for 
people to prosper only add to a country’s inability to succeed. Therefore, 
an inclusive growth agenda for both people and business is necessary to 
prevent such outcomes.
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Growth is about what people do with their lives, and the starting point is 
education, which has received lots of attention in the past twenty years. 
However, education has focused mainly on quantity; now it is all about quality. 
There is a wide variety of what is taught in schools around the globe, and 
the outcomes are drastically different. What we now know internationally 
is that there is a lot of opinion out there derived by prejudices rather than 
evidence, and evidence has proven that inefficient teachers are incredibly 
damaging. The main ingredients of effective learning are qualified teachers.

There currently exists a wide variation among teacher capabilities worldwide. 
For desired growth to occur, equipped educators are crucial, which is why 
eliminating and re-training educators that fall within the bottom 5% of their 
profession would have a substantial impact. With such an improvement of 
educator abilities, the lifetime earnings of students would see an increase 
of around 250,000 USD. Teaching is about a personal transmission of 
information between a student and a teacher, and the actual character and 
motivation of the teacher has a huge role in the educational scene.

Finland is an example to follow. In Finland’s educational system they don’t 
promote to their teachers career paths outside of education – they try to 
keep the best teachers in the classroom – in most societies the career path 
for a good teacher is outside of the classroom. That can be devastating to 
the quality of academic institutions. Instead, it is necessary to create a career 
path where the best teachers can get equivalent economic and professional 
rewards by remaining within the classroom.

These are the individuals who will act as the role models for younger teacher 
generations – and the aspiration becomes to stay in the classroom with their 
students.

Another important aspect of Finland’s educational system is that they also 
assign the most efficient teachers to the weakest students and place the 
most efficient teachers in the weakest schools.  This is a proposal that will 
encounter extreme opposition. However, the Finnish have produced a very 
equal society and with that, have helped to improve the quality of education 
as a whole.

Education is only the beginning. Acquiring the skills needed for desired 
economic growth is a major part of the process. Education acts as a prelude 
to people obtaining the necessary abilities for their future careers. The best 
organizations to teach skills are firms, yet currently there still exists the 
temptation for people to enroll in colleges, which have played a historic role 
in vocational training. 

The role model here is Germany. Germany uses a fabulous skill training 
system. People can very consciously choose not to go to college, but rather 
attend a professional training program, provided by a firm with the support 
given by colleges who help equip the trainers with the necessary knowledge.  
Mexico also has great training programs and a high number of skilled 
Mexicans. However there is room for improvement. The majority of these 
skilled Mexican workers are lost to other foreign markets.

Paul  Collier
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Mexico must begin implementing strategies to get Mexican businesses to 
target those working in foreign countries – convincing them that the future 
is here – the future is Mexico. China has done this, and the Chinese are 
more than happy to go back to their country because they have a sense that 
China is the future. Mexico can do the same.

With this type of interconnectedness, Mexican business can build real 
narratives in which companies open up opportunities for people with scarce 
resources that could realize they too, can have success. The real perpetuator 
of poverty is the inevitable sense of failure. With a well-connected society, 
both politically and socially, the goal of obtaining an integrated economy 
will become more feasible and the nation will be able to benefit a greater 
number of people.

Alberto Bello
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Dealing with Mexico’s water crisis

Speakers
José Miguel Gutiérrez Sainz

Chief Executive Officer, Gutsa, Aguas de Mexico, S.A. de C.V., Mexico
David Korenfeld Federman

Director General, National Commission for Water (CONAGUA), Mexico
José López

Executive Vice President, Nestlé S.A., Operations Manager, GLOBE, Switzerland
Francisco Suárez Hernández

Director of Corporate Affairs for Coca-Cola, FEMSA, Mexico

Moderator
Félix Martínez Cabrera

President, ANACAFE; CNA Vice President for the Mexican tropics; Secretary of the Board, 
Pronatura Veracruz, Mexico 

Mexico’s water crisis is significantly complex and involves several groups 
among Mexican society. Accepting that there are problems and that every 
part is accountable for them is necessary, not only to point out the urgency 
of certain issues, but also to identify windows of opportunity to solve them. 

Therefore, 3 mechanisms are being targeted: 

  •Education and awareness on water related issues
  •Public sector involvement
  •Market dynamics

Two fundamental issues are key in order to have a better understanding 
of Mexico’s water crisis. Firstly, in our country there are areas with greater 
water availability than others. This is because Mexico is located in the great 
desert strip and at the same time it is, together with Australia, the only 
other territory in the world, where two hydro-meteorological phenomena 
can occur simultaneously. Secondly, two thirds of Mexico’s use of hydric 
resources depends on rainfall. This means that even though these high-
risk phenomena frequently occur, the country depends on it because of the 
way it consumes water. Thus, it is imperative to achieve a balance between 
efficient consumption and risk mitigation of cyclonic activity. 
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Population growth is another important factor that must be considered, 
as there is increasingly less water for personal consumption. Additionally, 
Mexico lacks a water culture. There is scarce information, awareness and 
education regarding efficient consumption, which results in contamination 
and waste. Initiatives between the public and private sector have helped to 
reduce water use levels from 11,000 cubic meters to 4,000 cubic meters per 
capita.

For example, in our country, 78% of hydraulic resources are destined towards 
agricultural purposes; half of which is water, resulting in a significant water 
print. 

Due to the above, the CONAGUA (National Water Commission) seeks 
to implement mechanisms that reduce the use of underground water, 
measuring and improving by 70% the amount of water for agricultural 
consumption through its first irrigation district model. 

As Mexico is mostly an agricultural country, the water crisis is evident 
in this sector; however, it also has repercussions in urban areas. Large 
cities are their own most important source of water supply. In order to 
accomplish heterogeneous distribution throughout a city’s water networks, 
sectoralization is used. This means that cities are divided into micro-cities or 
housing groups to regulate water pressure according to consumption per 
hour and sector. 

It is very important to adopt a legal framework that provides security to all 
stakeholders. Mexico contributes to this framework with its National Hydric 
Plan, its National Waters Law, Irrigation Districts and the Intersectoral 
Commission for Draughts, among others. However, a strong local regulation 
body and efficient taxation procedures are still lacking to help enforce 
contracts and supervise quality service. 

Private sector participation is essential for investment in integral water 
management and infrastructure projects, such as public works financing, 
service provision and concessions.  To overcome the challenges of Mexico’s 
current water crisis, we will all need to get involved, committed and 
collaborate to deal with it comprehensively. 

José López
Francisco Suárez Hernández
Félix Martínez Cabrera
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Sustainability:
The policies that will ensure long-term growth

Speakers
Nicolás Mariscal Torroella

Chairman of the Board, Grupo Marhnos, Mexico 
Isabel Studer

Founding Director, Global Institute for Sustainability, EGADE Business School/Tecnológico 
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Francisco Suárez Hernández
Director of Corporate Affairs for Coca-Cola, FEMSA, Mexico

Arnulfo Treviño
Vice Chairman, Corporate Affairs, Cuauhtémoc Moctezuma, Mexico

Moderator
Luis Manuel Guerra

President and Managing Director, Institute for Ecological Research Assistance (INAINE), 
Mexico

Sustainability is a good business, 
not only in terms of the derived 
economic savings, but also as it 
represents an opportunity for 
innovation.

The current world production and consumption patterns have not so far 
incorporated sustainability as a relevant issue. In order to satisfy current 
consumption, an extra 30% of planet will be needed very soon. Specially, 
some Asian countries and the United States will need to make major 
adjustments to stop the inevitable dicrease of natural resources availability.  
As for Mexico, it is a very particular case, since it is a highly involved country 
in innovative sustainability legislation, but also still much is to be done on 
the implementation of practices to protect the environment. 

Mexico is ahead in terms of public policy creation. Mexico is the Latin 
American pioneer in formulating environmental protection laws, such as the 
General Law of Ecological Equilibrium and Protection of the Environment 
(LGEEPA, for its abbreviation in Spanish). It is also the country in the region 
to have first contemplated mechanisms for the evaluation of environmental 
impact and consequent regulations. Last, Mexico has approved the Climate 
Change Law, with ambitious goals such as a 30% energy consumption by 
2030. 
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In contrast, Mexico is tremendously behind in terms of policy implementation. 
Additionally, the energy reform pretends to increase investments on 
exploration and extraction of fossil fuels, which translates into an increase of 
fuel consumption. We are living an important crisis in terms of degradation 
of natural resources, and the limited availability to some of these,  -among 
them some that are key for entrepreneurial competitivity such as energy- 
starts to be considered as an element that would affect growth negatively. 

The “natural capital” is deteriorating in Mexico in an equivalent of  6% of 
GDP every year, while only 1% of GDP is being destined to sustainability 
projects. In order to remain active, companies will require to adopt 
renewable energies and incorporate sustainability policies. Their future 
depends on their ability to manage natural resources efficiently. 
There is no general awareness among population, including businessmen, 
that the adoption of sustainable production methods is linked to productivity. 
The efficient use of resources not only guarantees their availability on the 
long run, but also represents savings. 

The main obstacle to the adoption of sustainable practices is the limited 
access to information in the benefits it has. This is specially true for 
households and SME’s. 

Sustainability is good business, not only in terms of the derived economic 
savings, but also as it represents an opportunity for innovation.  Dilemmas 
are considered business opportunities.

Nevertheless, a new market ecosystem has to be created. The basic technical 
service providers, such as plumbers, electricians, etc., do not have the 
training to adequately install new sustainable technologies, nor to explain 
their benefits. Universities play an active role in this learning process, but 
the government has to make an effort to create training programs that 
integrate this knowledge into the middle and higher education systems. For 
instance, special attention is required to make sure that learning centers 
such as CONALEP and CETIS can train their students in sustainability 
matters. 

The business sector is moving forward implementing sustainability 
measures. This is partially due to the availability of fiscal incentives, such as 
reductions in property taxes. Nevertheless, it is important to keep pushing 
governments in order to multiply the instruments to support sustainable 
development. Public policies also need to become coherent; for instance, 
while water availability has been reduced, fiscal incentives for water 
pumping have been maintained. This type of policies need to to stop to 
avoid confusion.

Isabel Studer
Nicolás Mariscal Torroella
Francisco Suárez Hernández
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Academic institutions generate information about the benefits of adopting 
sustainable practices and puts into evidence the link between sustainability 
and economic growth. The private sector is the responsible of implementing 
sustainable practices. The government should not only promote fiscal 
incentives, but also create coherent regulation to guarantee a decline in 
contaminating practices. Only by creating alliances between academics, 
entrepreneurs and public officers, the adoption of sustainable practices will 
be achieved. The success of sustainability depends on the active participation 
of the population as a whole. 

Arnulfo Treviño
Luis Manuel Guerra
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The great convergence: The logic of one world

Speaker
Kishore Mahbubani
Dean, The Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy, Singapore

Chaired by 
Yaël Smadja 
President, Smadja & Smadja, USA; Chief Executive Officer, The Women Speakers 
Bureau, USA; Executive Director, Cumbre de Negocios

Statistically, the last three decades have demonstrated that the world has 
become a much more peaceful and pleasant place to live. For example, 
the number of people dying in conflicts between nations today is lower 
than it has ever been in recorded history. Additionally, global poverty 
has been cut by more than half since the year 2000 and is predicted to be 
completely eradicated by 2030. Lastly, the middle class is likewise growing 
exponentially, improving the quality of life for billions of people worldwide. 
The Asian middle class will be 350% greater in 2020 than it was in 2010. 
Overall, 4.9 billion people—more than half the world’s population—will 
occupy the middle class by 2030. 

However, globalization has caused several problems. In order to understand 
how, it helps to imagine the world in terms of boats. Previously, the world 
was made up of 193 separate boats (countries), each with their own captain 
in crew. Today, thanks to globalization, we are all on one single boat with 
193 cabins, each with its own crew, yet no one caring for the entire boat. 

The global financial crisis could not be solved until the leaders of the G20 
countries came out of their cabins and designed a global stimulus package. 
Likewise, problems such as global warming and pandemics affect the entire 
boat, and will not be solved until leaders come together to find a global 
response.
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The transition to global sustainable development has not been successful yet. 
Economic and social development has seen some progress, but numerous 
challenges remain while global environmental problems have become even 
more acute. Partly, this is because the increasing interdependences among 
countries have not been attended by sufficient adjustments in the global 
governance regime. 

Thus, global governance needs adjusting to address the world’s great 
challenges, which will require a policy switch. Currently, the Western world 
tends to weaken international bodies and multilateral organizations to 
protect its own interests. However, only by strengthening these institutions 
and their enforcement capacity will we be able to successfully solve problems 
that affect the entire world. Given that China is posed to soon overtake the 
United States as world leader, now would be the moment for the West to 
make this needed change in policy strategy. Such a change would be in its 
own national interests, as well as yield global benefits.  

Indeed, the 21st century will be China’s century, just as Europe dominated 
the 19th century, and the United States led the 20th. China has experienced 
dramatic changes and advancement over the last thirty years with regard 
to its citizens’ quality of life and personal liberties. Additionally, whereas the 
country was formerly dominated by extreme poverty, today the middle class 
is now the largest social class in China. Furthermore, China’s government 
is the most meritocratic in the world after Singapore, giving it some of the 
brightest leaders around.

In conclusion, the world is undergoing a transformation from a one with a 
single dominant civilization to one with multiple dominant countries. This 
dramatic change likewise requires a significant change in peoples’ mindset. 
Achieving a more enabling and inclusive system of global economic 
governance will therefore be critical to overcoming these shortcomings and 
to enabling sustainable development. Perhaps most importantly, inclusive 
economic governance entails having a strong and efficient United Nations, 
the only truly universal and inclusive multilateral forum.  

To take advantage of the growing commercial opportunities in Asia, Mexico 
should focus on educating its youth about this continent, as it is the largest 
and most diverse in the world and is also becoming the most economically 
relevant area around the globe. If young Mexicans understand the history 
and core values of this region, they are more likely to appreciate the 
competitive advantage of Mexico regarding the fulfillment of Asian market 
needs.
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The new European Commission:
Deciphering and Influencing its Impact on global business

Speakers:
Sebastian Vos
Partner and Head of European Public Policy & Government Affairs, Covington & Burling, 
Belgium 

Chaired by:
Claude Smadja
President and founder, Smadja & Smadja, Switzerland

In 2014, the European Union (EU) elected a new Parliament and 
Commission, while also changing the very structure of the Commission 
itself. Jean-Claude Juncker, the new commission president, was proposed 
and backed by the parliament itself, whereas in prior years the president 
was chosen by the heads of state. This change will hopefully yield better 
relations between the institutions. Juncker then made structural changes 
to the commission by adding an extra level of hierarchy that also aims to 
improve the effectiveness and cohesiveness of the institution’s operation.

The new commission’s structure includes seven vice presidents, who are 
charged with coordinating the other 20 commissioners. The purpose of this 
change was to address the prior challenge of having an unwieldy team of 
28 persons of equal status attempting to make decisions in accordance with 
each member’s national interests. However somewhat unexpectedly, the 
biggest member countries -with the exception of Italy- decided to be key 
commissioners in charge of their priority portfolios, while leaving the vice 
president positions to smaller countries. This will undoubtedly create an 
interesting dynamic in the new commission’s operation.

The college of commissioners, which is collectively responsible to parliament, 
takes decisions jointly. All commissioners are equal in the process of decision 
making and equally accountable. The commissioners by themselves have 
no power of choice, except when authorized by the commission to take 
action on their behalf in their respective fields. In that case, they undertake 
political and legal responsibility of the commission.
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The president plays a major role: under the EU treaties, he or she defines 
the policy guidelines and distributes portfolios among commissioners 
whose order can be modified at any time. The college establishes strategic 
objectives, and from there develops the annual work program.

President Juncker has established a new agenda with five priorities: jobs, 
growth and investment, the digital single market, energy security and 
sustainability, financial stability/deeper economic and monetary union, and 
an ambitious trade agenda. The first of these—the focus on increasing jobs, 
growth and investment—offers significant opportunity for Mexico. The 
vice president in charge of this priority, as well as the new commissioner 
for trade, are dynamic, experienced professionals sure to be interested in 
improving the EU’s relations with Mexico. 

Total trade between the EU and Mexico reached 63 billion US dollars in 
2013, with the former receiving a surplus of 23.3 billion dollars. Mexico 
is the EU’s 17th trade partner, while the latter is Mexico’s third largest 
partner. The great majority of Mexico’s European imports come from 
just Germany, Italy and Spain, while likewise its exports go primarily to 
Germany, Spain and the Netherlands. According to a study conducted by 
Luis Antonio Huacuja Acevedo, those four countries accounted for 64% of 
all of Mexico’s trade with the EU in 2012. Indeed, an important strategy for 
Mexican growth with Europe should involve diversifying and expanding 
the number of countries with which it engages in trade there.

Mexico has benefited greatly from its trade agreements and dialogues with 
the EU, in particular the Global Agreement made in 2000. This alliance has 
positively impacted both parties by doubling bilateral trade and tripling EU 
investment in Mexico over the first ten years. Additionally, Mexico had its 
first political dialogue with the EU in January 2014, giving it an opportunity 
to advance the relationship and become more involved in the international 
community.

The EU will come to Mexico City in 2015 to continue these efforts. 
Furthermore, a joint working group was created in 2013 to analyze options 
for modernizing the abovementioned Global Agreement, which is due to 
present its findings and recommendations in the coming months.  

In conclusion, Mexico needs to take advantage of the European Commission’s 
new structure to improve its relationship with the EU in strategic areas, 
such as trade and investment. Mexico must be proactive and move quickly 
to work with the new commissioners before they become too busy and 
harder to influence. Indeed, the new political landscape offers a significant 
chance for a greater EU-Mexico relationship, and Mexico must not let this 
opportunity pass it by.
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How evolution and genomics can create great entrepreneurs

Speaker
Juan Enriquez Cabot
Co-founder, Synthetic Genomics Inc. Managing Director, Excel Venture Management, 
U.S.A.

Chaired by
Alberto Bello
Editor-in-Chief of Business and News, Grupo Expansión, Mexico

Decades ago, India, Singapore and Panama were sitting in the same place 
that Mexico is today. However, strategies were set into action to accelerate 
their economic growth. Now, Mexico needs to implement its action plan 
to achieve the same. The country needs to consider three main subjects to 
increase its own global competitiveness: to promote success based on merits 
rather than money or connections, to recognize the role of science and 
technology in the economic development of the country, and to envision its 
future to be able to turn it into a reality.

An individual’s success should be based on his or her merits and abilities and 
not on his or her family name or connections. We are all born randomly; 
some rich, some poor, some more intelligent than others, but family or 
money should have no effect on how successful a person can become. 
Meritocracy must be rewarded because new ideas come from new people. 
Fresh talents must be discovered, nurtured and given the right motivation 
to want to stay in Mexico and help develop the country. There is a lack 
of opportunities, which leads to a brain drain of people moving to other 
countries for a better future. 

The implementation of satellite-type universities in outlying areas could 
constitute a path towards finding these talents. These universities would 
select students with high performance and compete among themselves. A 
certain number of the brightest students would then receive scholarships to 
either continue their education or create a company close to the education 
centers, with the ultimate result of stimulating innovation and economic 
growth. 
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A bright future begins with the right education. Universities need to hire 
talented, recognized professors to mentor this generation, to provide young 
people with the right possibilities no matter what their background, age, sex 
or economic situation might be. This will create a stronger desire to stay in 
Mexico, and a more attractive option for the young entrepreneurs to decide 
their future. 

Scientific education, in particular, is something that Mexico should focus 
on. The country is known for its poets, painters and philosophers, but this 
is not where the future is heading. Technological advances can be made in 
Mexico, creating a rich, scientific base that can in turn finance arts or social 
projects. Science is the engine that could take Mexico into the internationally 
competitive stage. Scientific education leads to more scientific advances, 
leading to more economic growth and thus, more resources to initiate 
change and begin building a responsible political and social infrastructure.

A few years ago India was not an important player in world trade, 
nonetheless, this position shifted after a big strategic investment was made 
by the state to develop Information Technologies. Today India is one of 
the major software exporters in the world. Mexico has the capability to 
implement and innovate in products and technologies that can generate 
changes such as in India, it is just a matter o finding and developing the 
fresh and visionary minds required to implement these plans. 

Mexico ambitions to achieve competitiveness as a well developed country. 
How can the path be constructed to get to this goal? Everything starts with an 
idea, an with an excellent team that can be capable of turn it into something 
real, next comes the right planning for this to be actually implemented. 
Leadership is about creating, developing and executing an idea.

However, there are barriers standing in the way for the development of 
the Mexican industry. One example is is bureaucracy, which creates endless 
paperwork and discourages visionaries from opening new businesses, 
applying for patents and molding their country’s future. To nurture the 
Mexican dream, these barriers must be taken down, one by one. “A nation 
is what one wants it to be, and citizens are the stakeholders working on a 
project called Mexico”.

We, as Mexicans, must change the debate, not only focusing on the 
country’s internal problems, but integrating ourselves into the big picture. 
Global trends must be identified and taken advantage of, in order to 
improve Mexico’s global postioning. This is achievable through promoting 
excellence, investing in technology and thinking thoroughly in the plan for 
a better Mexico.

Juan Enríquez Cabot
Alberto Bello
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What do you mean I am too young to be an entrepreneur/investor?

Speaker
Sheel Tyle
Managing Director, Verax Global, USA 

Chaired by 
Yaël Smadja 
President, Smadja&Smadja, USA; Chief Executive Officer, The Women Speakers 
Bureau, USA; Executive Director, Cumbre de Negocios

What does a young entrepreneur in Mexico today need to look like? 
How can he or she attract investors and take advantage of international 
trends? How does a young entrepreneur who wants to change society start 
its journey? 

We are urged not to wait for programs to help launch ideas. Why wait for 
someone to tell you what to do? You don’t need that, just do it! In Mexico, 
there are three main issues we must focus on to be aware of the characteristics 
an entrepeneur must have: What do investors look for? Which are the 
current global technological trends? Which are the opportunities and 
resources we already possess?

A young Mexican entrepreneur needs to fulfill three main characteristics to 
be successful. First,  recognition that you may not have all the tools needed 
to take an idea to the next level. Realizing what you do not know is key in 
forming your team. Surround yourself with people who know more than 
you, as this shows you can sell your vision to others. 

Right now is one of the most 
interesting times to be alive.
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Second, be secure in what you do know. Convince others that nobody knows 
this field better than you. Last, and most important, understand that it 
does not matter how old you are; what matters most is drive and ambition. 
Showing a desire to change society will appeal to investors and may even 
result in them coming to you.

Entrepreneurs in Mexico have a great opportunity to start a business, 
especially those who have ideas and abilities in information technology. They 
should just stop waiting for the government to provide support of financial 
programs. Young people must believe in their potential as entrepreneurs in 
order to dare selling their ideas, they must be able to convince their future 
clients and partners beyond the country’s borders. Taking risks will attract 
investors who will help drive the impact of these new ideas.

To face a changing and highly demanding world, the young generation 
must offer innovative solutions. On one hand, youth has the advantage of 
understanding how to manage web applications, if it is simple enough. In 
fact, the most successful entrepreneurs are those whose products can be used 
by any person, regardless of their studies and knowledge of information 
technology.

To equip the new generations with better and more efficient tools for 
technological development, basic education must consider teaching 
computer skills, just as it does with languages or mathematics. The better 
the preparation of future generations, the better proposals there will be for 
solving current problems.

Every day there are new trends rising in every corner of the globe. Google 
has invented a driverless car, allowing users to type in coordinates and have 
the car take them to their destination. Cars will be communicating with 
each other, eliminating human error, and lowering traffic congestion and 
fatalities.

Since Google has been testing this vehicle on real roads, there have been 
three accidents, all caused by human drivers crashing into the driverless 
car. Another innovation is growing agricultural products in laboratories, 
decreasing the problem of distribution in rural parts of the world. 

This could affect Mexico, since a large part of its exports are agricultural. 
Last, we can look at the example of the Uber. This is an application from 
which you can request a prepaid taxi from you phone eliminating the need 
of calls and monetary transactions. Mexico is urged to use the vast amount 
of resources it already possesses to take these trends and implement them 
here in our own country.

This is the best time for Mexico to become a technological leader. Mexico 
has a great advantage, since 61% of the Mexican population under 34 
years old uses the internet. However, we must grasp this opportunity today. 
Even though Mexico’s internet potential is rising, there are other nations 
whose internet use is growing at a rate of 10-20% per year, giving them the 
opportunity to surpass Mexico.
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Mexico must support education in regards to technology, and develop 
abilities that will innovate and stimulate progress for the country. Technology 
can start from anywhere, it just needs a small investment for the idea to 
reach the world. 

Mexico has the potential; we have the ideas and the inspiration. These 
aspects just need to be combined with drive, ambition and education to 
bring Mexico’s young entrepreneurs into the international spotlight.

Sheel Tyle
Yaël Smadja
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How your brand can become your unbeatable asset

Speaker
Lino Cattaruzzi

Position Head of Google Mexico

Chaired by
Claude Smadja

President & Founder, Smadja&Smadja, Switzerland

Mexico is well-positioned to become a world leader in the technology 
age, granted that it seizes the opportunities offered.
Innovation is key to individual, company and nationwide success, 
and can be attained by fostering a certain work culture.
Today’s great challenges, including a lack of internet accessibilty, 
must be overcome through revolutionary thinking and solutions.

 Our world is changing constantly and rapidly. Today, small companies 
have the opportunity to become big and important  in less than a quarter of 
the time than it would have taken them sixty years ago. Technology allows 
us to climb and break barriers, as well as acquire resources more easily than 
ever before. Anyone can go online, propose an innovative idea and obtain 
the financing needed to make it a reality. All Mexico needs is the confidence 
to do so; instead of spectators, this country calls for actors who can bring 
their ideas to life. 

In order to do so, Google uses its “Moonshot” method, which fosters 
ambitious thinking. It is a three-step process, which begins with defining 
a big problem. Once the problem is well identified, one must think of a 
breakthrough, or radical solution. Finally, technology allows for that radical 
solution to become a reality. 

Google promotes this kind of innovational thinking through its overall 
work culture. This culture is built upon six primary pillars. First, failure 
is not stigmatized. Rather, it is embraced as an opportunity for all to learn 
and improve. Second, each employee dedicates a percentage of their time 
to a project that is completely unrelated to their official post. This policy 
is responsible for the great creation of Gmail. Third, the company invests 
strongly in education and long-term projects. Fourth, hiring the best talent 
is pivotal to success. Each candidate applying to Google must be approved by 
at least four people in the company in order to be hired, which contributes 
to only the right people joining the team. The fifth pillar is to have diverse 

•

•

•
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teams because they perform better. Finally, the work environment -both 
physical and human- is the sixth pillar and a key feature to creating success. 
The physical benefits of the office place allow workers to focus completely 
on the job at hand, while the human aspect is strengthened by the central 
values of transparency and team work.

Currently, the world is facing two great challenges: how to achieve internet 
accessibility worldwide, and how can humanity adjust to the much more 
rapidly changing technology. Many people still lack access to the internet. 
This is one of the problems that need large-scale innovative solutions. 
Google, for example, is in the testing phases of a project that provides 
internet via high-altitude balloons. Meanwhile, we are in the middle of a 
technological explosion. We as humans need to find a way to embrace this 
changing world more quickly and efficiently. However, we are also faced 
with the challenge of trying to control and confront the inevitable undesired 
side effects that come with any change.

Borders are smaller due to globalization. Logistics and advances in 
production and distribution make the exchange of goods even faster and 
easier.  Mexico, as the biggest exporter of Latin America, has all the capacity 
to become an emerging country with high ambitions, such as Brazil, India 
or China. In order to accomplish this, Mexico must recognize that its three 
main competitive distinctions: geopolitical position, export capacity and 
policy framework. As a second step, the country must understand and 
analyze how it can meet the needs of a specific consumption sector both at 
domestically and around the world, i.e. Mexico should specialize in certain 
production sectors in which it has a competitive advantage.

Meanwhile, it is important to realize that to become successful, a company 
should foster loyalty among its users, make important decisions based 
on available data, and constantly keep innovating. Mexico has the talent, 
resources, population and geopolitics to become a great leader in Latin 
America and around the world. It just needs to be proactive about seizing 
opportunities and trusting in its capacity for success.

Lino Cattaruzzi
Claude Smadja
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Why Mexicans need to care about Asia

Speaker: 
Kishore Mahbubani

Dean, The Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy, Singapore

Chaired by:
Alberto Bello

Business Editorial Director, GrupoExpansión, Mexico

The world’s economic power no longer belongs to the West. Asia has 
proven a strong player in the global economic future. But how has this 
ancient continent regained so much power? 

The seven pillars of western wisdom, key in the success of the Asian continent

Open trade. Asia has become the largest promoter of free trade 
agreements in the world. 
Science and Technology. Asia has increased its investments in 
research and technology, while in the United States and Europe, they 
are decreasing. 
Pragmatism. Asians have studied the world and learned how others 
have solved their problems. 
Meritocracy. Part of Asia’s success is due to the talent of its people 
and the ability of governments to take advantage of that. 
Asia is based upon a culture of peace.
Asia respects and applies the rule of law. 
Education. Asia emphasizes investments in the educational sector. 
Its teaching programs seek to strengthen the Asian mentality by 
combining Eastern philosophy with the Western educational model.

If you want to see the past, you go 
to Europe. If you want to see the 
present, you go to the United States. 
If you want to see the future, you go 
to Asia.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Singapore
Singapore’s success can be attributed to three main “secrets”. First is 
meritocracy, in other words, how they seek out and harvest the country’s 
brain power at every level of education, using these fresh minds to build 
the country’s future instead of a person’s wealth or family ties. Second is 
pragmatics; Singapore took lessons from Japan in regard to learning skills 
that other nations had perfected and adapting them to their own country. 
Essentially, copying good experiences from the rest of the world has played 
a large part in Singapore’s success.

And last, Singapore encourages government staff with a good salary 
to counteract corruption. The Singapore government is one of the least 
corrupt in the world, generating positive conditions for the implementation 
of reforms and projects that actually benefit the country.
 
This, however, is not the same story in all of Asia. For example, Thailand was 
once one of the main powers in the continent, but today, due to governance 
that has paralyzed Thailand’s growth, it has lost much of its power. Asia 
is still in a time of transition with important political issues that trouble 
the region. Yet, the shining example of Singapore demonstrates Asia’s 
impeccable potential.

United States
Every American politician agrees upon the idea the United States will 
remain the largest economic power in the future. However, statistics show 
that in the near future the global economic leader will not be the United 
States, but China. Americans are going through a time of skepticism, which 
will cause a shock when, in 2030, the Chinese economy is double the size of 
the American.

In the United States, they continue to ignore the fact that the country will 
become second in the world; however, the return of Asia is unstoppable, 
bringing along with it geopolitical changes between the United States and 
China and causing tension and rivalry between these two superpowers. 
The rest of the world is waiting, wondering how this change will affect the 
current state of global politics.

Mexico
What changes will Mexico see due to this shift in geopolitics? Mexico must 
acknowledge its neighbor’s economic change and plan carefully for the 
future. By the end of 2014, in purchasing power parity terms, China’s Gross 
National Product (GNP) will surpass that of the United States. 

Mexico exports 70% of its products to the United States, causing this shift to 
affect Mexico deeply. Mexico will need to diversify its foreign trade adressing 
countries such as China. Singapore provides a generous connection with the 
rest of Asia, making this a potential link to the future of Mexican exports.
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By taking advantage of the seven pillars of Western wisdom, Asia, and 
specifically Singapore, have increased in economic status over the past 
thirty years. Now Mexico has the opportunity to learn from their success, 
and understand that changes may be needed to secure Mexico’s commercial 
future. Foreign investment should be welcomed, alternative ways of thinking 
embraced, and perhaps a lesson in Asian history, could benefit this nation 
greatly.

Alberto Bello
Kishore Mahbubani
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Closing remarks
Twelfth edition Mexico Business Summit 2014

From 26 to 28 October 2014, the Congress Center of the city of Querétaro 
witnessed in depth analysis dealing with the more effectives ways of “Tapping 
into Mexico’s new sources of growth”.

The discussions of the 12th edition of the Mexico Business Summit 
concentrated mainly in five subjects: Innovation, the position of Mexico in 
the international arena, the structural reforms of the current administation, 
economical growth and investment attraction and, the social challenges of 
Mexico. 

The following summarizes the main proposals of the Summit: 

Innovation 

Experts’ recommendations to further develop innovation in Mexico were:

To recognize the role of science and technology in the economical 
growth of the country.
To focus public efforts on education, specially in science related areas 
in order to generate more knowledge that can ultimately translate 
into more productivity and job creation. 
To promote young talent as the source of new ideas. 
To foster competitivity. Ambition must be well regarded in Mexico 
and people need to be able to trust on their capabilities to become 
successful.
To have an active role in order to take advantage of the market 
possibilities and the Mexican advantages: human talent, the natural 
resources of the country and its privileged geographical position. 
To encourage entrepreneurship. Mexicans need to dare taking risks, 
to go out and sale, to find solutions and innovate constantly. 

1.

2.
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Mexico’s position in a global environment 

In respect to the position of Mexico in the world, speakers made emphasis 
on the next points:

Asia 
It is fundamental for Mexico to intensify its commercial relationship with 
Asia to achieve a greater growth potential. To improve its relations with the 
continent, Mexico needs to provide a good quality education from which 
Mexicans can aprehend the cultural diversity and economic potential of 
Asia, and can act with greater flexibility and security in the international 
markets. 

North America
After twenty years of its implementation, NAFTA has proved to have a 
positive effect for the region. To keep generating successful results, speakers 
of the Summit have suggested on one hand, to intensify commercial relations, 
most specifically on the energy sector taking into account the recent reform 
in Mexico as well as the current sustainability issues that affect the world as 
a whole. On the other, to contribute to the development of the poorer states 
by promoting education and tourism. 

European Union  
Mexico has benefited from multiple commercial agreements and bilateral 
dialogue with the European Union. Example of this is the Global agreement 
reached in 2000 between Mexico and the EU. In order to take the 
commercial and investment relations into the next level, Mexico needs to 
grasp the moment and take advantage of the recent restructuring of the 
European Union and act fast to work with the new elected commissioners 
to build a strong relationship since the beginning. 

Pacific Alliance
From the Mexican foreign affairs perspective, this agreement considers 
Latin America as a strategic partner. The Alliance has a practical focus, 
and that is the singular feature and advantage to keep strengthening this 
agreement. The project includes diplomatic representations, but also deals 
with issues such as climate change or the issuance of future visas for young 
people that want to work or study in the member countries. 

Central America 
The new free trade agreement between Mexico and Central America 
has resulted in economic growth and generated favorable conditions to 
transform several sectors. Issues such as war on drugs, food security or 
migration, need to be coordinated between the countries within the region 
in order to find sustainable solutions. 

José Calzada Rovirosa
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Structural reforms 

Some of the suggestions around the design of structural reforms were:

To have an open free trade market sustained by transparent 
institutions. 
To constantly remind that the final objetive of the reforms is the 
benefit of the population as a whole. 
To prioritize education in order to guarantee a future for the country. 
To recognize that the world is interdepndent and that there are issues 
that in order to work, need to be addressed with other countries and 
regions. 
To promote public policies that foster growth in areas such as regional 
development, transparency, energy and infrastructure. 

As for the implementation of reforms, some recommendations were:

To implement changes in a pacific context, for which it is necessary to 
respect the rule of law. Some of the proposals to achieve the latter were:
 

To make another “Pacto por México” for security issues 
To create a national unique federal police with states instances with 
total jurisdiction of their territories
To create an special organisation to fight against corruption. 

In order to achieve the expected economical growth after the reforms 
approval, competition between public and private companies needs to be 
promoted, with the objective of attracting capital and new technologies into 
the country.  It is also fundamental to encourage entrepreneurs as the main 
advocates of structural changes. In addition, to strengthen the economy and 
improve the quality of life, it is important to work towards the formalization 
of businesses and companies in Mexico. 

1.
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An efficient implementation of the reforms requires a strong leadership and 
respected institutions. The drafting and approval of the regulatory laws of 
each structural reform are yet under process and need to be concluded 
adequately so that changes can be undertaken in an organized and efficient 
manner.

Likewise, the new regulatory institutions require well trained individuals 
to guarantee the correct exercise of the law. Finally but most importantly, 
society needs to be well aware of the changes the reforms imply. This will not 
only help the understanding and outreach of changes but also will provide 
more social support to the government.  

Economic growth and investment attraction 

The main reccomendations made by the participants of the Mexico Bussiness 
Summit to foster economic growth and encourage investment in Mexico are 
summarized under the following lines. 

Mexico must decide in which areas it wants to focus to increase its productive 
potential. Both the public and private sectors need to be well aware not only 
of the quantity of investment, but also of the type of companies they want to 
attract to the country.

Mexico needs to work in accomplishing transparency of its institutions and 
in providing security to its residents, that way, it will attract more investment. 
The government must have a sense of urgency in order to accelerate the 
ambitious investment and infrastructure projects contemplated in the 
reforms to generate better jobs and promote consumption.

Also, the governement and the financial sector need to work hand by 
hand to increase the supply and demand of financial credits and expand 
information over the sectors in which Mexico has comparative advantages. 
This will help to generate profitable companies with low risk index. 

To continue growing, investment attraction organizations and employment 
promotion agencies need to understand that the integration of the supply 
chain is very important. Without a development of intermediate production 
processes, the country will loose investment and added value.

Likewise, Latin America represents a big competition, so Mexico needs to 
update its free trade agreements in the region to keep attracting foreign 
firms. 

Miguel Alemán Velasco
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As for attracting through human talent, work requires nowadays of higher 
competences and training. Specifically, there are two issues that need 
special attention. On one hand, companies, specially SME’s require a better 
administration and more transparency. For that purpose, further training 
and technical assistance is needed.

On the other, it is fundamental to promote and develop technical carreers, 
crucial in an economy that wants to develop its industrial potential. It is 
imperative that the country generates specialized people so that industry 
can grow. 

Social challenges 

Tackling the challenges of Mexico and its society, speakers encompassed the 
subjects of education, security, and the inclusion of women and youth in the 
labor market. The main suggestions to improve the current state of Mexico 
in these issues were:

Education 

The new methodologies, such as on-line education, need to complement 
traditional learning. The development of new technologies helps in 
the expansion of educational coverage to rural areas of the country and 
strengthens the teaching system. Digital platforms are as well a potential 
tool, as they gather share content of different universities around the world 
and put them at a public reach. 

The main ingredient for good learning is a qualified teacher. Educators 
require of a better training and the teaching profession needs to be 
dignified in Mexico. Part of the solution is in creating a degree where the 
best teachers are recognized professionally and economically by deciding to 
stay at the classrooms. 
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One of the proposals implemented in other countries with successful results 
has been the creation of a system where the best teachers are assigned to 
groups of students with more difficulties, while better teachers are relocated 
to schools with less qualifications. 

It is also necessary to make an ideological change to include companies 
in the academic training process, specially because an inclusive growth 
depends on the connection between society and the private sector. 

Likewise, it is important to focus on the training of values, that starts from 
each home. Society cannot neglect its role on teaching. All individuals, 
including parents, teachers, and the public and private sector, are partly 
responsible for the education of its citizens. 

Finally, Mexico needs to start implementing strategies to attract talent and 
bring back the qualified Mexicans that live outside the countries’ borders, 
and to achieve this, it has to convince them that the future lies in Mexico. 

Security 

The war on drugs is one of the bigger problems Mexico faces and the one 
that requires to be treated most urgently. This will only be possible through 
a collaboration with the United States, because the failure to control the 
flow of cash and weapons in the Mexico-United States border has become 
the main security issue for the country. 

The legalization of drugs as a strategy of fight against organized crime is a 
sensible option as it would take away resources from the cartels, and thus 
reduce their means to keep committing crimes. The discussion should be 
instead about a matter of health. Addicts need to be treated instead of sent 
to prison, and youth should be educated about the risks of drugs’ use. 

One of the proposals that would improve the national scene would be to 
optimize institutional coordination. For this, all involved actors need to be 
well trained in the procuration of justice, from the policeman to the judge.

Institutional coordination needs to reach all spheres and expand over time, 
because reinventing government programs every three or six years, -every 
time there is an election period- damages the country and does not allow 
the continuity in conflict resolutions.  Finally, another aspect regarding 
coordination has to do with implementing national standardized emergency 
numbers.

Oscar Peralta Casares
Alfonso García Cacho
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Other issue to avoid corruption has to do with the honesty of employees 
in security related organizations. To tackle this, a solution could be found 
in the strong correlation found between honesty and fair and competitive 
salaries.

The other is that the Mexican government needs to generate an environment 
of accountability. Authorities need to feel watched by its citizens, and their 
actions and decisions need to be under constant scrutiny. 

Women 

It is urgent that women become more present in decision-making positions, 
not to fill a gender quota but because to complement talent. 

First, the government needs to allocate resources with the aim of 
“maternalizing” society, for example by increasing public daycare centers 
or modifying work day hours to allow women more flexibility. Society and 
its policies must recognize all that women do, in both the public and private 
realms. 

Companies, meanwhile, likewise have a significant role to play in closing 
the gender gap. By establishing results-oriented systems for promoting 
employees, companies will effectively make the market more flexible and 
thereby facilitate women’s ascension to positions of power.

Increased market competition in itself will also contribute to closing the 
gender gap, as companies would have to hire based on abilities, rather than 
gender. 

Additionally, women need to be in decision-making positions where they 
can effectively bring about change.
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Finally, women themselves need to find their voice and make it heard, 
demanding equal treatment, they must not wait and expect the doors to be 
opened for them; rather, they must actively create and seize opportunities 
for themselves. 

Youth 

Mexico needs to recognize the potential of youth. It needs to motivate 
young people to take risks and teach them how to respect the rule of law 
through quality education. It is necessary to discover new talent, and once 
identified, to nurture it by offering motivation to stay and contribute to the 
development of the country. 

To equip the new generations with better and more efficient tools for 
technological development, basic education needs to contemplate teaching 
of computer skills, as an additional class like Spanish or mathematics. The 
better the preparation of future generations will be, the more proposals to 
solve current problems will arise. 

Finally, the Mexican youth needs to be trustworthy of its capabilities, be 
conscious of its lacks in order to fill them up, and dare to take risks. Age is 
not relevant, what is important is the ambitions, wishes, objectives. Youth 
needs to believe in its potential to face a changing and demanding world 
and come up with innovative solutions to tap into Mexico’s new sources of 
growth.

Alfonso García Cacho
Miguel Alemán Velasco
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Álvarez Vargas Miguel Ángel
Televisa Querétaro

Alverde Montemayor Luis Eduardo
Universidad Anáhuac Querétaro

Ambe Attar Isidoro
Teléfonos de México

Ambroggio  Ricardo
ExxonMobil

Amutio De Diego Miguel Ángel
Grupo Ferretero Milenio, S.A. de C.V.

Anaya Saavedra María Genoveva
Un Mundo que Ver, S.A. de C.V.

Andrade Díaz - Durán Fernando
Embajada de Guatemala

Anguiano Aranda Díaz Agustín
Harley Davidson Querétaro

Angulo De Lesigneur Cintia
Alstom Mexicana, S.A. de C.V.

Anzaldua Garza Jorge Humberto
Industrial PerfSpeakera de Campeche,
S.A. de C.V.

Anzaldua Garza Martín Alberto
GRSJ-División de Desarrollos Inmobiliarios de 
Grupo R

Arandia Muguira Luis Demetrio
Descafeinadores Mexicanos, S.A. de C.V.

Aranguren Tréllez Luis
Arancia Industrial, S.A. de C.V.

Arceo Saúl
Bombardier Business Aircraft

Arcos Gamboa Agustín
Kybernus, A.C.

Arduh Jorge
Indra

Arellano Román Josefina
Inestra

Arelle Caraveo David E.
Great Places

Argüelles González Sergio
Finsa

Argüelles Gutiérrez Sergio
Finsa

Arias Otero Patricia
Banco Santander

Arranz Lara Antonio
DHL Express México

Arredondo Ramos Carlos Vinicio
Grupo Quimera

Arredondo Tirado Mario Arturo
Innovarr

Arreola Jiménez Abelardo
Grupo Requiez, S.A. de C.V.

Arreola Rosales Javier
The George Washingon University

Arrioja José Enrique
Bloomberg

Abed Ruiz Lila
Admit One (Appeasy, S.A. de C.V.)

Agraz Bolio Gerardo Alfredo
SICPA Mexicana S.A. de C.V. 

Aguilar De la Parra Hesiquio
Gobierno del Estado de Veracruz

Aguilar Ildefonso
Grupo Diavaz

Aguilar López Diego
Soluciones Energéticas Mexicana

Aguilar Ramírez Oscar Lucio
Teléfonos de México

Aguirre Dávila Cruz Nemecio
Banorte

Aguirre Gutiérrez Domingo
Instituto Tecnológico de Tlalnepantla

Aguirre Gutiérrez Jorge
Instituto Tecnológico de Tlalnepantla

Aguirre Hernández Miguel Ángel
CANACINTRA

Ajuria Benavides Sandra Fabiola
Universidad Anáhuac Querétaro

Alarcón Brockmann Patricia
Grupo Alarcón

Alarcón Brockmann Rocío
Grupo Alarcón

Albers Mark W.
ExxonMobil  Corporation

Alemán Magnani Claudia
Interjet

Alemán Magnani Miguel
Grupo Alemán – Interjet

Alemán Velasco Miguel
México Cumbre de Negocios

Almaráz Arciniega Rodrigo Eder
Consejo Juvenil Hidalguense

Alonso Olivares Alejandro
Aerolíneas Ejecutivas, S.A. de C.V.

Alonso Rafael
Airbus

Alonso Reyna Raúl
Alta Tecnología Industrial HP SA de CV

Alonso y Caloca Aurelio
Ideas | Informática Soporte, S.A. de C.V.

Alvarado Calva Hector Miguel
Universidad Anáhuac Querétaro

Álvarez Certucha Bernardo
Grupo Idesa S.A. de C.V.

Álvarez Hernández Víctor José
Sayer Lack Mexicana, S.A. de C.V.

Álvarez Hoth Graciela de Lourdes
Grupo Vitesse

Arriola Salvador
Sebig, España

Arroyo Zendejas José Juan
Martinrea Developments de México,
S.A. de C.V.

Arteaga Carreño Sergio Alejandro
Universidad Politécnica de Pachuca

Augello Michael
Airbus Group

Avila Villegas Eruviel
Gobierno del Estado de México

Ayala Aguirre José Ramón
Santamarina y Steta, S.C.

Ayala Aguirre José Ramón
Universidad Autónoma de Querétaro

Aziz Checa Luis Alberto
SAI Consultores, S.C.

Bachant Raymond
Bombardier Transportation Americas

Balli González Federico
Nacional Financiera, SNC

Bañuelos Lomelí Ricardo Alberto
Blue Live

Barbosa Yañez Jorge Armando
Gobierno del Estado de Querétaro

Barona Coghlan Benjamin
Control Seguridad Privada Integral,
S.A. de C.V.

Barreira Arturo
Airbus

Bausone Marrón Federico
Multimedia

Becker Feldman Daniel
Banca Mifel, S.A.

Behar Rafael
González Fernández

Bellei Barbieri Giovanni Enzo
Maccaferri de México, S.A. de C.V.

Bello Alberto
Grupo Expansión

Beltrán Moreno Bernardo
Soluciones 24/7

Beltran Rosales Alma Gregoria
Femsa

Beltrán Zacarías Armando
Pacific Star, S.A. de C.V.

Benitez Cherkasly Jesus Alberto
Noticias Mëxico Hoy Grupo Multimedia,
S.A. de C.V.

Berho Corona Lorenzo
Vesta Management, S. de R.L. de C.V.

Berho Corona Maria de Lourdes
Grupo de Comunicación Alchemia
S. de R.L. de C.V.
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Bermúdez Peña Carla Patricia
Universidad Autónoma de Querétaro

Berrondo Mir José
Mabe México, S.A. de C.V.

Betancourt Gómez Michel Eduardo
UNAM

Bianchi Beltrami Giancarlo
Constructora Terme, S.A. de C.V.

Bischmann Joanne
Harley-Davidson

Blair Tony
Gran Bretaña

Bloda Tadeusz
Inmetmatic, S.A. de C.V.

Blomfield William
Embajada de Australia

Bobadilla Muguira Gabriel
Café Tostado de Exportación, S.A. de C.V.

Boggs Michael Eugene
Industrias Michelin, S.A. de C.V.

Bonet Lozano Joan María
Tenipesa Identificación

Bonfigli Marco
Elicamex

Bordinhao Ricardo
Falconi Consultores de Resultado

Bornand Luc
Sames Rep.

Bossière Maryse
Embajada de Francia

Boy Pineda Mauricio
Cargo Group International Logistics

Bracho Pernía Nicolás
DOW Química Mexicana, S.A. de C.V.

Bremer Gutiérrez Carlos
Value Casa de Bolsa, S.A. de C.V.

Bresson Laurent
Nexteer Automotive

Brieño Ávila Ricardo
Sky Grupo Asesor, SC

Brodden Ibañez Einar
QCC

Bueno Zuñiga Ma. Eugenia
Dif Queretaro

Buenrostro Domínguez Tania
Aeropuertos y Servicios Auxiliares (ASA)

Burgos Garcia Enrique
Senado de la República

Bustillos Iturralde Rafael Antonio
Televisa Querétaro y San Luis Potosí

Caballero Ávila Jacqueline
Integra 92 siete

Cabrera Sigler Alejandro
Camará Mexicana de la Industria de la 
Construcción

Casillas Ahmann Carlos Javier
Grupo Salinas

Casillas Alarcón Luis Gerardo
Almidones Mexicanos, S.A. de C.V.

Castañeda Juan Antonio
Grupo Expansión

Castilla Luis Miguel
Perú

Castillo José Mariano
Gobierno de Honduras

Castorena Sánchez Daniela Casandra
UNAM

Castro Renteria Jose Juventino
Kybernus, A.C.

Cattaruzzi Lino
Google México

Cavazos Raymundo
Harley-Davidson

Cervantes Tezcucano Hugo
Soluciones Energeticas Mexicana

Chacón Pérez José Alfredo
Navistar Financial México, S.A. de C.V.

Charrabé Henry J.
RWL Water

Charur Nasta Ricardo Jesús
PAMSA Automotriz, S.A. de C.V.

Chazaro Montalvo Oswaldo
Organizaciones Ganaderas

Chinoy Sujan
Embajada de la Iindia

Ciceño Edgar
Safran

Cienfuegos Zepeda Salvador
Secretaría de la Defensa

Clariond Reyes Retana Benjamin
Buró Inmobiliario Nacional, S.A. de C.V.

Cobo María Fernanda
Accenture

Collier Paul
Blavatnik School of Government

Comenge Fernando
Snecma America Engine Services

Cordero Rodríguez Eduardo
Country Motors, SA de CV

Coria Zuñiga Víctor H.
Santamarina y Steta, S.C.

Cornielle Christian
Airbus Helicopters

Corona Artigas Pablo Humberto
Complejos Residenciales

Corona Avalos Ivan
Airbus Helicopters Mexico, S.A. de C.V.

Cortina Gallardo Alejandro
Gruma, S.A. de C.V.

Cossette Annie
Bombardier Business Aircraft

Caetano da Silva Joao José
Embajada de Portugal

Calderón Calderón Jesús Gustavo
CANACINTRA

Calderon Guel Erick
Radio Fórmula

Calderon Ignacio de Loyola
Grupo Financiero Banorte

Calles  Seur Teresa J.
Cumbre de Negocios, SC

Calzada Albarrán Diego
Gobierno del Estado de Querétaro

Calzada Albarrán José
Gobierno del Estado de Querétaro

Calzada Albarrán Sandra
Gobierno del Estado de Querétaro

Calzada Rovirosa Gustavo
Gobierno del Estado de Querétaro

Calzada Rovirosa José
Gobierno del Estado de Querétaro

Calzada Zubiráa Jorge
Grupo CAISA

Camacho Fabian
Kybernus, AC

Campillo Garcíaa José
Fundación Mexicana para la Salud

Canales Luis
Nexteer Automotive

Canino Francesco
Embajada de Italia

Cannizzo Reniú Carlo Bartolomeo
Cannizzo, Ortíz y Asociados, S.C.

Canseco Villarreal Rodolfo
Value Casa de Bolsa

Cantú González Eduardo
Dicex, SA de CV

Carboney Morales Israel
Secretaría del Trabajo

Cárdenas Cardona Isaac
IEC Industrial Supplier, S.A. de C.V.

Cardona Zapata Manuel
Asociación Nacional de Tiendas de 
Autoservicio y Departamentales, A.C.

Carranza Segura Ayax
Grupo Financiero Banorte

Carreño Soto Alejandra
Ejes y Componentes para Remolque, S.A. de C.V.

Carrera Quiñonez Olaf Arturo
BP México

Carrillo Castro Alejandro
Fundación Miguel Alemán, A.C.

Carrión Rodríguez Eugenio Pacelli Francisco
ANTAD

Carstens Carstens Agustín Guillermo
Banco de México

Carvallo Garnica Sergio
Almidones Mexicanos, S.A. de C.V.
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Elorza Zubiria Ma. Ángeles
Gobierno Vasco

Enders Thomas
Airbus Group

Enríquez Cabot Juan
Excel Venture Management

Enríquez Cervin Cesar Alfredo
Cablecom

Errasti Xabier
Celay, S.A. de C.V.

Escalante Madrigal Javier
Sfera Legal

Escareño Louis
UGTA Duty Free America

Escobedo Carignan Mario Jesus
Baja Grupo Digital, S.A. de C.V.

Esparza Serrano Marco Antonio
Bachoco

Espinosa de los Monteros Carlos
Gobierno para la Marca España

Espinosa de los Reyes Fernando
Grupo Salinas

Espinos Vasconcelos Fernando
SINTEC

Espinoza Suárez Abel
Sindicato Nacional de Trabajadores de la 
Educación

Espresate Eibenschutz Pablo
Repsol México

Esquer Méndez Héctor Eduardo
Consorcio Consultivo para el Desarrollo, S.A. 
de C.V.

Esquer Raygadas Héctor Eduardo
Consorcio Consultivo para el Desarrollo, S.A. 
de C.V.

Estevez Nieto Jose Andres
Magazine Multimedios

Fabila Rubio Francisco
Kansas City Southern de México

Fabreguette Julien
Airbus Helicopters México Querétaro,
S.A. de C.V.

Felix Carrillote Irma Arely
UNAM

Ferezin Luis
Accenture

Fernadez Jorge Carlos
El Sardinero

Fernandes Larry
Ingredion Integra, S.A. de C.V.

Fernández Arriola Gustavo
Kellogg Latinoamérica

Fernández Barberena María de los Ángeles
Spencer Stuart México, S. de R.L. de C.V.

De Villafranca Juan
Marking Services de México

Del Barrio Molina José Manuel
Sinergia Consultores de Negocios, S.C.

Del Castillo Torre de Mer Rafael
Banca Afirme, S.A.

Del Toro Y Najera Luis Enrique
ACIR

Del Valle Adolfo
Constructora y PerfSpeakera Latina,
S.A. de C.V.

Del Valle Toca Santiago
Constructora y PerfSpeakera Latina,
S.A. de C.V.

Delgado Ricardo
Single Source Technology

Devlyn Mortensen Frank James
Opticas Devlyn, S.A. de C.V.

Diaz Miron Alvarez Flavio Antonio
Arendal, S. de R.L. de C.V.

Díaz Zavala Víctor M.
IMD Business Consulting

Diez Alaniz Miguel Angel
Gobierno del Estado de Querétaro

Diez Morodo Valentín
COMCE

Domínguez Gil José Alfonso
Promotora de Relaciones Internacionales 
Integrales ALDO, S.A. de C.V.

Dominguez Servien Francisco
Senado de la República

Dos Santos Dinis Parreira Joao Pedro
Mota-Engil México, S.A. de C.V.

Duarte Hinterholzer Juan
Advent International

Durand Serge
Airbus Helicopters México, S.A. de C.V.

Dussel Peters Enrique
Center for Chinese-Mexican Studies (UNAM)

Dye Stuart S.
Stuart S. Dye & Associates, PLLC

Eaton David
Kansas City Southern de México

Echarte Luis
Grupo Salinas

Echeverria Miller Guillermo
Vuhl

Echeverria Milles Iker
Vuhl

Echeverria Rodríguez Guillermo
Vuhl

Eibling Viktor
Embajada de Alemania

Elizalde Gutiérrez Alejandro Raúl
Humana de Equipo y Materiales,
S.A. de C.V.

Cottè Bruno
Safran

Couttolenc Antonio
Infoanalítica

Crespo Ariel
CNN

Cruz Ballado Jorge Luis
Admin. Portuaria Integral de Lázaro Cárdenas

Cruz Olivera Luis Alejandro
Noticias México Hoy Grupo Multimedia,
S.A. de C.V.

Cuellar Daniel
Crecola

Cuenca Eduardo
Airbus Helicopters México, S.A. de C.V.

D’Arcimoles Emeric
Safran

De Alba Barnola José
Grupo Balvanera

De Alba Cordero Miguel Hugo
Desarrollos & Inversiones México

De Icaza González Carlos Alberto
Secretaría de Relaciones Exteriores

De la Borbolla Schwedhelm Antonio
El Financiero

De la Calle Luis
De la Calle, Madrazo, Mancera, S.C.

De la Fuente Coutiño Rocio
Soluciones Energéticas Mexicanas

De la Garza Zamarron Enrique Alberto
Value Casa de Bolsa

De la Isla Herrera Fernando
Gobierno del Estado de Querétaro

De la Macorra Rivera Cecilia
ExxonMobil Corporation

De la Madrid Cordero Enrique
Bancomext

De la Madrid Cordero Gerardo Antonio
Multiplica tu Nómina

De la Madrid Cubillas Francisco
BBV México, Fideicomiso Submetrópoli de 
Tijuana-Grupo el Florido

De la Madrid García Francisco
BBV México, Fideicomiso Submetrópoli de 
Tijuana-Grupo el Florido

De la Parra Cubells José Eduardo
Centro Gourmet Nautico

De la Torre Abelardo
Gruma

De la Vega Arevalo Angélica Beatríz
Adecco México

De León Chinchilla Manuela
Flama Gas, S.A. de C.V.

De Pablo Luis
Consultores Internacionales
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Giordano Bonilla German
Gobierno del Estado de Querétaro

Glover Amy
McLarty Associates

Gobenceaux Claude
Aeroclóster de Querétaro

Gómez Eichelmann Jorge Efrain
Atención Rápida Hospitalaria, S.A. de C.V.

Gómez Enríquez Ricardo
Atención Rápida Hospitalaria, S.A. de C.V.

Gómez Uriarte Manuel Francisco
Heidrick & Struggles

Gonnet Crabos Thierry
Adecco

González Díaz Enrique
Almacenes Unidos de México, S A  de C V 

González Florentino Luis Alberto
INESTRA

González Francisco N.
ProMéxico

González Garcia Mario
CNN

González García Susana
Banco Nacional de México

González Laporte Claudio X
Kimberly Clark de México, S.A.B. de C.V.

González Lelo de Larrea Juan Manuel
Bombardier Tranportation

González López Juan Pablo
González Fernández Abogados, S.C.

Gonzólez Márquez Luis Miguel
El Economista

González Moreno Juan Antonio
Gruma S.A.P. de C.V.

González Palacios Jesús René
Deingo, S.A. de C.V.

González Piazza Carlos Rodrigo
Quimera Metals, S.A. de C.V.

González Ruiz Alejandro
Kybernus, A.C.

Gonzalez Tostado Alejandra
CCCS

Goñi Díaz Daniel
Notaría No. 80

Gottfried Joy Carlos Federico
Potencia Industrial, SA

Gowing Nik
BBC United Kingdom

Graglia Diego
Grupo Expansión

Grajales Sansores Rafael
Butaby, S.A. de C.V.

Grijalva Vega Amapola
World Trade Consultants Group, S.A. de C.V.

Guajardo Villarreal Ildefonso
Secretaría de Económia

García Camargo Enrique Antonio
EY-Mancera, SC

Garcia de Motiloa Juan Ignacio
Gobierno Vasco

García Díaz Luis Antonio
Sinergia Consultores de Negocios, S.C.

Garcia Estrada Pablo
Daimler Vehiculos Comerciales S. de R.L. de 
C.V.

García Franco Carla
Exxon Mobil México

García Frèdéric
Airbus Group México

García Garza Manuel
Bright Finishing

García González Juan José
Mantenimiento Marino de México, S. de R.L. 
de C.V.

García Iza Adrián
IOS Offices, S.A. de C.V.

García Jimeno Alcocer Maria Lorena
Casas GEO

García Lascurain Vargas Laura
Digital Lascurain

García Lascurain Vargas María Antonieta
Sindicato Nacional de Trabajadores de la 
Educación

García León Enrique
Grupo NU3

García Martínez Ana Laura
EY Mancera, S.C.

García Reyes Juan Carlos
Lointek Mex, S.A. de C.V.

Garcia Torres Jose
Cámara de Comercio México-Estados Unidos, 
A.C.

Garcia Ulibarri Luis Fernando
TeraSigma

Garduño Laguna Francisco Guillermo
González Fernández Abogados, S.C.

Garza Álvarez José Luis
Interjet

Garza Cantú Ramiro
Grupo R

Garza Montemayor Jorge Eugenio
Prolamsa

Garza Proal Pablo
Tecnoman, S.A. de C.V.

Garza Vargas Ana
Grupo R

Garza Zambrano Francisco
Value Grupo Financiero

George Timothy
Embajada de Australia

Gil Elorduy Ernesto
H. Congreso del Estado de Hidalgo

Fernandez de Lara Sánchez Rafael de Jesús
Acarreos de Basáltico y Asfalto, S.A. de C.V.

Fernández Domínguez Samuel
Productos Parafinicos San Valentín,
S.A. de C.V.

Fernández Horacio
Accenture, S.C.

Fernández Jose María
ILAS México

Ferrari Cazarin Antonio
Patrimonio del Estado

Ferrari Cazarin Ramon
Consejo de Desarrollo del Papaloapan

Ferrari Pardiño Ramón
Consejo de Desarrollo del Papaloapan

Fichte Geoffrey
HSBC México, S.A. de C.V.

Flores Agüero Francisco
Universidad Autónoma de Querétaro

Forzan Guerrero Mauricio
Grupo Salinas

Frias Gabriela
Anchor-CNN

Fuentes Angélica
Omnilafe de México, S.A. de C.V.

Fuentes Berain Rossana
Media Lab

Funes Garay Carlos Antonio
Softek

Funes Rafael
Lovis

Funtanet Mange Francisco
CONCAMIN

Gaitán de Cantarell Esperanza Adriana
Profesionales en Convenciones

Gallástegui Armella Eduardo J.
Gallastegui y Lozano, SC

Gallegos Navarro Raúl
General Electric México

Galván Ramírez Carlos
UNAM

Ganon Lugardo Moisés
GPI Comercial, S.A. de C.V.

García Alcocer Jaime
Secretaría de Educación Pública

García Alcocer Luis Alfonso
Geo Casas del Bajío, S.A. de C.V.

García Cacho Alfonso
México Cumbre de Negocios, SC

Garcia Cacho Herrerias Adriana
Adriana Chula Diseños y Decoración,
S.A. de C.V.

Garcia Cacho Lascurain Alejandro
Neovas, S.A. de C.V.

G
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Jacob Enrique
Instituto Nacional del Emprendedor

Jacobson Roberta
US Department of State

Jacques Pérez José Luis
Lavartex, S.A.P.I. de C.V.

Jaime Delgado Jaime
Grupo Flecha Amarilla

Jarquin Arturo
Grupo Salinas

Jasqui Amiga Jacobo
Inmobiliaria y Promotora Nacional 

Jasqui Amiga Salomón
Metropolitana, S.A.

Jimenez Cruz Gabriela
Grupo Aleman-Interjet

Jímenez González Federico Guillermo
Grupo R

Jimenez Humberto
SAGARPA

Jimenez Rojo Víctor
SAT

Joaquin Coldwell Pedro
Secretaría de Energía

Júarez Bañales Omar Daniel
Universidad Autónoma de Querétaro

Justo Sierra Rivera Manuel
Aerolíneas Ejecutivas, S.A. de C.V.

Kelly Clare Ann
Embajada de Nueva Zelandia

Kiehnle Garza Bettina
La Razón de México

Kiehnle Garza Bruno
Grupo R

Kohlmann Eduardo
Operadora del Bosque

Kohlsdorf Hans
Efficient Ideas, S.A. de C.V.

Korenfeld David
Comisión Nacional del Agua

Kotler Rona
Embajada de Israel

Kraiem Ruben
Covington & Burling LLP

Kroll Peter
Capgemini de México, S. de R.L. de C.V.

Kuribreña Arbide Jose Antonio
Midstream Energy

Kutsenkov Igor
Corporacion Estatal ROSTEC

Hernández Ramírez Gerardo Samuel
Cargill-Agribrand Purina México,
S. de R.L. de C.V.

Hernández Tiboni Juan
BlackRock

Hernández Yañez Helder Mauricio
Grupo Dexel

Hernández Yañez Salvador
Grupo Dexel

Herrejon Abud Alberto
Grupo Tres Marias

Herrera Aviles Gonzalo
Nesteer

Herrera Lorena
Nestlé México

Herrera Pérez José Antonio
Grupo Financiero Banorte

Herrera Vega Manuel Jesús
Arte y Diseño en Plata, S.A. de C.V.

Herrerías José Manuel
Plaza México

Herrerias Rafael
Plaza de Toros México

Herteman Jean-Paul
Safran

Hidalgo Noriega Enrique
ExxonMobil

Higuera Barbieri José Luis
Coras Tepic / Consejero Actinver

Hinojosa Cantú Juan Armando
Grupo Higa

Hinojosa Valencia Alejandro
Polit Bureau Gabinete Estratégico, S. de R.L.

Huerta Stevenson Roberto Alejandro
Kybernus, A.C.

Hyland Sonja
Embajada de Irlanda

Ibañez Pérez Jorge Angel
Kybernus, A.C.

Ibarra Covarrubias Carlos
Intermoda Fashion Group

Inmobiliaria y Promotora Nacional 
Metropolitana, S.A.

Inzunza Fonseca Humberto
CDT

Isla Estrada Juan Antonio
Gobierno del Estado de Querétaro

Islas Sáenz Beatriz
Cumbre de Negocios, S.C.

Ituarte Zarza Juan Carlos
Secretaría de Desarrollo Sustentable de 
Querétaro

Güereña De La Llata José María
Universidad de Sonora

Guerra Luis Manuel
INAINE

Guerra Urbiola Braulio
Congreso del Estado

Guillaumin Ireta Edgar
Constellation Brand

Gutiérrez Alfonso
Cremería Covadonga

Gutiérrez Candiani Gerardo
Consejo Coordinador Empresarial

Gutiérrez Cortina Juan Diego
Gutsa, S.A. de C.V.

Gutiírrez Maldonado Lucía Eva
ANTAD, SC

Gutierrez Mendez Gildardo
Asociación de Empresarios de México

Gutierrez Moreno Claudia
Adecco México

Guzmán Bofill Carlos
ICA  y CEEG

Guzmán Gandarias Enrique
Gruspo Cosimet, S.L.

Haddad Abe
Smith Group Holding

Hale Palacios Carlos
Gobierno del Estado de Querétaro

Hansen Erik Bo
Kansas City Southern

Heller Jack
Helle Law Firm

Henriquez Autrey Arturo
Pemex

Heredia Rubio Rafael
Heredia Rubio Abogados, S.C.

Hernández Alvarado Juan Orlando
Gobierno de la República de Honduras

Hernández Casillas Dante Emmanuel
Inestra

Hernández Martín Fernando
Soluciones Energéticas Mexicana

Hernández Molina Juan Emilio
CNTE Qro.

Hernández Monterrubio Hector
United Barcode Systems

Hernández Montes José Ma.
Derivados Metálicos de Querétaro,
S.A. de C.V.

Hernández Mújica Salvador
Grupo Dexel

Hernández Páramo Juan Antonio
Grupo Autofín México
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Marcos Giacoman Ernesto
Marcos y Asociados, Infraestructura y Energía, S.C.

Marenco Olavarrieta Adrián
Impulsora Industrial San Roke, S.A. de C.V.

Marín Carazo Alfonso
Enterprise Business Consulting, S.A. de C.V.

Mariné Brandi Jorge Alvaro
Oficina Económica y Comercial de España

Mariscal Sertvije Iñigo
Grupo Marhnos

Mariscal Servitje Nicolás
Grupo Marhnos

Mariscal Torroella Nicolás
Grupo Marhnos

Marqués Pereira Paulo
Fibramex

Marti Bolaños Cacho Alejandro
AMFE Especializadas, A.C.

Martínez Alexei Oliverio
Almidones Mexicanos, S.A. de C.V.

Martínez Argüello Luis Manuel Pablo
Grupo TMM, S.A.B.

Martinez Argüelo Luis Manuel Pablo
Grupo TMM, S.A.B

Martínez Cabrera Félix
Anacafe, A.C.

Martínez Corres Luis Dantón
Nacional

Martínez De León Sergio
CANACOPE

Martínez Diaz Javier
Pro Analyst Consulting

Martinez Espinosa Julio Cesar
Grupo Salinas

Martínez José Manuel
Grupo Expansión

Martínez López Juan Adrián
Gobierno del Estado de Querétaro

Martínez Mattar Marcos
Parque Temático Cosumel, S.A. de C.V.

Martínez Pichardo Marcela
Ingredion México, S.A. de C.V.

Martuscelli Quinada Jaime
Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México

Mata Alvarez Carlos
Envases y Laminados, S.A. de C.V.

Mauri Villariño Antonio
Soluciones Energéticas Mexicana

Mawcinitt Bueno Karla Ivette
ProMéxico

Mayo Ortíz José Manuel
Tata Consultancy Services

Meacham Carl
Center for Stategic and International 
Studies

López Reyna Ma. del Carmen
Programa de Agronegocios del Colegio de 
Postgraduados

López Ruiz Miguel Omar
LR Transportes

López San Martín Manuel Antonio
La Razón

López Sánchez Marcelo
Gobierno del Estado de Querétaro

López Sandoval José Daniel
Alta Gestión Municipal, SC; Revista 

Tendendia Empresarial
López Torres Rafael

Distribuidora de Camiones Cahi México, S.A. 
de C.V.

López Vives Sergio
Krones

Loyola Vera Roberto
Presidencia Municipal de Querétaro

Lugo García Pelayo Fernando
Consejo Consultivo Empresarial Querétaro

Luna Ramos Margarita
Suprema Corte de Justicia de la Nación

Luna Trinidad María del Carmen
Grupo Expansión

Luque Hudson Ernesto
IMSS

Lutter Dorothy
Embajada de los Estados Unidos en México

MacDonald Ann
Bombardier Transportation Americas

Madariaga Gangoiti Leyre
Gobierno Vasco

Madrigal Paz Susana Aurora
UNAM

Maes Frank
Sintec

Magallanes Alonso Esau
Procces Plants Constructors, S.A. de C.V.

Magaña Alvarez Abel Ernesto
Poder Ejecutivo del Estado de Querétaro

Mahbubani Kishore
Lee Kuan School of Public Policy

Malayán Eduard
Embajada de la Federación de Rusia

Mandujano Martínez Hugo Rubén
Secretaría de Desarrollo Sustentable de 
Querétaro

Manzanares Orozco Jesus
Iman Proyectos, S.A. de C.V.

Manzano Díaz Ricardo
Enterprise Business Consulting, S.A. de C.V.

Marchi Lucca
Bloomberg

Langagne Fasen Alexis
Hewlett-Packard México

Laniado Daniel
Accenture

Lara De Valle Armando
Grupo Asfyc

Lara Morales Gabriela
Grupo Salinas

Larrain Bascuñán Felipe
Clapes UC

Lastra Ortíz Lucio Galileo
Consulta3

Lavín Torres Juan Antonio
Embotelladora de Agua La Hacienda,
S.A. de C.V.

Lazo Margain Lorenzo
Alemán Velasco y Asociados

Leaman Rivas Miguel Angel
ProMéxico

Legorreta Chauvet Alejandro
Legorreta M&A Asociados, S.A. de C.V.

Lemus Ortiz Rolando
Constructora y Arrendadora de México, S.A. 
de C.V.

Leñero Álvarez Mónica Gabriela
ANTAD, SC

Leon Hernandez Marco Antonio
Poder Legislativo del Estado de Querétaro

Levatich Matthew S.
Harley-Davidson Motor Company

Licon Fred
Ocho

Lomas Álvarez José Manuel
Grupo HL Querétaro

Lomelí Avendaño Iván
Notaría Pública 30, S.C.

Lomeli Jaime Rogelio
Kansas City

Longoria Escobedo José Alberto
Servihome

Longoria Rodríguez Antonio Luis
Value Casa de Bolsa, S.A. de C.V.

López Clariond Ernesto
Aries Capital, S.A. de C.V.

López de Silanes Antonio
Laboratorios Silanes, S.A. de C.V.

López José
Nestlé, SA

López Mercado Jesús Eduardo
El Puma Golf, S.A. de C.V.

Lopez Morton Zavala Patricio
López Morton

López Portillo Tostado Jorge
Gobierno del Estado de Querétao
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Naylor Sergio
Accenture

Neal Robert Anthony
Transmisiones y Equipos Mecánicos 
(TREMEC)

Negroponte John D.
McLarty Associates

Nellis Jonathan
US Embassy Mexico City

Niembro Calzada Jaime Bernardo
DH Bebidas del Bajio

Nieto Roberto
D’Nieto Uniforms

Niño Cota Juan Alonso
Consejo de Cámaras Industriales de Jalisco

Nolasco Meza Alfredo
Bombardier México

Noriega Cerwinka Francisco
Grupo Expansión

Novales-Flamarique Maria
Mckinsey & Company

Nuñez Benjamin
Nestle

Nuñez Guadalupe
Cumbre de Negocios, S.C.

Ojeda García Juan Arturo
Autobuses de la Piedad, S.A. de C.V.

Olavarrieta Maldonado Martin Carlos
Secretaría de Relaciones Exteriores

Olavarrieta Martínez Francisco Javier
Grupo Tres Marias

Olguin Rubio Gabriela Guenny
Unversidad Autónoma de Querétaro

Ordaz Víctor
Transportadora Egoba, S.A. de C.V.

Ornelas Cuevas David
Gefne, SC

Orozco Fernandez Hector
Servicios de Administración y Enajenación de 
Bienes

Orozco García Moisés Ithuriel
Pemex Exploración y Producción

Orozco Miguel Angel
Grupo Salinas

Ortega Olivé Arturo
Aerolineas Ejecutivas, S.A. de C.V.

Ortega Riquelme Paulina
Bombardier Transportation

Ortega Septien Santiago
Secretaria de Desarrollo Sustentable de 
Querétaro

Ortiz Cabrera Mariana
Secretaría de la Juventud

Ortíz Martínez Guillermo
Grupo Financiero Banorte

Montano Guzmán José Alejandro
Portal Comunicación Veracruzana,
S.A. de C.V.

Montes Bertin Manuel
DHL Express México

Montes Renaud Oscar Antonio
Mas X Menos

Montoya Euresti Raúl
Gruma, SAP de CV

Morales Delgado Marco Tulio
Grupo Gylsa, SA de CV

Morales Enrique
Grupo Salinas

Moran Calles Mario Ricardo
ProMéxico

Morán Rivera Marcelino
Muebleria Baltazar, S. de R.L.

Moranchel Pocaterra José Antonio
Sinergia Consultores de Negocios S.C.

Moreno Juan Pedro
Accenture, S.C.

Moreno Muraira Fernando
Magna International, Inc.

Moureau Alstom Nicolás
Alstom Mexicana, S.A. de C.V.

Moya Daumas Leon Felipe
Aeri, A.C

Muguira Marenco Mauricio R.
Cafetalera Zeta, S.A. de C.V.

Muguira Revueta Domingo
Grupo San Roke

Muñoz González Julio Roberto
Textiles Agricolas, S.A. de C.V.

Muñoz Novoa Jose Enrique
Textiles Agricolas, S.A. de C.V.

Muñoz Novoa Robby
Antitrips de México, S.A. de C.V.

Muradas Vazquez Ana Belen
Universidad Anáhuac de Querétaro

Murguía Ashby Juan Pablo
Murguia

Muris Salinas Victor Horacio
Muris Salinas Consultores, S.C.

Nagashima Tadayuki
Japan External Trade Organizarion (JETRO)

Nájera Colunga Luz del Carmen
Ingredioin México, S.A. de C.V.

Nava Galván Claudia Estefany
Universidad Autónoma de Querétaro

Navarrete Quezada Mario
La Razón de México

Navarro Gabriel
Grupo Expansión

Meade Kuribreña José Antonio
Secretaría de Relaciones Exteriores

Medellín Salinas César Augusto
Ulbrinox Inc.

Medina Chavez Francisco José
Grupo Fame

Medina Medina Javier
Grupo Salinas

Medina Mora Icaza José
CompuSoluciones

Medrano Escobar Eduardo
Single Source Technologies, S. de R.L. de C.V.

Melchior Marcelo
Grupo Nestlé México

Mena Aguilar Victor David
Desarrollos Residenciales Turísticos,
S.A. de C.V.

Mena Nader Victor Farid
Desarrollos Residenciales Turísticos,
S.A. de C.V.

Méndez Alejandro
Mendez Group

Mendez Regalado Miguel
Magna Internacional Inc

Méndez Reyes Jarumy Esmeralda
PVEM Oaxaca

Mendibelzua Ibon
Delegación de Euskadi en México

Mendoza Zezza Alessandro
Instituto Nacional del Emprendedor

Mercier Eric R.
Delegación General de Quebec en México

Merino Westphal Hermann Francisco
Frame Corporativo

Miessner Eckart F.
Emerson Electric de México, S.A. de C.V.

Miley Stephanie
US Embassy Mexico City

Millán Bojalil Julio A.
Coraza Corporación  Azteca, S.A. de C.V.

Millán Costabile Mauricio
Coraza Corporación Azteca, S.A. de C.V.

Miller Eric
Canadian Council of Chief Executives

Miranda Arias Guillermo
Publiregalo Empresarial

Miranda Moreno Rafael
Vision Consulting, S.A. de C.V.

Mireles Montemayor Luis
Montemayor y Asociados

Mizrahi Levy Alberto
AM Desarrollos Inmobiliarios, S.A. de C.V.

Moesgen Marco
Nestlé Servicios Corporativos, S.A. de C.V.

Mondragón Alarcón Francisco Javier
Grupo Alemán, S.A. de C.V.
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Puente de la Mora Ximena
IFAI

Quinzaños Rojas Federico
Gobierno del Estado de Querétaro

Rabinovitz Fainshtein Carlos
Concreto W

Radian Gordon Rodica
Embajada de Israel

Raich Ortega Alberto
Kellogg Company de México,
S. de R.L. de C.V.

Ramírez Chávez Luz Adriana
Visa Internacional México, S.A. de C.V.

Ramírez Díaz Eduardo
Inmobiliaria Citelis

Ramírez Garrido Graco
Gobierno del Estado de Morelos

Ramííez Magnani José Luis
Interjet

Ramos Zenteno Romeo de Jesús
TV Azteca

Ramsay Chantal
Gobierno de Ontario

Raphael Franco Gerardo
Gobierno del Estado de Querétaro

Rebora Mier Celeste
Alexander Hughes

Represas de Almeida Carlos Eduardo
Bombardier

Reyes García Sergio Antonio
CANADEVI

Reyes Robles Jaime
Secretaria de Innovación, Ciencia y 
Tecnología del Estado de Jalisco

Reyes Villarreal Ricardo Alberto
Nutrimentos y Complementos Alimenticios, S.A. 
de C.V.

Riacho Cámara Luis Felipe
Ayuntamiento de Merida

Ricci Pierre
Airbus Group

Rincon Arredondo Miguel
Bio Pappel, S.A. de C.V.

Ríos Alvarado Flavino
Ríos Alvarado y Abogados, S.C.

Rios Cavazos Luis Gerardo
Grupo Clisa

Rios Fernandez Jose Francisco
Kellogg Latinoamérica

Rios Ugalde Edgar Martin
Radio Fórmula

Rivas Villanueva Luis Felipe
Terminal Logistics, S.A. de C.V.

Peralta Navarrete Oscar 
Grupo Metal Intra, S.A.P.I. de C.V.

Peregrina Huerta Alfonso
EMS

Pérez Barnés César
Southern Cross Group

Pérez Bulnes Dalia Catalina
Kybernus, A.C.

Pérez Collado Juan Ignacio
Heidrick & Struggles

Pérez Eduardo
Technics International, S.A. 

Pérez Francis
Nestlé México

Pérez Gallardo Marina
Technics International, S.A. 

Pérez Manuel
Technics International, S.A. 

Pérez Rangel Julio César
Poder Ejecutivo del Estado de Querétaro

Perez Silva Diego
Grupo Santocha

Pérez Teuffer Fournier Roberto
Interjet

Pérez Villalobos Blanca Estela
C & A Personnel Administration

Pérez-Jácome Friscione Alberto
Grupo Hermes Infraestructura

Piepsz Olivier
Safran

Pinedo Juan Manuel
Accenture

Pintado López Alejandro
Grupo Bimbo, S.A. de C.V.

Pinzón Carreto Betzaida Luz Alondra
Kybernus, A.C.

Pinzón Galván Rafael
ADN Informativo

Placencia Enríquez Leonardo
Muebles Placencia

Plata Ochoa José Salvador
Grupo Vitesse

Plehn Azar Monica
Secretaría de Turismo del Estado de 
Querétaro

Portales Galindo Julio Ernesto
Internation Communication & Business

Portas Paulo
Portugal

Potter Adriana
Airbus Helicopters México, S.A. de C.V.

Pozo Cabrera Manuel

Prado Gómez Javier
Planet Hollywood Group México

Prince Antonio
Soluciones Energéticas Mexicana

Ortíz Monasterio de Ugarte Felipe
The Abraaj Group

Ortíz Paz Marco Antonio
Grupo Metal Intra, S.A.P.I. de C.V.

Ortíz Proal Mauricio
H. Ayuntamiento de Querétaro

Ortiz Robledo José Gabriel
Embajada de Colombia en México

Ortíz Zimbrón Roberto
Smurfit Cartón y Papel de México,
S.A. de C.V.

Osorio Hernández Julio César
INESTRA

Oswald Erik
ExxonMobil Corporation

Otero Marban Emilio José
ITP México

Ozores Irastorza Miguel Antonio
Unión Ganadera Regional de Querétaro

Padierna Bartning Pedro
Consejo Ejecutivo de Empresas Globales, A.C.

Padilla Villegas Martha Catalina
Secretaría de Desarrollo Economico de Jalisco

Padilla Zenteno Jesús
Corredor Insurgentes, S.A. de C.V.

Palacios Jiménez José
Secretaría de Desarrollo Económico de Jalisco

Palacios Prieto Alejandra
COFECE

Pardo Bejarano Juan Carlos
Nestlé México

Pardo García Carlos A.
Navistar México, S. de R.L. de C.V.

Paredes Guzman Gerardo
Grupo R

Paredes Reséndiz Pedro
Grupo Corporativo Paredes

Parfait Daniel
Safran

Pasquel Fernando
Nestlé México

Pedrero Ericka
La Razon de México

Peñaa Flores Julieta
Guerra Castellanos & Asociados

Peña Nieto Enrique
Presidencia de la República Mexicana

Peña Tenorio Eduardo
ExxonMobil

Peralta Casares Carlos Gerardo
Grupo Metal Intra, S.A.P.I. de C.V.

Peralta Casares Oscar
Grupo Metal Intra, S.A.P.I. de C.V.
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Sandoval Díaz Aristóteles
Gobierno del Estado de Jalisco

Sandoval Nogueda Silvestre
Administración Portuaria Integral de Lázaro 
Cárdenas

Schlesinger Leo
Masisa

Serna Alvear Clemente
Grupo Medcom

Serrano Segovia José Francisco
Grupo TMM, S.A.B.

Shiga Daisuke
Jetro México

Silva Correu Jose Luis Felipe
DHL Express México, S.A. de C.V.

Simental Oceguera Héctor David
Alaxia Aerosystems, S.A. de C.V.

Slim Helú Carlos
Grupo Carso

Slim Seade Héctor
Télefonos de México

Smadja Claude
Smadja & Smadja

Smadja Yael
Smadja & Smadja

Soberón Sanz Francisco
Secretaría de la Marina

Sokolov Maxim
Corporación Estatal “ROSTEC”

Solano Arrieta Vicente Alfredo
OHL México, S.A.P. de C.V.

Solís Cámara Fernando
Gruma, S.A.B. de C.V.

Solís Javier Antonio Elguea
Inttelmex

Solís Sánchez Eduardo Javier
Asociación Mexicana de la Industria 
Automotríz, A.C.

Solorzano Aizpuru Luis
Advent Internacional PE Advisors, S.C.

Sordo Madaleno Javier
Grupo Sordo Madaleno

Soto Bandini Alfonso
Grupo Financiero Banorte

Standley Andrew
Delegación de la Unión Europea en México

Starling David L.
Kansas City Southern

Stefanidou Polyxeni
Embajada de Grecia

Studer Noguez Isabel
Institulo Global para la Sostenibilidad

Suáez Hernández Francisco
Coca-Cola FEMSA

Ruíz Ascencio Jorge
Administración Portuaria Integral de 
Tuxpan, S.A. de C.V.

Ruiz Castro Anya Talina
Gregoriana, S.A. de C.V.

Ruíz Escamilla Jorge
Facebook México

Ruíz Hernández Roberto Fermin
CANACO

Ruíz Limón Pablo
Banco Nacional de México, SA

Ruiz Suárez José Eduardo
Uniersidad Anahuac Querétaro

Saba Tuachi Jaime
Solben

Sada Beltran Luis Manuel
Admin One (Appeasy, S.A. de C.V.)

Sada González Federico
Grupo Corporativo ADAS

Salas Martín del Campo Javier
ANTAD

Salazar Slack Ana María
Grupo Salazar Slack, SC

Sadivar Maldonado Hernan
Dicex

Salgado Peña Abel Octavio
Cámara de Diputados

Salgado Tovar Jose Pio X
Gobierno del Estado de Querétaro

Salgado Velasco Uriel
Concavus & Convexus

Salinas Muñoz Tonatiuh
Partido Revolucionario Institucional (PRI)

Salinas Pliego Ricardo
Grupo Salinas

Salmón Franz Mauricio
Poder Ejecutivo del Estado de Querétaro

Salvatierra López Netzahualcoyotl
Centro Impulsor de la Construcción y la 
Habitación

San Roman Dunne Ricardo
Constructora Urbanizadora Ixtapan,
S.A. de C.V.

Sánchez Montemayor Jaime Jesús
Libertad Servicios Financieros

Sanchez Porras Claudia Cynthia
S.S.A. México, S.A. de C.V.

Sanchez Sainz Margarita del Pilar
Prepal

Sánchez Tapia Carlos Lazaro
PRD

Sánchez Vazquez Raymundo Javier
Sinergia Consultores de Negocios, S.C.

Sánchez y Oldenhage Sandra
Probiomed

Rivera Hurtado Manuel
Travers Tools, S. de R.L. de C.V.

Rivera Juan
Llorente & Cuenca

Rivera Marquez Rodolfo Everaldo
Altavista Software, S.A. de C.V.

Rivera Raba Manuel
Grupo Expansión

Rivest Francois
Embajada de Canadá

Robles Muguira Daniel
Deschis USA; Corp.

Rocha Victor Manuel
Barrick Pueblo Viejo

Rod Sharif
Sharif

Rodríguez Gálvez Roberto Isaac
Libertad Servicios Financieros

Rodríguez Hernández Jesús María
Notaria 34

Rodríguez Martín Paulino
Indra Sistemas, S.A. de C.V.

Rodríguez Mora Oscar Erik
Huawei Technologies de México,
S.A. de C.V.

Rodríguez Ortíz Maribel
Coraza Corporación Azteca, S.A. de C.V.

Rodríguez Peña Pedro
Gruma S.A.P. de C.V.

Rodriguez Rocha Ignacio
Grupo TMM, S.A.B.

Rodríguez Tovar Waldo Raúl
Dana de México Corporación,
S. de R.L. de C.V.

Rodwell Christopher
Embajada de Australia

Rogozinski Jacques
Nafinsa

Rojo Macedo Carlos
Grupo Interacciones

Rolland Constantine Jorge Modesto
Constructora e Inmobiliaria Tlachco,
S.A. de C.V.

Rosado Lor_a Jorge Luis
Rosendo Jemmal Nohad
Grupo Vitesse

Rositas Martínez Ivan Rafael
SINTEC

Ross Alec
Columbia University

Rozental Andrés
Rozental y Asociados

Rubin Querejeta Larry D
Spencer Stuart México, S. de R.L. de C.V.

Rubio Márquez Vanessa
Subsecretaría para América Latina y el Caribe
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Villanueva Kuri Hector
Servicios Empresariales HYPA, S.A.

Villarreal Treviño Gerardo Roberto
Vivo 47 Wellness Company

Villavicencio Ricardo
ILAS México

Vincent Muñoz Dina
Social Rocks

Vincent Villanueva Raúl Alberto
Vincent Consultores, S.C.

Viveros Figueroa Carlos
Grupo TMM, S.A.B.

Viyella Candido
Morgan Stanley

Vos Sebastian
Covington & Burling LLP

Walesa Lech
Polonia

Walker Linda
Walker Von Graffenried Asset Management AG

Wayne Tony
US Embassy Mexico City

Webber Jude
Financial Times

Xueman Max
Huawei Technologies de México,
S.A de C.V.

Xutao Vincent
Huawei Technologies de México,
S.A. de C.V.

Zaldumbide Ceceña José Ricardo
Alimentos Nutracéuticos la Meza S.A. de C.V.

Zambrano Garza Claudio
Finsa

Zamora Zamora Erick
Política, Comunicación y Negocios, S.C.

Zapanta Al
US-Mexico Chamber of Commerce

Zapata de Vengoechea Nicolás
Parques y Museos de México, S.A. de C.V.

Zapata Guzmán Joel
Mabe

Zárate Flores Alfonso
Grupo Consultor Interdisciplinario, S.C.

Zozaya Délano José Guillermo
Kansas City Southern de México

Urquiza Luna Rodrigo
Radio Movil Dipsa, S.A. de C.V.

Valdez Gastelum Saul Darien
UNAM

Valdivia Caballero Virginia Leticia
UNAM

Valencia Camilo
Pacific Rubiales Energy

Valenzuela Arturo
Covington & Burling LLP

Vandermolen Alan
Edelman/Die Holdings, Inc.

Vargas Arroyo Isaac Alvaro
Embajada Británica

Vargas Guajardo Joaquín
MVS Comunicaciones

Vazquez Castellanos Antonio
Hitachi Cable Querétaro

Vázquez Martínez Alejandro Omar
Grupo Salinas

Vázquez Orozco Ricardo
Azteca

Vázquez Rigada Fernando
Política, Comunicación y Negocios, S.C.

Vega Reyes Alejandra
Aliji Urbanizaciones, S.A. de C.V.

Vega Torres Eduardo
Toyota Material Handling Capital

Velasco Aguilar Julio Lario
Jade, S.C.

Velasco Alvarado Pedro
Santamarina y Steta, S.C.

Velasco de la Peña Pedro
Creel, García-Cuellas, Aiza y Enriquez, S.C.

Velázquez Juárez José Antonio
Universida Autónoma de Querétaro

Venegas Alarcon Sergio Arturo
Medios Aqropolis

Vera Mario
Nestlé México

Vergara Horacio
Accenture

Vergara Kuri Juan Ezequiel
Cargo Group Internactional Logistics
Victores Wanda
Spotme

Villalba Adrían
Grupo Expansión

Villalobos Gómez Salvador Raúl
Consejo de la Comunicación A.C.

Villalvazo Cámara José Gabriel
Parque Temático Cozumel, S.A. de C.V.

Villanueva Hallal Ricardo
Embajada de México en Polonia

Tabares Cruz José María
Mancera, SC - EY

Tamayo Chavero Juan Fernando
ATAH

Tapia Otaegi Arantxa
Gobierno Vasco

Tapia Vargas Juan Carlos
Construcciones Industriales Tapia,
S.A. de C.V.

Tauby Anne
Airbus Group

Tejada Ramírez Pedro Pablo
Coldwell Banker Commercial

Thomas Obregón Javier
Grupo Golfo de México, S.A. de C.V.

Tirado Cabal Laura Leticia
LTC Exporter

Tirado Rasso Miguel
Aeropuertos y Servicios Auxiliares

Tobias Gómez Javier
Grupo Euro

Tomasis García José Ángel
Consejo Consultivo Empresarial Querétaro

Torres González Flavio
Promotora Torres González, S.A. de C.V.

Torres Landa Ruffo Juan Francisco
Hogan Lovells BSTL, S.C.

Torres Landa Urquiza Juan Emilio
Inmobiliaria Tlu, S.A. de C.V. 

Torres Ramirez Flavio
Promotora Torres González, S.A. de C.V.

Torroella Soto Luis
Innovaciones en Terracerias, S.A. de C.V.

Torruco Miguel
Confederacíon Nacional Turística

Toussaint Anne
Delegación General de Quebec en México

Trejo Cervantes Max
Organización Iberoamericana de 
Juventud

Trejo Montes Juan Gabriel
Proveedora la Perla, S.A. de C.V.

Treviño Garza Arnulfo Eduardo
Turueño Duffour Francisco Javier

Ugalde Tinoco Luis Eduardo
FECAPEQ

Ugaz Montero Alexander
SINTEC

Uribe Paula
Covington & Burling LLP

Uribe Vila Héctor
Uniserv Hospitality Fund I, LP

Urkullu Rentería Iñigo
Gobierno Vasco
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OUR HISTORY

At TELÉFONOS DE MÉXICO (TELMEX), we are celebrating almost 24 years as a private company. During this period of time we have modernized, updated, 
and transformed ourselves from being an enterprise that offered only telephone services to the leading company in telecommunications services in our country; all 
in a highly competitive market. For more than two decades our commitment has been to connect Mexico, through the best technological platform, to provide our 
customers the best services in terms of universal access and promoting technological innovation, information technologies and communication throughout México. 

The bidding process to privatize Telmex in December 1990 took place 18 years after the Federal Government had acquired 51% of its capital, in 1972, and the 
remaining 49% was held by investors and customers. It was mandatory to fund TELMEX in order to have telephone services, since it was plagued by poor quality 
because of its deficient and obsolete infrastructure, which was outdated and with an up to 2 year backlog period in order to get a phone line.

In 1990, the year the call was made to privatize Telmex, the government held approximately 56% of its capital. From that the government bid 25.4% of the 
company, which was formed by 20.4% of controlling shares and an option to acquire 5% of shares with limited voting rights. More than 16 national and foreign 
companies participated in this bid process of which 5 were international telecommunication companies that comprised groups which at that time submitted offers. 
Of the bids offered, the winning group was formed by: Southwestern Bell (now AT&T) which bought 10%, France Telecom with 5%, Grupo Carso with 5.78% and 
34 Mexican investors who collectively bought 4.6%, who incorporated a limited trust that could sell to third parties during the following 10 years. The winning bid 
for the 20.4% was for a company value of USD $8,615,700,000, or 16.6% higher than the market value of Telmex as listed in the Mexican Stock Exchange (which 
on the date the bid was offered was USD$7,387,800,000) and 4.1% higher than the second highest bid offered by the group formed by Telefónica de España, GTE 
(General Telephone & Electronics Corporation) and Casa de Bolsa Acciones y Valores. It should be noted that this market price was 541% higher than the market 
value of Telmex on December 31, 1988, only two years earlier.

The privatization of TELÉFONOS DE MÉXICO meant the entry of large foreign investments to our country, and opened access to international financial markets 
which had been closed to emerging countries since the foreign debt crisis of 1982.

TECHNOLOGICAL TRANSFORMATION 
24 years ago TELMEX had one of the world’s most underdeveloped infrastructures, a growing inability to provide the services demanded by the population and 
a lack of a “customer service” culture. To transform this situation and to build a state-of-the-art company that allowed Mexican citizens to communicate efficiently, 
and that provided Mexico with a telecommunications platform to promote the development of its national economy, we invested (from 1990 to 2013) more than 
35.1 billion dollars in its expansion, modernization and transformation, as well as in changes in the digital culture of both the company and the country. Because 
of that, among its other accomplishments TELMEX has the following achievements:

• From 1990 through 2014 the number of land lines increased from 5.4 million to 13.2 million.
 
• The locations served increased to cover more than 115 million Mexicans. 
 
• Our fiber optic network grew from 360 km to 190,792 km, and became one of the most modern and reliable networks in the world.

• We have evolved from having contracting and collection centers to 390 modern commercial offices, which now offer customer support and product marketing.
 
• The digitalization of 100% of the telephone network was completed in the year 2000, even before countries like the United States and Spain, and this increased 
the quality of service and the diversity of services provided.
 
• In 1996 we launched in the market the dial-up services for Internet access, and in 2001 we launched the Infinitum broadband services, reaching 9.1 million 
customers in 2014, which is a major contribution to the reduction of the digital divide in the country.

• The number of years of education per employee increased from 5.7 in 1990 to 16.1 in 2014, which resulted in an increase in productivity and positive changes 
in the company’s work culture, especially in the processes used in customer service.  At the same time, a platform was established for the transfer and assimilation 
of new technologies and innovation.
 
• We constructed more than 3,600 digital classrooms and libraries and provided more than 390,000 Digital Scholarships, benefiting more than 3.5 million 
Mexicans. We have also installed more than 5,500 public sites that offer free connectivity to mobile WiFi Infinitum Internet.
 
• The TELMEX Institute of Technology in Information Technology (Inttelmex IT) has trained 7,044 professionals at no cost.

• We developed one of the most competitive portfolios for business solutions, offering comprehensive integration services to promote the development of 
Mexican companies.
 
• We have multiplied several times the productivity of the company, and this has allowed us to curb our costs and offer 81.8%lower prices for all our services, 
and also from 2000 to date the price for Internet access by kilobyte was reduced 98.8%.

In the same manner, we began a consolidation process of Local Service Areas (ASL), reducing their number from 2,200 to only 397, which is an 82% reduction in 
national long distance destinations. Compared with other countries, Mexico now has 8 times more people per ASL than Brazil, 3.5 times more than Spain and 23.7 
times more than the United States; and, on average, the number of square kilometers covered by ASL is 5 times higher than in those same countries.  Additionally, 
this plan was launched for neighboring cities, and to date 30,566,000 inhabitants in 198 cities benefit from significantly reduced prices.

TELMEX FOUNDATION
In 1995, the Telmex Foundation was created with a commitment to support health, education, justice, culture and sports in our country, and, among many 
other accomplishments, has performed or provided the following:  1,052,782 outpatient surgeries; 102,695 bonds; 387,771 bicycles for the “Help me Get There” 
program; 28,960 tons of humanitarian aid; 15.25 million packets of nutritional sweeteners; 13,743 teams in the Telmex Cup; early education manuals; cultural 
events; the TELMEX Ring program; the cycling tour; and, financial support to more than 1,858 institutions.
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We began with Grupo Río San Juan, a company founded in 1958, as the pioneer in construction and housing 
Development in the most important industrial, commercial and dwelling areas in the northern region of the 
state of Tamaulipas, an also as one of the main generators of jobs, business and direct foreign investment in 
the region. In Grupo Río San Juan, we have a territorial reserve of over 9,880 acres which will be used for 
future housing developments required by the market demand.

Grupo R is founded in 1960 and since its creation; it has been a fundamental support for the development of 
many Petróleos Mexicanos projects, always placing the strictest enforcement of safety and care of the ecology 
first. Starting in 2010, it became the only Mexican company that has ventured in ultra deep water oil drilling, 
after the acquisition and operation of the GR Centenario, Bicentenario and The Muralla IV platforms, 
which keeps us ahead technologically speaking, and which also allows us to face the new challenges we are 
faced with in the oil and gas extraction in deeper and deeper waters.

As for the energy sector, our companies are highly specialized and competitive in engineering, design, 
procurement, construction, installation, maintenance and integrated services for the oil industry, as well as 
for the drilling, maintenance and rehab of oil wells, both inland as offshore.

The main companies of Grupo R are:

Comprehensive Real Estate Development. Urbanization and Construction:
Grupo Río San Juan, S.A. de C.V. (GRSJ)
Constructora Mataredonda, S.A. de C.V. (CM)
Triturados y Premezclados del Norte, S.A. de C.V. (TPN)

Drilling:
Industrial Perforadora de Campeche, S.A. de C.V. (IPC). 
Grupo R Exploración Marina, S.A. de C.V. (GREMSA)
Corporativo Grupo R. S.A. de C.V.

Gas Fields:
Servicios Múltiples de Burgos, S.A. de C.V. (SMB)
Desarrollo y Servicios Petroleros S.A. de eV. (DSP)

Servicios  Costa Afuera y  Mantenimiento de Plataformas:
Constructora y Arrendadora México, S.A. de C.V. (CAMSA)
Servicios Marítimos de Campeche, S.A. de C.V. (SMC)
Mantenimiento Mar/timo de México (MMM).

Industrial and Oil Construction:
Bosnor S.A. de C.V. (Bosnor)
Constructora y Edificadora Madero, S.A. de eV. (CYEMSA)
Río San Juan Construcciones S.A. de C.V. (RSJC) 
Proyectos  Ebramex. S. de R.L. de C.V. (Ebramex)
Mina-Trico, S. de R.L. de eV. (Minatrico).

Industrial Maintenance:
Servicios y Maquinaria de México, S.A. de eV. (SYMMSA)
T3 Energy Services de México, S. de R.L. de C.V. (T3 México)

Specialized Transportation:
Servicio Industrial Especializado, S.A. de eV. (SER/ESA)
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Almost 115 years in Banorte’s history; always committed with the development of Mexico.
 
Today we are the third largest financial institution in Mexico, with over 1,300 branches and 6,700 ATM nationwide, serving more 
than 11 million customers in Banorte and Ixe, as well as 15 Centros Pyme specialized in attending the needs of Small and Medium 
companies.
 
Our Pension Fund Management Company is the largest in Mexico and the 2nd in Latin America, with more than 11 million 
customers.   We have consolidated our participation in the Insurance and Annuities Market with the acquisition of the minority stake 
held by Group Generali in those business lines. 
 
This is how we offer a unique value proposition to our customers, with innovative products and state of the art technological 
platforms.
 
We have always been and will remain committed to grow with and for Mexico.
 
Banorte, el Banco Fuerte de México.
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The origins of Nestlé go back to 1867 in Vevey, Switzerland, when its founder Henri Nestlé revolutionized the food industry by 
developing the first lactated flour to satisfy the food and nutritional needs of children.

In 1905 he merges with a major producer of condensed milk, the Anglo Swiss Company Condensed Milk, with which he begins the 
diversification and internationalization process. New products were added, little by little to the first production of condensed milk 
and lactated flour, such as soluble coffees, chocolates, and candy, frozen goods, both culinary and refrigerable, as well as pet foods, 
all of them worldwide, currently accepted and sold in more than 100 countries.

Always ahead in innovation and renovation in the food sector, Nestlé takes advantage of its more than 100 years of expertise in 
research and technological development to offer top nutritional and quality food products to its consumers. Nestlé is ranked as the 
world leading company in nutrition, health and welfare.

It is in all continents with over 10,000 products, produced in 461 plants in over 83 countries, with 328,000 plus collaborators around 
the globe. Nestlé’s brands and products are focused towards a relentless innovation and renovation, serving and anticipating the 
changing needs of its consumers, with products elaborated for all stages of life.

Nestlé has been dedicated to know the needs and desires of its consumers as well as its local values and culture. This is why the 
company has proven having a great capability to adapt to every country, never deflecting from its convictions and fundamental 
values, which are paramount to guarantee success, by sustaining its growth strategy in the Creation of Shared Value and promoting 
concrete benefits for the development of society, boosting both the country development and environmental care.
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Founded in 1969 in San Francisco California by Adrian Dalsey, Larry Hillblom and Robert Lynn, whose initials gave name to the 
brand, DHL Express is the world’s leading logistics company with its headquarters in Germany and is part of Deutsche Post DHL 
Group.

The company currently covers 220 countries, and Mexico is a key market for business growth. Due to its geographical connection 
and its average annual double-digit growth, the country is one of the 11 priority markets for DHL Express. In addition, Mexico 
represents 20 percent of Latin America’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP), has 47 free trade agreements and has a strong domestic 
demand as well as a growing foreign trade, placing the country at the same level of Brazil, Russia, India and China.

Mexico offers DHL significant business opportunities resulting from its economic stability and growth of key sectors such as 
Automotive, Pharmaceutical and Chemical, Engineering and Manufacture, as well as other important segments like Aerospace and 
Technology.

DHL Mexico:
DHL operates in Mexico since 1979 (35 years).

DHL is implementing a strategic plan that aims to invest USD$160 million over a five-year period (2012-2017).
Investments focuses on areas such as Fleet, Gateways, Hubs, Stations, Technology, Air and Domestic Networks, among other key 
projects that will allow the company’s rapid growth and increase its capacity to satisfy customers demand.
DHL generates more than 3,600 employments in the country.
With presence throughout the country, it operates a network of 55 stations with a sophisticated logistics scheme, with more than 
1,200 couriers to guarantee coverage to the 32 federal entities through more than 600 points of sale 
Its sophisticated network includes more than 1,568 ground-units as well as 12 dedicated domestic flights, ten international 
flights and many business alliances with airlines.
It operates more than 300 ground-routes, covering approximately 120,000 kilometers every day and carrying 700 tons daily.
It serves more than 18 thousand clients.
It has four Hubs or high volume transfer centers: Mexico City, Guadalajara, Monterrey and Queretaro; five clearinghouses: 
Mazatlan, Minatitlan, San Luis Potosi, Zacatecas and Silao; and six international Gateways: Mexico City, Monterrey, Guadalajara, 
Merida, Hermosillo and Queretaro

Throughout the 35 years of DHL Express in Mexico, the company has created specific solutions for each segment, including both 
large industry and small and medium enterprises (SMEs), a sector comprised by 800,000 companies in the country.  DHL Express 
aims to strengthen its position as the main consultant in international trade among its customers and prospects, guiding them 
through the basic steps to enter markets like Latin America and China and expanding Mexican exports beyond the U.S.

•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
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Airbus Group
Shaping the Future of Aeronautics and Space Airbus Group is a global leader in aeronautics, space and related services.

It comprises Airbus as a leading global manufacturer of highly innovative commercial aircraft, Airbus Defence and Space as the 
defence and space leader in Europe, providing tanker, combat, transport and mission aircraft as well as space systems, equipment 
and services, and Airbus Helicopters which offers the world’s widest range of civil and military helicopters. Airbus Group is a major 
partner in the Eurofighter consortium, a stakeholder in the missile systems provider MBDA and a 50% partner in turboprop aircraft 
maker ATR.

Value creation is a key priority as it supports investment in future products and services, which help to maintain the Group’s market 
leading position. Airbus Group – known as EADS until 1 January, 2014 – was created in 2000 through the merger of DaimlerChrysler 
Aerospace AG in Germany, Aérospatiale Matra in France, and CASA in Spain.The Group is today’s best practical example of a truly 
successful European industrial company. In 2013, Airbus Group had revenues of 57.6 billion, more than double the 24.2 billion 
generated in 2000.
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Grupo TMM is one of the largest integrated logistics and transportation companies in Mexico providing specialized maritime 
services and integrated logistics services, including land transportation services and ports and terminals management services, to 
international and domestic clients throughout Mexico. We offer a solid logistical structure looking after our clients’ most precious 
resources: time and money. Thanks to our three business units and the efforts of our human capital, Grupo TMM has everything 
necessary to offer a world class service guaranteeing the highest quality to all our clients. The original company, Transportes 
Maritimos Mexicanos, S.A. was constituted on June 1955 and three years later changed its registered name to Transportacion 
Maritima Mexicana, S.A. During 60’s the Company experienced a fast growing era, it started operations on the Atlantic Gulf with 
services to US and Mexican ports; opened its Pacific Coast liner service to Central and South America; inaugurated its transatlantic 
service on a regular basis to Northern Europe, initiated regular services to the Far East and to the Mediterranean Coast; and started 
its regular services to Brazil. At that time the Company initiated its diversification process, first in the railroad business acquiring the 
Tex-Mex railway, and in 1983 initiating the Car Transportation operation with specialized vessels.  During the 90’s TMM enters into 
strategic alliances; in 1993 agrees with Hapag Lloyd to serve Northern Europe ports; in 1994 with Seacor Marine in Supply Ships; in 
1995 again with Hapag Lloyd to serve the Mediterranean area, and also with CSAV for the Car Carrier business.  In logistic services, 
in late 90’s TMM acquired the concession to operate the Manzanillo Container Terminal in the mexican pacific; it obtained a 40 year 
concession on the International Cruise Dock at Cozumel Island at the mexican caribean, and also got a 25 year concession from the 
Acapulco Port Authority, to operate the cruise dock, the multipurpose terminal, and the international cargo terminal. TMM is listing 
on the Mexican Exchange Market since 1980; and abroad TMM is listed on the New York Stock Exchange effective 1992.

Our Mission
“We are a Mexican group specializing in maritime and onshore transport, integrated logistics, storage and port operations.

Our competitive strength is based on the integration of our own strategic assets and those of third parties to offer a wide variety 
of solutions providing a high level of service and flexibility for our clients, all of which is supported by constantly developing 
technology, 50 years of experience and excellent human capital.

Our commitment is to maximize shareholder equity through the efficient and profitable operation of our business units.”

Our vision
“To be the leading provider of transport services and integrated logistics solutions in the national market, seeking to participate in 
high return and profitable niche markets

At Grupo TMM we are committed to respecting the environment and participating in the consolidation and development of Mexico.”

Our Infrastructure
Grupo TMM has a unique position in the Mexican market, being the ideal link between railways, roads and ports as well as the link 
between the main cities and production centers in the country. 
The Company has facilities located in Aguascalientes, Veracruz, Queretaro, Ramos Arizpe, Laredo, Hermosillo, San Luis Potosi, 
Toluca, Cuernavaca, Monterrey, Puebla, Cd. Sahagun and Mexico City.
Grupo TMM offers a logical structure to enhance a client’s most precious resources: their time and money, working jointly with all 
industries, including companies that require the highest standards to guarantee their satisfaction in logistical matters.

Our Solutions
Our consulting services, the creation of synergies through our diverse operations, our market knowledge and our interest to treat 
our clients as they require, has allowed us to provide customized and integrated solutions, in the areas of:

• Logistics and Inland Services.
• Specialized Maritime Services.
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The SAFRAN Group is a high technology international group, leader in its core business: Aerospatiale (propulsion and equipment), 
Defense and Security. 

With 66,300 employees in the world and over a 19, 5 Billion-USD result, SAFRAN Group is worldwide number one in:

 Commercial aircraft engines (SNECMA – CFM)
 Helicopter engines (TURBOMECA)
 Landing and Braking Systems (MESSIER-BUGATTI-DOWTY)
 Cable Systems (LABINAL)
 Biometric ID Documents, Biometric systems, Multi-biometric technology (MORPHO Identification)

SAFRAN has been in México since the end of the 80’s and it has more than 5,000 employees, for 11 companies. 

In addition to its activities of production and design, the group is heavily involved in:

 Education (Mexican-French aerospace campus in Querétaro) 
 Development of the Supply Chain in Mexico 
 Development of clusters for the Aerospace Industry 
 Environment (bioturbosine, Electronic green taxiing system)

The Group companies located in Mexico are: 

 State of Mexico & Mexico City: 
  MORPHO Identification (biometric systems, fingerprint-iris-face)
  MORPHO Cards (manufacture and sale of smart cards)
  SAFRAN MEXICO  (corporate office)
  TURBOMECA (commercial support for maintenance of turbines)

 Chihuahua: 
  LABINAL (cable systems)
  SAFRAN Engineering (design center)

 Queretaro: 
  SAMES (maintenance of CFM-56 engines)
  MESSIER-BUGATTI-DOWTY SERVICES (maintenance of landing gears) 
  SNECMA (manufacturing of engine parts CFM-56)
  MESSIER-BUGATTI-DOWTY (manufacture of landing gear parts)

Further information:
SAFRAN México
T. +52 (55) 5281 8775
info@safran.com.mx
www.safran-na.com
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ExxonMobil is the world’s largest publicly traded international oil and gas company, providing reliable forms of energy that support 
growing economies and improve living standards around the world.

ExxonMobil combines ingenuity, innovation and technology to deliver energy to a growing world.

The company explores for, produces and sells crude oil, natural gas and petroleum products.

An industry leader in almost every aspect of the energy and petrochemical business, ExxonMobil operates facilities or markets 
products in most of the world’s countries and searches for oil and natural gas on six continents.

ExxonMobil in Mexico has a 125 year history, mainly in the lubricants and chemical product businesses.
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Bombardier Inc.
Bombardier is the world’s only manufacturer of both planes and trains. Looking far ahead while delivering today, Bombardier is 
evolving mobility worldwide by answering the call for more efficient, sustainable and enjoyable transportation everywhere. Our 
vehicles, services and, most of all, our employees are what make us a global leader in transportation. Is headquartered in Montréal, 
Canada. Our shares are traded on the Toronto Stock Exchange (BBD) and we are listed on the Dow Jones Sustainability World and 
North America Indices. In the fiscal year ended December 31, 2013, we posted revenues of $18.2 billion. News and information are 
available at bombardier.com or follow us on Twitter @Bombardier.

Bombardier Transportation México
With a presence in Mexico of more than twenty years, Bombardier Transportation has become the most important supplier of 
passenger rail transportation equipment in the Mexican market, with almost 70% of the rolling stock and transportation systems in 
operation today in Mexico manufactured at its local facilities. The main manufacturing site is located in Ciudad Sahagún, Hidalgo, 
90 kilometres from Mexico City. With a skilled workforce of more than 1,300 employees, this facility specializes in the manufacture 
and product introduction of passenger rail vehicles, as well as after-market maintenance and customer service. Also operates 
another manufacturing site in Hidalgo and a plant in Huehuetoca, State of Mexico, which specializes in the manufacture of electrical 
harnesses. Is the only rail manufacturer in Mexico to operate an advanced facility with integrated engineering and manufacturing 
capabilities. Quality-driven management and state-of-the-art equipment help offer products and services that attain the highest 
quality standards. Its commitment to the Mexican market is ever increasing, as demonstrated over the last few years with millions of 
dollars invested in equipment, site upgrades and training at its Mexico facilities.

Bombardier Aerospace México
Bombardier Aerospace’s manufacturing operations in Querétaro were established in 2006 and complement the company’s other 
existing manufacturing sites. Operations in Mexico, which currently count more than 1,800 employees, allow Bombardier to develop 
a manufacturing capacity that lessens its reliance on third parties for structural aircraft components and greatly contributes to the 
reduction of operating costs and increased profitability. In addition to main harnesses and electrical sub-assemblies for Bombardier 
business and commercial aircraft, operations at the Mexico site include the manufacture of structural aircraft components, such as the 
aft fuselage for the renowned Global business jet family, the flight control work package (rudder, elevator and horizontal stabilizer) 
for the Q400 NextGen turboprop, as well as for CRJ700/900/1000 NextGen and the Challenger 605 aircraft. Manufacturing of the 
composite structure, electrical harnesses and wing assembly for the all-new, state-of-the-art Learjet 85 business jet, as well as sub-
assembly systems installation, is also carried out in Mexico. Construction of the 18,581-m2 (200,000-ft2) Learjet 85 aircraft facility 
began in September 2009, and the facility was inaugurated on October 21, 2010.

To date, Bombardier Aerospace has announced a total investment of $500 million in its Querétaro operations.
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Grupo Salinas is composed of dynamic, fast-growing, and technologically advanced companies focused on creating shareholder 
value and improving society through excellence. Grupo Salinas promotes economic development in the countries where it operates 
by making technology accessible to all levels of society.

Created by entrepreneur Ricardo B. Salinas, Grupo Salinas operates as a forum to develop entrepreneurial ability and support 
decision-making among the executives who lead Group’s member firms: Azteca, Azteca America, Grupo Elektra, Banco Azteca, 
Seguros Azteca, Afore Azteca, Advance America, Grupo Iusacell, Italika, Punto Casa de Bolsa, and Azteca Internet.

Grupo Salinas companies generate annual revenue of approximately US$7 billion and US$1.3 billion in EBITDA in the media, 
retail, financial services, telecommunications and Internet industries. Grupo Salinas companies operate in Mexico, the United States, 
Brasil, Colombia, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Peru, and Panama.

Fundación Azteca, as well as its affiliate organizations in the United States, Peru, Guatemala and El Salvador, and Fomento Cultural 
Grupo Salinas, Kybernus, and Caminos de la Libertad, are Grupo Salinas non-profit organizations dedicated to improving health, 
education, preserving the environment, making culture accessible, and promoting leadership and freedom.
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Headquartered in Mexico City, KCSM is a leading rail Mexican company serving major industrial centers in northeastern and 
central Mexico, as well as the ports of Lázaro Cárdenas, Tampico/Altamira and Veracruz.

With 2,609 track miles, KCSM offers direct border crossing through the international bridges of Nuevo Laredo and Matamoros. 
KCSM is a subsidiary of KCS, a transportation holding company with railroad investments in the U.S., Mexico, and Panama.

Its primary U.S. holding is The Kansas City Southern Railway Company, serving the central and south central regions of the United 
States.

KCS’s North American rail holdings and strategic alliances are primary components of the NAFTA Railway system, linking the 
commercial and industrial centers of the U.S., Mexico, and Canada.
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Proudly Mexican, food chain GRUMA is the global leader of corn and flour tortilla production worldwide, and a leading producer 
of wheat flour and its derivatives such as flatbreads, wraps, naan, pita bread, chapatti, and pizza bases plus other food products, such 
as rice, snacks, pastas, condiments and palm hearts.

GRUMA has experienced exceptional growth worldwide with operations in the Americas, Europe, Asia and Oceania with 101 
production plants, and a strong presence in 113 countries across the globe, with its global brands, Maseca and Mission, along with 
a large selection of local brands such as Guerrero in the U.S., Tortiricas and Tosty in Costa Rica, and Robin Hood in Venezuela.

Thanks to innovation and the use of new technologies, GRUMA has expanded its portfolio of products and services to cater to 
different lifestyles, cultures and needs of its customers and consumers in every country where it does business.

GRUMA has always been known for its strong entrepreneurial vision to reach all corners of the world where it has become a 
successful business organization focused on contributing to the improvement of the quality of life of its Human Capital, and its 
customers and consumers while also providing excellent quality products to fit their lifestyles and cultural needs, and creating value 
for its shareholders.

GRUMA is a socially responsible company that supports the development of the communities in which it operates by consistently 
offering high quality products all families can afford, creating jobs, reinvesting profits, implementing environmentally friendly 
practices, and encouraging education and advancement without neglecting its continued growth.

Since its foundation 64 years ago and its clear vision for sustainable growth, its focus on value creation, technology, infrastructure 
and renewed strategy, GRUMA is optimistic about the future, and is committed to building a new phase in which the principles and 
values that have shaped it now allow it to overcome the challenges it could face looking forward.
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Accenture is a global management consulting, technology services and outsourcing company, with more than 305,000 people serving 
clients in more than 120 countries.

Combining unparalleled experience, comprehensive capabilities across all industries and business functions, and extensive research 
on the world’s most successful companies, Accenture collaborates with clients to help them become high-performance businesses 
and governments.

Our four growth platforms

-Accenture Strategy
-Accenture Digital
-Accenture Technology
Accenture Operations

Are the innovation engines through which we build world-class skills and capabilities; develop knowledge capital; and create, acquire 
and manage key assets central to the development of integrated services and solutions for our clients. The company generated net 
revenues of US$30.0 billion for the fiscal year ended Aug. 31, 2014
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A Mexican company that rises up to offer a different alternative in the service of air transportation; counting on the best qualified 
group of human talent in the Mexican civil aeronautics industry.

Its present fleet counts of 34 new airplanes Airbus A320 of high technology and luxury cabin, having higher seat pitch between the 
rows of elegant and comfortable leather seats.

Proudly the company lives its continued second year servicing to its clients, who take advantage from the undisputable opportunity 
of being able to fly at fair rates in a class superior to normal tourist, to the thirteen destinations in the Mexican Republic.  Interjet has 
already reached more than a million passengers. This mark fulfills with the objective to make air traveling accessible to the greater 
number of Mexicans.

It is the first airline in Mexico that has been conceptualized, designed and constructed under the of “High Efficiency” businesses 
model, resulting from a precise and most careful planning completely made by Mexican personnel of the amplest experience and 
capacity in the Mexican civil aviation.

Experienced Pilots, that have been selected under the most rigorous examinations of technical knowledge and flight experience; 
working with Flight Attendants well trained in subjects of security and on board service, offer smooth flights with excellent attention 
on our airships, which are supported by ground and technical personnel highly skilled.

This low-cost airline combines experience and youth, an optimal formula for security and reliability.

Interjet applies the outmost computing technology and the state of art in automation within all the servicing and operative processes 
that modern aviation company may offer.

Mission
To provide air transportation services highly safe to fair price, by means of a substantial elevation of the efficiency and productivity 
of all its resources, for direct benefit of all its passengers.

Vision
To be the company with the highest yield, leader in its business sector, that guarantees stability and permanence in the national air 
transportation industry.

Objetives
To satisfy the potential demand of air transportation in Mexico, with the highest safety, quality and excellence servicing indexes.
To stimulate the air transportation demand, with fair and competitive tariffs.
To benefit directly to the users with more air traveling options to its destinations
To maintain and perform a permanent program of high efficiency in the operations to be reflected in lower tariffs and better 
service to benefit our users.
To create direct and indirect working positions in different zones of the country, employing more highly enabled personnel in 
the aeronautics industry.

•
•
•
•

•
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Arancia is privately owned company based in Guadalajara, Mexico.

Company history: Arancia grew in the corn refining business from the acquisition by Luis Aranguren S. of a starch mill in 1925.  
It became the market leader in Mexico in the 1960s and grew into related areas (consumer products, food flavorings, enzymes, 
surfactants, transportation).  In the 1990s, Arancia divested some business lines in preparation for open markets.  It also joined 
forces with Corn Products, eventually merging its business of starches and syrups becoming a shareholder of the global company 
and entering the Board Directors.  Arancia has since grown its other lines of business.

Today, Arancia operates five companies in three main areas of interest:

Biotecnology and Food and Industrial Ingredients:
- Enmex - Food and Industrial enzymes, with important exports to the US and Europe (www.enmex.com.mx)

- NaturaExtracta - Food extracts, flavors, colors and specialty ingredients (www.naturaextracta.com)

Logistics Services:
- SEAO - Textile Rental  services and sterilized packages for the health sector (www.seao.com.mx)

- Pacific Star - Mexico-Wide foodservice supply and distribution to restaurants (www.pacificstar.com.mx)

Energy:
- Eneri - Smart Meters and Electricity use monitoring and control (www.eneri.com.mx)

Strategic institutional investments, with board-level participation or insight:
- Corn Products International - A global Corn Refiner focusing on creating ingredient solutions (www.ingredion.com)

- Enzymotec - Lipid-based biofunctional ingredients for nutrition, health and pharma (www.enzymotec.com)

- Advanced BioNutrition - Encapsulation technology for protecting and delivering bioactives (www.advancedbionutrition.com)

- Coskata - A biology-based renewable energy company with synthesis gas ethanol technology (www.coskata.com).

Arancia values are a strong foundation to our companies culture.  Arancia has received for 9 consecutive years the national disctinction 
Empresa Socialmente Responsable from the Centro Mexicano de Filantropia A.C.

Our main values are: respect for the individual, ethics, institutional management, continuous improvement, the customer, and  
results oriented organizational culture.   
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Grupo Financiero Value is a leader in stock-market intermediation, fund operator, investment management and leasing. Value 
Financial Group provides a wide range of services in Mexico to a substantial and diversified client portfolio that includes corporations, 
governments and individual investors. We invite you to take a tour of our new internet portal and use the many financial resources 
it offers.

Mission
The mission of Grupo Financiero Value is meeting the financial needs of its customers through a personal treatment so that we are 
a leader in customer’s care and service.

Vision
To be the leading growing financial group in the country by providing high quality financial services, consistency and profitability, 
with an experienced working team in an environment of honesty, collaboration and cutting edge technology that can ensure security 
for our customers and continued growth of our portfolio.

VALUE Casa de Bolsa
Specializes in investment management in order to increase the assets of our clients. Value Casa de Bolsa is recognized in the market 
due to the best quality services provided, the best investment funds as well as to the fact that we give our clients the best results.

Value Casa de Bolsa specializes in:

• Investment Funds
• Money Market
• Capital Markets
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2 July 1934 was born the main public development Bank in our country: Nacional Financiera.

Nafinsa, a bank whose main shareholder is the Mexican government, was born as an instrument to drive the important socioeconomic 
transformations that would change the direction of our country.

Institutional Vision:
Promote the growth of the business sector through financial products, training and technical assistance, promoting their 
competitiveness, as well as support strategic projects and contribute to the formation of financial markets in the country.

Institutional objectives:
•Contribute to the development of the enterprises with access to financing products.
•Promote development of strategic and sustainable projects for the country.
•Promote regional and sectorial development of the country, mainly in less developed federal entities.
•Develop financial markets and the industry of risk capital in the México.
•Being an institution with effective management, based on a consolidated structure of corporate governance that ensures a  
   continuous and transparent operation.
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Aerolíneas Ejecutivas es una empresa mexicana líder en aviación ejecutiva en América Latina.

En la actualidad es distribuidor exclusivo para la venta de aeronaves nuevas de las marcas: Bombardier; Beechcraft; Honda Jet; 
AgustaWestland y Enstrom.

A través de sus programas MexJet y JetCard, opera 23 aeronaves de las marcas que representa ofreciendo diferentes paquetes y 
planes para sus clientes. Durante 2015 recibirá 6 jets ejecutivos Learjet 75 pedidos a la canadiense Bombardier, con lo que incrementa 
su flota y refrenda su compromiso de renovación constante para ofrecer la mayor seguridad y el mejor servicio a sus usuarios.

Aerolíneas Ejecutivas comprende todas las actividades de la aviación ejecutiva desde la operación de vuelos, mantenimiento de jets 
ejecutivos así como helicópteros; y administración de tripulaciones.

Cuenta con 5 hangares en su base de Toluca y uno más en la de Monterrey.

Cuenta con un departamento especializado en la compra/venta de aviones Seminuevos multimarca denominado ALE Preowned que 
brinda asesoría durante todo el proceso a sus clientes.

Ofrece y da servicio de mantenimiento en sus talleres certificadospor la FAA y DGAC ubicados en las ciudades de Toluca en el Estado 
de México y Monterrey en Nuevo León. 

Tiene bases en las ciudades de Toluca, Monterrey, Culiacán, Mérida, Cancún y Bajío.

www.aerolineasejecutivas.com
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Founded in 1966, Grupo Expansion (also known as GEx) is currently the most important multiplatform group aimed to selective and 
business audiences in Mexico. In 2010 changed its corporate image and was oriented to “Creating passionate media experiences to 
enrich readers’ and users’ lives “.

Grupo Expansion is Mexico’s second largest magazine & digital publisher with a solid portfolio of 17 magazines, 11 websites and a 
monthly reach of nearly 37 million. GEx’s brands include: Expansión, ELLE, Obras, Manufactura, IDC, Quién, ELLE Decoration, 
InStyle, Accént, Aire, Gran Plan, Quo, Chilango, Life and Style, Metroscúbicos, Travel + Leisure, Revolution, CNNExpansión, 
Mediotiempo, and CNNMéxico. 

Social Media: Facebook/grupoexpansion; Twitter: @grupogex.
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SPECIAL THANKS

Our special thanks to Maestro Tequilero for their contribution in the  
Mexico Business Summit.
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MEDIA

El Economista
Monday, 27 october
Page 30
Empresas y Negocios
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MEDIA

Excélsior
Monday, 27 october

Page 6
Dinero
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MEDIA

El Universal
Monday, 27 october

Page A4
Nación

Milenio 
Monday, 27 october
Page 27 
Negocios
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MEDIA

Reforma
Monday, 27 october
Page 26
Negocios
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MEDIA

La Jornada
Monday, 27 october
Page 24
Economía
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MEDIA

El Financiero
Tuesday, 28 october

Page 10
Economía

La Razón
Tuesday, 28 october
Pages 20-21
Negocios
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MEDIA

La Crónica
Tuesday, 28 october
Page 23
Negocios 
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MEDIA

Excélsior
Tuesday, 28 october

Page 11
Dinero
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MEDIA

El Universal
Tuesday, 28 october
Page B12
Cartera
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MEDIA

La Jornada
Wednesday, 29 october

Page 10
Política

La Jornada
Wednesday, 29 october

Portada
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MEDIA

La Crónica
Wednesday, 29 october
Page 24
Negocios

La Crónica
Wednesday, 29 october
Page 23
Negocios
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MEDIA

El Universal
Wednesday, 29 october

Page B2
Cartera

El Universal
Wednesday, 29 october
Page B7
Cartera
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PROGRAMS
Querétaro, 26 - 28  October 2014

Tapping into Mexico’s new sources of growth

Sunday, 26 october

11:30 onwards Participant registration

15:00 - 15:15

Welcoming remarks

•Miguel Alemán Velasco, Chairman, Mexico Business Summit, Mexico
•José Calzada Rovirosa, Governor of Querétaro, Mexico 
•Oscar Peralta Casares, Representative, Querétaro Business Community, Mexico

15:15 - 16:20

Lessons to help a country change a country

•Tony Blair, Former Prime Minister, United Kingdom 

Chaired by:
•Andrés Rozental, President, Rozental & Asociados, Mexico

16:30 - 17:45

Make it Mexico’s moment

Speakers:
•Sergio Argüelles González, President and Director General, Finsa, Mexico
•Claudio X. González, Chairman, Kimberly-Clark de México, Mexico 
•Gerardo Gutiérrez Candiani, President, Consejo Coordinador Empresarial (CCE), Mexico 

Moderator:
•Ana María Salazar, Vice President and Executive Director, Mexico Weekly, Mexico

18:00 - 19:10

The trends Mexico needs to care about 
  
Speakers:
•Juan Enríquez Cabot, Co-founder, Synthetic Genomics Inc.; Managing Director, Excel Venture Management, USA 
•Claude Smadja, President and Founder, Smadja & Smadja, Switzerland 

Provocateur: 
•Sheel Tyle, Managing Director, Verax Global, USA 

Moderator:
•Nik Gowing, International Broadcaster, United Kingdom

18:00 - 19:10

How Mexico needs to win on its image

Speakers:
•Carlos Espinosa de los Monteros, High Commissioner for “la Marca España”, Spain 
•Luiz Carlos Ferezin, President, Accenture, Mexico 
•Alan VanderMolen, Vice Chairman, DJE Holdings, USA  

Moderator:
•Manuel Rivera Raba, Chief Executive Officer, Grupo Expansión, Mexico

19:20 - 20:20

Strengthening the fundamentals for growth in a volatile monetary environment

Keynote speaker: 
•Agustín Carstens, President, Central Bank of Mexico, Mexico 

Chair:
•Pedro Velasco, Partner, Santamarina y Steta, Mexico
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Monday, 27 october

20:20 - 20:45 Cocktail reception

20:45 - 22:15   

Official opening dinner

Initiatives to boost Mexico’s growth NOW

Speakers:
•Carlos Slim Helú, Honorary Life Chairman, Grupo Carso, Mexico 

Chaired by:
•Miguel Alemán Velasco, Chairman, Mexico Business Summit, Mexico

  

08:30 - 10:00

Leveraging the energy revolution for new growth creation

Speakers:
•Ildefonso Aguilar, Managing Director Head for Planning and Business Development, Grupo Diavaz, Mexico
•Mark W. Albers, Member of the Executive Board, Exxon Mobil Corporation, USA 
•Mario Beauregard, Chief Financial Officer, PEMEX, Mexico
•Pedro Joaquín Coldwell, Secretary of Energy, Mexico

Moderator:
•Ernesto Marcos Giacoman, Director, Marcos y Asociados Infraestructura y Energía, S.C., Mexico

10:00 - 10:30 Networking Break 

10:30 - 11:45

Adjusting the Financial Services sector to Mexico’s growth needs 

Speakers:
•Daniel Becker Feldman, Director General, Banca Mifel, Mexico 
•Enrique de la Madrid, Director General, Bancomext, Mexico 
•Juan Pedro Moreno, Senior Managing Director & Global Industry Lead for Financial Services, Accenture, Spain 
•Jacques Rogozinski, Director General, Nacional Financiera, Mexico 
•Carlos Rojo, Chief Executive Officer, Grupo Financiero Interacciones, Mexico 

Moderator:
•Manuel López San Martín, Columnist, La Razón; Anchor, Canal40, Mexico

10:30 - 11:45

Dealing with Mexico’s water crisis  
   
Speakers:
•José Miguel Gutiérrez Sainz, Chief Executive Officer,, Aguas de México, S.A. de C.V., Mexico 
•David Korenfeld Federman, Director General National Commission for Water (CONAGUA), Mexico 
•José López, Executive Vice President, Nestlé S.A., Operations Manager, GLOBE, Switzerland 
•Francisco Suárez Hernández, Director of Corporate Affairs for Coca-Cola, FEMSA, Mexico
 
Moderator:
•Félix Martínez Cabrera, President, ANACAFE; CNA Vice President for the Mexican tropics; Secretary of the Board,  
  Pronatura Veracruz, Mexico

10:30-11:45

Making Mexico a destination of choice for investment

Speakers:
•Laurent Bresson, President and Chief Operating Officer, Netxteer Automotive, USA 
•Francisco González, General Director, ProMéxico, Mexico 
•Erik Oswald, Vice President of the Americas, ExxonMobil Exploration Company, USA 
•Eduardo Solís Sánchez, President, Asociación Mexicana de la Industria Automotriz, Mexico

Moderator:
•Jose Enrique Arrioja, Editor-At-Large, Latin America, Bloomberg, USA
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10:30 - 11:45

Education: Creating effective synergies between government and the private sector

Speakers:
•Javier Elguea Solís, Dean, Instituto Tecnológico de Teléfonos de México (Inttelmex), Mexico
•Raúl Gallegos, Chief Executive Officer and President, General Electric Mexico 
•Jaime Reyes, Innovation Secretary, State of Jalisco, Mexico 

Moderator:
•Jude Webber, Bureau Chief, Financial Times, Mexico

12:00 - 13:15

A new look at Mexico’s national security challenges 

Speakers
•Hans-Joachim Kolhsdorf, Managing Partner, Efficient Ideas; Honorary Member, CEEG, Mexico
•John D. Negroponte, Vice Chairman, McLarty Associates, USA 
•Juan Francisco Torres Landa, Secretary, México Unido contra la Delincuencia, A.C., Mexico
•Alfonso Zárate, Chief Executive Officer, Grupo Consultor Interdisciplinario, Mexico 

Moderator:
•Rossana Fuentes Berain, Founder, Mexico Media Lab S21, Mexico 

12:00 - 13:15

Special sign-up session with the thought leaders you want to follow-up with

The great convergence: the logic of one world

A conversation with:
•Kishore Mahbubani, Dean, The Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy, Singapore 

13:15 - 14:45

Plenary Luncheon

Mexico and the Southern hemisphere: Creating a zone of co-prosperity 

Speakers: 
•Juan Orlando Hernández, President of The Republic of Honduras 
•Salvador Arriola, Secretary for IberoAmerican Cooperation, SEGIB

Moderator:
•Arturo Valenzuela, Senior of Advisor for Latin America, Covington & Burling, LLP; Professor of Government,  
 Georgetown University; Former Assistant Secretary of State for Western Hemisphere Affairs in the first Obama  
  Administration, USA 

15:00 - 16:15

Managing competition AND cooperation with Asia

Speakers:
•Kishore Mahbubani, Dean, The Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy, Singapore 
•Tadayuki Nagashima, Executive Vice President, Japan External Trade Organization (JETRO), Japan 
•Enrique Rodriguez,  Director General of Public Affairs and Communications, Huawei, Mexico 

Moderator:
•Claude Smadja, President and Founder, Smadja & Smadja, Switzerland 

15:00 - 16:15

Innovation => Productivity = Growth. How to?

Speakers:
•Matt Levatitch, President and Chief Operating Officer, Harley Davidson Motor Company, USA
•Marcelo López Sánchez, Secretary for Sustainable Development, State of Queretaro, Mexico 
•Alec Ross, Innovator; Former Senior Advisor for Innovation to Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, USA 

Moderator:
•Yaël Smadja, President, Smadja & Smadja, USA; Chief Executive Officer, The Women Speakers Bureau, USA;  
  Executive Director, Cumbre de Negocios

16:15-16:45 Networking break
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16:45 - 18:00

Making social media a real business in Mexico

Speakers:
•Lino Cattaruzzi, General Manager, Google Mexico, Mexico
•Alec Ross, Innovator; Former Senior Advisor for Innovation to Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, USA
•Jorge Ruiz Escamilla, Director, Facebook México, Mexico

Moderator:
•Rossana Fuentes Berain, Founder, Mexico Media Lab S21, Mexico 

16:45 - 18:00

Mexico as an infrastructure hub: how to ensure that the plan works

Speakers:
•Jorge Arduh, Chief Executive Officer, INDRA Mexico, Mexico 
•Antonio Arranz, Chief Executive Officer, DHL Mexico, Mexico 
•Raymond Bachant, President Americas, Bombardier Transportation, Canada
•Alberto Pérez-Jácome, Director General, Grupo Hermes Infraestructura, Mexico 
•Manuel Angel Nuñez, Director General, Grupo Aeroportuario de la Ciudad de Mexico, Mexico 

Moderator:
•Mario González, Anchor, CNN, Mexico

16:45 - 18:00

Bringing in the missing pieces for a buoyant domestic market

Speakers:
•Luis Miguel González, Editorial Director, El Economista, México
•Nicolás Mariscal Servitje, Chief Executive Officer, Grupo Marhnos, Mexico 
•Alberto Raich, President, Kellogg’s Mexico, Mexico 
•Leo Schlesinger, General Director, MASISA, Mexico 

Moderator:
•Hans Joachim Kohlsdorf, Managing Partner, Efficient Ideas; Honorary Member, CEEG, Mexico

16:45 - 18:00

Special sign-up session with the thought leaders you want to follow-up with

The New European Commission: deciphering and influencing its impact on global business

Discussion initiators:

•Claude Smadja, President and Founder, Smadja & Smadja, Switzerland
•Sebastian Vos, Partner and Head of European Public Policy & Government Affairs, Covington & Burling, Belgium

18:15 - 19:45

Where do we go from here?

Speakers:
•Miguel Alemán Velasco, Chairman, Mexico Business Summit, Mexico 
•Adolfo Franco, Social Entrepreneur and award-winning filmmaker, Mexico 
•Angélica Fuentes Téllez, Chief Executive Officer, Grupo Omnilife-Angelíssima, Mexico 
•Ximena Puente de la Mora, President, IFAI, Mexico 
•Ricardo Salinas Pliego, President & Chief Executive Officer, Grupo Salinas, Mexico
 
Moderator:
•Nik Gowing, International Broadcaster, United Kingdom

20:00 - 22:15

Gala Dinner

An evening for making new friends and enjoying cultural and gastronomical delight.

Hosted by:
•José Calzada Rovirosa, Governor, State of Queretaro, Mexico
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Tuesday, 28 october

08:30 - 09:50

Reform is good, implementation is better

Speakers:
•Alberto Bello, Business Editorial Director, Grupo Expansión, Mexico
•Francisco Funtanet Mange, President, CONCAMIN, Mexico 
•Margarita Luna Ramos, Minister, Supreme Court of Justice, Mexico 
•Ernesto Marcos Giacoman, Director, Marcos y Asociados Infraestructura y Energía, S.C., Mexico

Moderator:
•Alejandro Carrillo, Director General, Fundación Miguel Alemán, Mexico 

08:30 - 09:50

Women: breaking the barriers to boost the economy 

Speakers:
•Rossana Fuentes Berain, Founder, Mexico Media Lab S21, Mexico 
•Angélica Fuentes Téllez, Chief Executive Officer, Grupo Omnilife-Angelíssima, Mexico 
•Amalia García Medina, Congresswoman; President of the immigration Committee, Mexico
•Maria Novales-Flamarique, Partner, McKinsey & Company, Inc, Mexico
•Alejandra Palacios Prieto, President, Comisión Federal de Competencia Económica (COFECE) , Mexico

Moderator:
•Yaël Smadja, President, Smadja & Smadja, USA; Chief Executive Officer, The Women Speakers Bureau, USA;  
  Executive Director, Cumbre de Negocios

08:30 - 09:50

Sustainability: The policies that will ensure long-term growth

 Speakers:
•Nicolás Mariscal Torroella, Chairman of the Board, Grupo Marhnos, Mexico 
•Isabel Studer, Founding Director, Global Institute for Sustainability, EGADE Business School-Tecnológico de  
  Monterrey, Mexico 
•Francisco Suárez Hernández, Director of Corporate Affairs for Coca-Cola, FEMSA, Mexico 
•Arnulfo Treviño, Vice Chairman, Corporate Affairs, Cuauhtémoc Moctezuma, Mexico

Moderator:
•Luis Manuel Guerra, President and Director General, Instituto de Asistencia en Investigaciones Ecológicas,  
  Mexico

09:50 - 10:10 Networking break

10:10 - 11:20

Leveraging the prospects the Pacific Alliance opens for Latin America

Speakers:
•Luis Miguel Castilla, Former Minister of Economy & Finance, Peru
•Ildefonso Guajardo, Secretary of Economy, Mexico 
•Felipe Larraín Bascuñán, Former Minister of Finance, Chile; Director, Clapes UC - Centro Latinoamericano  
  de Politicas Economicas y Sociales, Chile 
•Vanessa Rubio, Undersecretary for Latin America and the Caribbean, Mexico 

Moderator:
•Arturo Valenzuela, Senior of Advisor for Latin America, Covington & Burling, LLP; Professor of Government,  
  Georgetown University; Former Assistant Secretary of State for Western Hemisphere Affairs in the first Obama  
  Administration, USA

11:30 - 12:50

Using the crisis as an opportunity to strengthen the economic ties between Europe and Mexico

Speakers:
•Tom Enders, Chief Executive Officer, Airbus Group, France
•Jean-Paul Herteman, Chief Executive Officer, SAFRAN, France 
•José Antonio Meade Kuribreña, Foreign Affairs Secretary, Mexico 
•Paulo Portas, Deputy Prime Minister, Portugal 

Interpellator:
•Sebastian Vos, Partner and Head of European Public Policy & Government Affairs, Covington & Burling,  
  Belgium
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12:50 - 13:30

Special Keynote Address 

Drawing the lessons of a life long fight for democracy

Special Keynote Address:
•Lech Walesa, Former President of Poland, Poland 

Chaired by:
•Miguel Alemán Velasco, Chairman, Mexico Business Summit, Mexico
•Claude Smadja, President and Founder, Smadja & Smadja, Switzerland

13:45 - 15:15

Plenary luncheon 

Special Address:
•Enrique Peña Nieto, President of the United States of Mexico

Welcoming remarks:
•Miguel Alemán Velasco, Chairman, Mexico Business Summit, Mexico
•José Calzada Rovirosa, Governor of Querétaro, Mexico

15:30 - 16:40  

20 years after: Rebooting NAFTA beyond manufacturing

Speakers:
•Luis de la Calle, Managing Director and Founding Partner, De la Calle, Madrazo, Mancera, S.C. (CMM),  
  Mexico 
•Carl Meacham, Director, Americas Program, CSIS, USA 
•John D. Negroponte, Vice Chairman, McLarty Associates, USA 
•Roberta Jacobson, Assistant Secretary of State for Western Hemisphere Affairs, US Department of State, USA  

Moderator:
•Julio Millán Bojalil, President, Grupo Coraza Corporación Azteca, Mexico 

15:30 - 16:40  

A more inclusive growth for Mexico

Speakers:
•Paul Collier, Co-Director, Centre for the Study of African Economies; Professor of Economics and Public Policy  
  at the Blavatnik School of Government, The University of Oxford, United Kingdom

Chaired by:
•Alberto Bello, Business Editorial Director, Grupo Expansión, Mexico

16:45 - 18:15

Governors’ Roundtable

Speakers:
•Eruviel Ávila, Governor of State of México, Mexico
•José Calzada Rovirosa, Governor of Querétaro, Mexico 
•Graco Ramírez Garrido Abreu, Governor of Morelos, Mexico 
•Aristóteles Sandoval Díaz, Governor of Jalisco, Mexico 
•Iñigo Urkullu, Lehendakari de Euskadi, President of the Basque Country 

Chaired by:
•Manuel Rivera Raba, Chief Executive Officer, Grupo Expansión, Mexico

18:15 - 19:00 Farewell reception
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Special Program for “the Mexico’s Future Group”
Querétaro, 25-26 October 2014

Saturday, 25 october

Sunday, 26 october

17:30 onwards Participant registration

18:15 - 18:30 Welcoming remarks and kick off discussion

18:30 - 20:00

Session 1
How evolution and genomics can create great entrepreneurs 

Speaker:
•Juan Enríquez Cabot, Co-founder, Synthetic Genomics Inc.  Managing Director, Excel Venture Management

Chaired by
•Alberto Bello, Editor-in-chief of Business and News, Grupo Expansión, Mexico

20:00 - 22:30 Meet and fun
Participants are invited to relax and meet one another

09:30 - 10:30

Session 2
What do you mean I am too young to be an entrepreneur / investor?

Speaker:
•Sheel Tyle, Managing Director, Verax Global, USA

Chaired By
•Yaël Smadja, Smadja & Smadja USA; Chief Executive Officer, The Woman Speakers Bureau, USA; Executive  
  Director, Cumbre de Negocios

11:00 - 12:00

Session 3
How your brand can become your unbeatable asset

Speaker
•Lino Cattaruzzi, Position Head of Google, Mexico

Chaired by
•Claude Smadja, President and Founder, Smadja & Smadja, Switzerland

12:30 - 13:30

Session 4  
Why Mexicans need to care about Asia 

Speaker
•Kishore Mahbubani, Dean, The Lee Kuan Yew Public Policiy, Singapore

Chaired by
•Alberto Bello, Business Editorial Director, Grupo Expansión, Mexico 

13:30 - 14:30 Brunch

14:30 onwards Participant Registration to the Mexico Business Summit 2014
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